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ABS'IIACT

mnmnmurc MD KINETIC espacrs 0F

1mm nmnocm amusrs IN

nmmrc smUImN OVER MATURE

RANGE 01? -10 m 25 c

By

Alli I. FALLABI

Ihernodynenic end kinetic enelysis of bio-elbrenee subject to

therlel end che-icel perturbetione is epplied using the hunen red

blood cell ee e nodel systel. Since cheeicel end thernel effects

occur sinulteneouely during the freezing end theeing of living cells.

e complete dete bese in the for. of the he-olyeis kinetics es e

function of solute concentretion end tenpereture is genereted for the

hunen red blood cell. To decouple the cheeicel end the thernel

effects en inproved stop-flow systel equipped with tenpereture control

hee been designed end developed to neeeure the destruction dynelics of

the red blood cell. The stop-flow technique provides very repid

airing end therefore the denege dynenice for short tines (order of

seconds) is obteined. This technique represents e definite edventege

es oeupered to the etenderd technique for henolyis neeeure-ent

(inferred by stetic neesureeent of the he-oglobin ebsorption) eith

cherecteristic tines on the order of severel minutes. Specificelly.

the he-olyeie kinetics for the hunen red blood cell populetion induced

by un-buffered sodium chloride solution e beteeen 2- end 4- ere



Amir I. Fel lehi

presented for tempereturee between -5 end 25'C. It. :gt. of the

destructive hemolysis reection is cherecteristicelly very repid et

short times compered to thet et reletively long times for ell

temperetures end concentretions. The eppeerence of neesureble delege

in the stop flow device is deleyed for sub-embient temperetures. The

cherecteristic tine (deley time) is on the order of 3.5 minutes for Zn

concentretion. ebout 1 minute for the 2.5- concentretion end severel

seconds for higher concentretions. Competed to room tempereture. the

demege process et sub-embient temperetures proceeds et higher retes

for reletively long tines. Thet is. the trensition from the initiel

repid retes to the finel slow retes ere smoother end deleyed. The

lergest effect of the reduced tempereture in survivel is observed when

the isothermel tempereture is dropped from 25 to 10.0. Further

decreeses in tempereture heve oomperetively less significent effect.

The hemolysis process is treeted es s chemicel reection of the blood

cell semple end hypertonic sodium chloride solution. The tempereture

end the sodium chloride concentretion dependence of the hemolysie

kinetics is interpreted in terms of the let end 2nd order rete lews

for short exposure times. The thermodynemic ectivetion peremeters

essocieted with these kinetics heve been enelysed. 0n the besis of

these results. it is postuleted thet dissolution of one or lore

membrene components is responsible for cell injury due to the exposure

to hypertonic sodium chloride. A theoreticel ergument in support of

the dissolution theory is given.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

In recent yeers the surgicel technique of orgsn

trensplentetion hes been en eree of very ective erperinentetion in

nedicine. New surgicel techniques heve been developed end orgen

trensplentetions of heert. liver. end kidney heve becone the nost

pronising hope for extending hunen life. Success of such e

trensplent relies heevily upon the eveilebility es well es the

viebility of orgens et the tine of need. To overcone the tine

fector en effective preservetion technique needs to be developed.

One of the nost pronising preservetion techniques et the present

tine is offered by low tenpereture technology. deey through

cryopreservetion techniques severel clesses of "sinple"

bioneteriele such es blood. spernetosoe. cornee. shin. end enbryos

ere reversibly preserved for periods es long es 3O yeers [l-S].

However. for the nore coupler bioneteriels such es orgens no

sueeessful cryopreservetion technique hes been developed.

In order to extend the scope of cryopreservetion to nore

coupler systens such es the heert or liver e deteiled

understending of the cellulsr behevior et low tenperetures is



required. Funds-entel thornodynenic enelysis in conjunction with

kinetic theory of the reections end processes involved in e

cryopreservetion protocol could provide the besis for the

devolopnent of celluler behevior in response to low tenperetures.

The purpose of this work is eined et providing e better

understending of the denege zusteincd by living cells es e result

of chenges which occur in the celluler environnent during the

process of freeze-preservetion. Specific environnentel chenges of

interest ere the effects of high solute concentretion (e chenicel

effect) end low tenpereture exposure (e thernel effect).

'hen the liquid phese of weter is excluded fron the cell

suspension through the fornetion of ice. there results en increese

in the extrecellnler solute concentretion. This increese in the

extrecellnler solute concentretion creetes en osnotic pressure

which ects es e driving force for the flow of weter out of the

cell. The chenicel effect end the strong tenpereture dependence

of neny life processes constitute two nejor nechenisns in cell

freezing. According to Rezur's clessic two-fector hypothesis for

freezing injury the slowly frozen cells ere deneged on the one

hend by their reletively long exposure to high solute

concentretions. This is the so-celled "solution effect".

Further-ore. repidly frozen celle ere deneged es s result of

intrecellnler ice fornetion [6]. The chenicel end thernel fectors ‘

ere then necesserily inter-releted in e given freezing end thewing



protocol. Thet is. The chenicel end thernel verieblee ere coupled

during e freezing end thewing process.

Therefore e conplete. decoupled. end qusntitetive

understending of cell injury ceused by thernel end chemicel

effects is essentiel for developing e thernodynenic nodel

describing e freeze-thew protocol. A decoupled study of the

thernel end chenicel effects responsible for the cell denege

during freezing should yield en inportent understending of the

degree end extent of injury ceused by eech perturbetion node.

Cryopreservetion is e thernodynenic process where kinetics pley en

inportent role since it is known thet the survivel of biologicel

systens is usuelly sensitive to cooling end werning retes [7].

Studies of the cell response to the thernel end chenicel

perturbetions cen therefore generete kinetic infornetion ebout the

cell injury. Thernodynenic enelysis of kinetic infornetion

genereted by such studies providez dete for the developnent of e

thernodynenic nodel for the cell injury nechenisn(s). Therefore.

the nein objective of this work wes to study independently the

effects of thernel end chenicel perturbetions on the kinetics of

red blood cell henolysis. Specificelly it wes intended to

deternine the kinetics of denege to the hunen red blood cell

systen induced by sodiun chloride solutions of different

concentretions et different tneperetures.



Even though henolysis of erythrocytes hes been the subject of

extenzive studies essocieted with low tenpereture preservetion

[8-11]. the eree of study proposed here hes received little

ettention. In this ,work the kinetics of henolysis of the hunen

red blood cell in the forn of rete infornetion is obteined.

Denege histories of cells subject to "chenicsl shock" is

quentified et different tneperetures. Specificelly. the denege

induced by sodiun chloride solutions between the concentretions of

1 nolel end 4 nolel is studied es e function of tine for

tenperetures between-5C end 256 (the rstionel for these renges of

concentretion end tenpereture is given in chepter IV).

Tu enelyze the cell injury process. e thernodynenic epproech

will be teken. The reection rete theory of Eyring will be

deployed to reduce the rete dete to obtein thernodynenic

ectivetion pereneters such es enthelpy. entrOpy. end Gibbs free

energy for the henolysis process. The role of these pereneters in

the stebility of the celluler systen reletive to the proposed

injury nechenizn will be investigeted. Such en epplicetion of the

principles of thernodynenics in conjunction with kinetic theory of

reections will result in en inportent clessificetion of

thernel-chenicel effects on cell denege nodes.

This reseerch is expected to heve e significent inpect on the

eree of low tenpereture preservetion. An inproved understending



of the effects of sinulteneous thernel end chenicel chenges

ecccupenying freezing should help to inprove cryopreservetion

protocols for e wider cless of biologicel systens including

tissues end orgens. A better understending of the elteretions

experienced by biologicel systens in terns of thernodynenic end

reection rete theory hes the potentiel to provide s better

conceptuel frenework for further reseerch fro. the theoreticel

stendpoint. Further-ore. sinuletions end predictions of celluler

behevior in erbitery environnents besed upon quentitetive nodels

ney be possible in the future.

Even though the nodel cell systen for this study wee linited

to the hunen red blood cell. it is hoped thet the experinentel

techniques end theoreticel nethods used here es well es the

overell understending geined by this reseerch could be generelized

to e lerger cless of biologicel cystens.

'LW

Living systens contein e substentiel enount of liquid weter

end it is epperently necessery for e nininun enount of liquid

weter to be present in nost living systens to insure viebility.

Therefore nost biologicel systens exhibit "nornel" behevior only

et tneperetures ebove DC. It hes been known for centuries thet



the deterioretion process of bioneteriels could be severely slowed

down or even stopped et low tenperetures. This effect of low

t-peretures in the reduction of netebolic ectivities of

biologicel systens hes been enployed in nodern industriel soele

food stuffs preservetions for neny yeers [12-14].

The potentiel of freezing preservetion es s pronising

clinicel technique for long ten- preservetion of bioneteriels wes

not reelized until the 20th century. The fect thet living

orgenisns ere in generel dieesterously injured when expoeed to

subzero tenperetures wes probebly the nost inportent fector

liniting succesful cryopreservetion. The first successful

freezing preservetion of biologicel systens occurred in 190 . when

Polge. Snith. end Perks [15] reported the first successful

freezing technique. Their work wes prinerily concerned with the

preeervetion of hunen end fowl spernetozoe. Since then the field

of cryobiology hes been en eree of very ective erperinentetion.

This hes resulted in the developnent of clinicel scele reversible

low tenpereture preservetion techniques for severel biologicel

systnns including the hunen erythrocyte. cornee. skin. end enbryos

[1.3.4.5].

Due prinerily to its clinicel velue. the hunen red blood cell

hes received sole of the nost intensive consideretions. This hes

in turn resulted in the develop-ent of very successful



cryopreservetion protocols enebling blood benking for long periods

of tine [16-18]. The lerge biOphysicel dete bese eveileble for

the hunen red cell elso nekes this systen e very ettrective nodel

syston.

The generel uncontrolled effect of cooling of "living“

orgenisns to suhzero centigrede tenperetures results in injury end

consequently "deeth" of such systens. A review of the

cryopreservetion techniques in cryobiology reveels thet two of the

nost inportent fectors controlling the fete of the biologicel

syeten ere the cooling rete during freezing end the werning rete

upon thewing [7319-24]. It is elso known thet the etorege tine

end storege tenpereture pley very inportent roles in the success

of e freeze-thew process. It should be pointed out here thet the

presence of zone cryophyleetic egent. sonetines referred to

loosely es entifreeze egent or sinply entifreeze. is essentiel for

the success of e cryopreservetion technique. The nost connonly

used cryophylectic egents ere glycerol end dinethylsulfoxide

(DISO) [5.7.17. 23.25]. The presence of e cryophylectic egent

will greetly conplicete the enelyticel es well es erperinentel

enelysis. It will eleo reduce the henolysis reection rete

considerebly neking it difficult to study the dsnege nechenisn.

Therefore. in the present work in order to sinplify the systen

under study es well so enphesizing the denege to leern nore ebout

the ceuse. the effect of such egents will not be considered.



Along the controlling fectors nentioned eerlier. the effect

of cooling rete hes received the nost ettention. This is partly

due to the fect thet if the systen is severely deneged during the

freezing stege of the process. consideretion of the effect of

other fectors bocones unnecessery. Figure 1.1 . ehows

representetive survivel percenteges of different cells es s

function of cooling rete [23]. In spite of the fect thet optinel

cooling retes differ fron cell to cell (renging fron 0.3 C/nin for

lynphooytes to 3000 C/nin for hunen erythrocytes) the cell

survivel curves heve siniler generel shepes. The results

presented in Figure 1.1 reveel thet increesing the cooling rete of

frozen celle is only beneficiel up to e point end once this point

is reeched further increese of cooling rete will heve e negetive

effect on the survivel. This hes suggested to sone reseerchers

the existence of two conpeting nechenisns responsible for

detanining cell survivel [6.26].

Cooling the cells ncre slowly then et the optinel rete

results in the injury thought to be due to the coupler elteretions

of the celluler environnent due to the presence of extrecellnler

ice. These physiochenicel elteretions ere collectively referred

to es "solution effects" end include chenges in the concentretion

of solutes. dehydretion of the cell. chenges in the pl of the

solution. end subsequent decreese of the cell volune [8.9.27]. As

the cooling rete ie increesed the survivel increeses which is
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interpreted to neen thet the increesed cooling rete reduces the

solution effects. However. the survivel is dininished when

biologicel systens ere cooled et supreoptinel retes. The deneging

effect of supreoptinel cooling retes hes been cleerly

denonstreted. both erperinentely end theoreticelly. to be due to

the intrecellnler ice fornetion during freezing [24.29-35]. Thet

is one cennot increese the cooling rete beyond the retes et which

lethel intrecellnler ice will forn end survivel will be

dininished. The ection of these two conpeting fectors is

nenifested in the survivel signeture of the cells (Figure 1.1).

Studiee of werning rete heve reveeled thet the effect of the

werning rete is directly coupled with the cooling rete. Fur fest

cooling rete the survivel is echieved et fest werning retee end

sinilerly better results ere obteined et slow werning retes when

the cooling rete is slow [7.3.23.32]. Storege tine for systens

stored et eny tonpereture other then zero ebsolute tonpereture

will heve e negetie effect i.e. the survivel rete is inproved es

the storege tenpereture is lowered [33.34]. Storege tine effect

studies on survivel retes reveel thet et tenperetures below -60C

these effects ere nininel end thet the survivel of cell systens

seens to be e strong function of storege tenpereture in'the renge

0: ’5‘? to '60C [7e25e33e341e
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The generelly eccepted theory of freezing denege is due to

Iezur [6.26]. where he proposes e two-fector nodel of freezing

denege. Iezur's two-fector theory represents e convincing

ergunent in which en ettenpt is nede to describe the low

taupereture effects in biologicel systens subject to slow end

repid cooling. Before discussing the freezing denege in deteil it

is necessery to define severel terns con-only used in such e

discussion. nenely such terns es "slow” end "repid" freezing.

The concept of slow end fest freezing is generelly defined in

light of intrecellnler crystel nucleetion or in terns of

dehydretion of the cell. Freezing velocity is considered to be

"slow” when only extrecellnler crystelizetion occurs. Ihen the

freezing process results in intrecellnler crystel fornetion the

cooling rete ie considered to be ”repid". It should be noted thet

these terns ere reletive. so thet repid for e given cell type ney

be slow for enother. In e freezing process regerdlees of cooling

velocity the weter trensport ecross the seniperneeble cell

nenhrene is directly linked with the survivel of the syste- under

study. A sinple nodel systen presented in Figure 1.2 describes

the weter trensport events essocieted with cell freezing. The

systen is considered es two conpertnents sepereted by e sphericel

seni-perneeble nunbrene resulting in en intrecellnler end en
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ertrecelluler conpertnent. At equilibriun the chenicel potentiel

for solutes eble to diffuse ere equsl in the intrecellnler end

ertrecelluler solutions. The fornetion of ice in the

ertrecelluler solution results in e lowered chenicel potentiel of

weter outside the cell with respect to the weter inside. A new

equilibriun cen be reeched by either trensport of weter out of the

cell or intrecellnler ice fornetion. This netter will receive

further ettention in conjunction with discussion of red blood cell

h-olysis in Chepter 3.

According to Iezur's two-fector hypothesis. when cells ere

frozen zlowly the dmnege ie essocieted with reletively long

exposure to the physio-chenicel elteretione of the cell systen

produced by crystelizetion of liquid weter (the so celled

"solution effects" discussed eerlier). 'hen cells ere frozen with

repid cooling retes the fornetion of intrecellnler ice is the

nejor fector reeponeible for dunege. The inplicit essunption here

is thet the cells ere thewed et optinel werning retes. A

quelitetive ergunent eccounting for Iszur's theory besed on the

nodel eyeten given in Figure 1.2 follows.

During e freezing process es discussed eerlier the

tenpereture reduction of the cell suspending nedie results in

crystelizetion of ertrecellulet weter. During the eerly steges of

freezing the nenbrene ects es s berrier to ice fornetion within
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the cell. As the ertrecelluler liquid weter is trensforned to

solid weter by ice fornetion e solute concentretion gredient is

developed ecross the supercooled cell such thet the systen (the

cell) is renoved fron it physiochenicel equilibriun stete. But

since the cell nenbrene is perneeble to weter s new equilibriun

stete cen be esteblished by wey of the flow of weter out of the

cell. If the fornetion of intrecellnler ice is to be evoided

there should be sufficient tine for the cell to loss its free

weter to evoid supercooling. This neens if the cooling proceee is

slow enough the cell will not freeze internelly or et leest lerge

enounts of weter will not solidify. At such slow cooling retes

then. the cell will be exposed to high concentretions of solute

for e reletively long period of tine end the subsequent solution

effects cen result in injury. The slow cooling rete is

cherecterized by the doninence of nose trensfer (weter flux ecross

the cell nenbrene) over the host trensfer process. Now if the

cooling rete ie repid. intrecellnler supercooling occure in e

short tine. The cell is uneble to lose e considereble portion of

its weter content end it becones increesingly probeble' thet the

intrecellnler weter will freeze. Specificelly. et fest cooling

retes the host trensfer procese cherecteristicelly doninetes the

nose trensfer process zo thet the intrecellnler weter hee little

tine to leeve the cell end the ebundence of weter in the cell

predisposes the interecelluler ice nucleetion to occur.
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Besed on the ebove ergunent it is evident thet the following

cell pereneters cherecterize the optinel cooling rete for

survivel:

(i) the perneebility of the cell to weter

(ii) the enount of celluler free weter

(iii) the surfece eree to volune retio.

As pointed out eerlier end is evident fron the proceeding

ergunent the nechenisns of freezing injury ere very involved end

ccnpliceted phenonene which ere yet to be resolved. Bowever. et

the present tine there exists substentiel evidence suggesting thet

the slteretion of the pleene nenbrene could be e nejor if not the

only. nochenisn responsible for freezing denege [45.46]. At this

point heving discussed the problene involved in cryopreservetion

end heving enphesized freezing so the nejor ceuse of injury. e few

words ere in order to cleseify the nechenisn of injury.

The fornetion of ice in the freezing process. intrecellnler

or ertrecelluler. could definitely introduce considereble stress

end therefore nechenicel denege to the cell et the nenbrene site

so well es et the internel level. The denege to the cell could

occur either during the freezing or when the cysts. is thewed.

Bowever. the henolysis phencnenon due to freezing of red blood

cells in isotonic seline solution is. in sane ceses dupliceted by
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the henolysis due to hypertonicity of the ertrecelluler solution

in the ebsence of freezing [8]. Furthernore freeze-induced

chenges of spinech thylekoide hes been observed to be siniler to

those observed by trensferring thylekoide fron en isontonic to

hypotonic [37] or hypertonic nedie [38]. Thet is the neture of

thernel chock denege is siniler to osnotic shock.denege.

Severel biologicel nenbrene systens heve been studied with

respect to the biochenicel end structurel elteretions of the

nnnbrene induced by freezing or osnotic stress in the ebsence of

freezing [35-42]. The object of such studies is the phenonenon of

cell denege due to ertrecelluler perturbetions which hes been

postuleted to be e result of nenbrene elteretions. no notion

thet freezing injury is due to injury to the plesne nenbrene wes

first proposed by Isrinov in 1921 [43]. no inportent role of the

plesne nenbrene in the function of the cell. end the feet thet the

enount of denege incurred by the presence of externel ice is

considerebly lower then the level of denege introduced by

intrecelluler ice fornetion ere in direct egreenent with this

notion. The direct involvenent of the nenbrene constituents in

the phenonene of cell denege due to osnotic or thernel shock hes

been observed [8.44]. It hee elso been shown thet intect red

blood cells or ghost cells exposed to hypertonic selt conditions

resulted in solubilizetion end releese of nenbrene proteins~ end

phospholipids [10.11]. Perheps the nost intringing ere
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observetions nede by Areki [45] end Areki et el [46]. where they

found thet red blood cells exposed to osnotic stress et or below

OC lose their nenbrene lipids end proteins by virtue of releesing

cholesterol-enriched nicrovesicles. A siniler obeervetion hes

been nede on ret hepetocyte cells recovered fron freezing [47].

In his studies releted to the effect of hypertonic treetnent

of nenbrene structures et low tuperetures. Areki showed thet such

treetnents result in the releese of nicrovesicles. Be showed thet

the lipid end protein content of the nicrovesicles were different

fron the red cell nenbrene. Re wes elso eble to show thet the

retio of cholesterol:phozpholipid (C:P) in nicrovesicles wes

dependent upon the tenpereture of the treetnent. The lower the

tenpereture of the treetnent. the higher the (CzP) retio [45].

Areki et el further found thet the totel protein content of the

nicrovesicles decreeses with decreesing tenpereture [46]. These

observetions euggest e tenpereture end tonicity dependent

preferentiel segregetion of nonbrene constituents due to osnotic

stress end low tenpereture exposure. The noleculer segregetion

end nechenizn of vesicle fornetion induced et low tenperetures ere

not cleerly understood. Nevertheless. occurenoe of such processes

suggest e significent tenperture end tonicity dependence of the

nenbrene protein-phospholipid interection end consequently e

nenbrene donine ted injury nechenisn.
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Brunze et el in their studiee observed noleculer segregetion

of the red blood cell nenbrene et roan tenpereture due to

treetnent with long-chein elcohols [48]. Such treetnent results

in develcpnent of rod-eheped projections. The rods cen be

sepereted fron the cell without significent henolysis.

Preferentiel lipid segregetion in the nenbrene wes observed where

protein content of the cells end the rods reneined the suns.

Despite the ebundence of studies concerning the red cell

shepee due to environnentel pertubetions. the question of "whet is

responsible for the red cell shepe in generel end shepe chenges in

pertieuler:is it the bileyer or the spectrinrectin network?" hes

been e controversiel issue. In the study of hypertonic

cryohenolysis (the erythrocyte henolyzie in e hypertonic

environ-ext when the tenpereture is lowered to below ebout 120 is

celled “hypertonic cryohenolysis" [4D-51]). Green et el heve

presented evidence for the possible indirect effect of the

hypertonic environnent on the spectrinreotin cytoskeletel systen

[44]. These investigetors euggeet thet the nunbrene lipid

interection with the cytoskeleton ney be responsible for injury.

This notion is in line with results suggested by severel studies

where the red cell nenbrene shepee ere due to elteretions in the

cytoskeletel network [52-55]. On the other hend. Lenge et el

concluded fron their studies on the shepe of the red cell nenbrene

thet the nenbrene bileyer end not the cytoskeletel proteins is
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responsible for ghost cell crenetion [42]. They believe thet

osnoticelly induced redistribution of lipidz between the two

leeflets of the nenbrene bileyer proceeds end results in the ghost

creenetion.

Concerning whet conetitutes freezing or hypertonic exposure

injury et the celluler end noleculer level. it is believed thet

the loss of nenbrene neteriel pleys en inportent role [47.48].

This notion is strongly supported by Areki's findings frm his

work on the red blood cell thet the low t-pereture induces lipid

end protein segregetion in the nenbrene end es e result of

hypertonic exposure et sub-zero tenperetures the nenbrene neteriel

is lost in the forn of nicrovesicles [45.46]. Furthernore

Steponkus end co-wcrkers besed on studies on spinech protoplest

propose thet freezing denege is due to loss of nenbrene neteriel

[47.48.79]. Specificelly. they propose e hypothesis of exehenge

of neteriel between the plene of the nenbrene end e reeervior of

nenbrene neteriel induced by en increesed tension inpoeed in the

nenbrene during freezing.

The ergunents given here suggest thet freezing or

hypertonicelly induced stresses result in teneion or increesed

preesure in the plene of the cell nenbrene. This is conconittent

with e significent redistribution end loss of nenbrene

constituente end consequently of the surfece eree end cell volune.
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Therefore the notion thet the nenbrene is the site of denege or et

leest thet nejor denege is et the nenbrene site is e well

justified essunption. All the evidence end theories put forwerd

unphesize thet in order to resolve the uncerteinties of the denege

processes end nechenisns. e conplete understending of the neture

of forces end noleculer interections et the noleculer level is

required . Due to the biologicel neture of the problen it hes

been extrenely difficult to errive et such en in depth ineight et

the noleculer level. This. however. does not neen one should

eweit such en edvencenent end hen exploring different end in sone

ceses sinpler epproeches. No theoreticel epproech could eccount

for ell the pereneters of such e conplex systen. end direct

experinentel neeeurenents should elweys be considered the nost

relieble nethod to check the theoreticel findings.

One such epproech is provided by thernodynnnics.

Thennodynnnics in connection with biologicel eyetens hee been e

reletively forgotten tool in neny ceses even though it offers

quentitetive so well ee quelitetive nethods of enelysis. The

prooeee of cryopreservetion is in feet e thernodynnnic procese.

The ultinete goel of such e process is to errive et

cryopreservetion protocols such thet the cysten under

consideretion is returned to its initiel thernodynenic stete. thet

ie the tesk involved here is to design e cyclic thernodynnnic

process for the cell. Therefore nethods of enelysis of such
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process should be besed on fundenentels of thernodynnnics.

Thernodynenic is e quentitetive subject end it cen be nnployed to

enhence our quentitetive understendings of structure end function

of living systen. For exenple. regerding the nenbrene systen.

equetion of stete infornetion besed on principles end fundenentels

of thernodynenics cen in principle be derived by direct

neesur-ents. Further-ore. concerning the developnent of Physics

of the nenbrene interections end knowledge of ultrestructure of

such systens. cherecterizetion end quentitetive cleesificetion of

thernodynnnic pereneters such es entropy. enthelpy. end energy is

required. For exenple. the entropy end enthelpy chenges

essocieted with the henolysis interection forn e velueble besis

for the interpretetion of the thernodynenic pereneters concerning

the noleculer orgenizetion of the cell nenbrene es releted to

environnentel pereneters.

A olessicel thernodynenic nethod of enelysis is concerned

with equilibriun stetes. i.e.. it yields stetic infornetion.

Bowever. es discuseed eerlier. the survivel end degree of injury

es s result of freezing end thewing is very sensitive to cooling

end werning retes involved in such e process. Therefore to

cleesify the injureoue cherecteristics of such e dynnnic process.

kinetic infornetion is needed. Thet is to study the henolysis

interection. e kinetic reection rete theory is required to

conpl-ent the thernodynenic enelysis. The present effort deels
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with the hypertonicelly induced osnotic henolysis kinetice of

hunen red blood cels et different tenperetures. Specificelly the

osnotic shock espect of the so-celled "solution effect" freezing

injury is considered. The dete obteined here is in the forn cf

denege histories obteined when hunen red blood cells ere subject

to step chenges in ertrecelluler concentretion et verious

isothernel set points. As discussed eerlier Lovelock showed thet

injury due to freezing of red cells could be dupliceted by

exposure to hypertonic sodiun chloride if the cells were returned

to the isotonic stete [26]. Be elso concluded thet hypertonic

exposure elone is not in iteelf deneging enough to explein the

totel enount of injury observed when red blood cells ere frozen

end thewed.

In light of Lovelock's findings the erythrocyte henolysis hes

been re-exmnined here for the following reesons. It is well known

in cryobiology thet frozen end thewed cell recovery cen be very

sensitive to the rete of freezing end thewing. It is therefore

inportent to study the dunege process on e rete besis in order to

correlete the extent of denege with the exposure tine et verious

tenpereturee end concentretions. Dete of thie forn ere not

eveileble in the litereture. Also. hypertonic sodiun chloride

induced henolysis hes never been interpreted in terns of the

Eyring rete equetion. Thie hes been done for the present reeults

to suggest the nechenisn by which onnotic thock ceusee en
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instebility in the hunen erythrocyte nenbrene. thereby leeding to

henolysis. As will be seen the nechenisn suggested by

thernodynenic ectivetion properties derived fron the Ewring

equetion is consistent with the nenbrene dissolution theory

offered by Lovelock [57].



Chepter II

IBNBRANE STRUCTURE. FUNCTION AND NOBEL

IBIBRANE SYSTEMS

In order to pursue the cell freezing problen end ecquire en

understending of fectors or proceeses effecting the extent of the

subsequent cell injury. one neturelly nust ecquire sue prinery

knowledge of the cell end cell nenbrene etructure end function es

well es the properties of the constituent elenents conprieing such

structures. Furthernore. study of the neture cf the interections

end forces between nenbrene constituents which ere responsible for

the fornetion end stebility of euch syst-s is essentiel for

interpreting the celluler response to externel perturbetions.

In this chepter. the cell function will be discussed first.

Secondly. since the cell nenbrene pleys e significent role with

respect to e successful freezing protocol enong other things.

nenbrene structure. function end conposition will be discuesed in

deteil. Third. generel propertiee of the nenbrene ere discussed

in reference to the effects of the externel perturbetion inpoeed

on the cell. Fourth. the self-essenbly of the lipid end protein

24
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noleculer into e nunbrene structure in en equeous nediun end the

rolee pleyed by the internoleculer forces in connection with such

e process is discussed. Finelly. nenbrene nodels will be

considered.

1.111191125231123

The living cell is the fundenentel unit of structure in

biology. It is the besic unit neking up en orgenisn of greeter

ccnplexity. Tho besic types of cells heve been cherecterized:

prokeryotes end eukeryotes. Prokeryotic cells ere

cherecteristicelly snell end posses nininel interecelluler

structure. Specificelly they do not possess nuclei. nucleer

nenbrene or chronoscnes. On the other hend. eukeryotic cells ere

nuch lerger end contein nunerous interecelluler orgenelles in

perticuler nuclei end chronoscnes [59]. leny reletively lerge

orgeniens ney posess e single cell (the protiste). The unity

principle in biology is errived et due to striking sinilerities

enong the structure end functionel orgenizetion of cells in

orgeniens. Regerdless of the conplexity of the celluler structure

of en orgenisn. it is essentiel for the survivel of the cell. es

en individuel end es e species. thet eech cell cerries out its

besic functions. These functions include:
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1)Acquisition of nutrients end energy sources.

2)Disposel of unueeble end toxic neteriels.

3)Reproduction

4 )Loconotion

5)Interection with the environnent

To cerry out the forenentioned functions every cell nust regulete

between its internel ectivities end the environnent.

An outstending cherecteristic of the cell is thet the

reletionship between the intrecelluler ectivities end the

ertrecelluler environnent is reguleted by en encepsuleting

envelope. The interior of the cell is nede up of needed

conponents end orgenelles of widely differing structure. chenicel

conposition end functionel behevior. Iithin the cell the

ectivitiee ney occur either in e reletively undifferentieted

internel nilieu or in e eeries of functionnlly distinct. but

coordineted. regione which ere thenselves sepereted by en

envelope. The integrity of these conponents end consequently by

the cell's internel nechinery necesserily depend on the

encepsuleting envelopes.
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The cell envelope. celled the pleene nenbrene elso known ee

the cytoplesnic nenbrene or cell-surfece nenbrene. encepsuletes

the cytoplesn end defines the bounderies of the cell while

creeting internel conponents in which essentiel functions ere

cerried out. Thie ney exist elone or be pert of e nore conplex

cell-surfece structure.

No single structure for the nunbrene cen be described. Its

conplexity veries considerebly. end cen teke on e nunber of forns

eccording to the physiologicel functionel role of the cell [60].

A single cell cen elso heve severel different erees of plesne

nenbrene with different norphology end function [60].

Biologicel nenbrenes et the cell sufece end within the cell

ere of lipoprotein structure. i.e.. ere nostly conposed of lipid

end protein nolecules Electron nicroscopy hes reveeled e

cherecteristic trileneller feeture of the lipoprotein nenbrenes

[61]. The nicrogreph inrges of these nenbrenes eppeer es peirs of

perellel dense .linee sepereted by e less dense region. This

trileneller feeture corresponding to the plesne nenbrene in

different cells is typicelly 70-150A in 'idth. In nenbrenes of

intrecelluler orgenells the thicknese ie 50-SOA.
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Two nejor constituents of biologicel nenbrenes ere proteins

end lipids. Conposition of nenbrenes veries fron cell to cell but

in generel the dry weight of the nenbrene is 405 lipid end 60%

protein. The lipid content of the bimenbrenes renge frcn 20% in

becteriel end inner nitochondriel to 80% in nyelin plesne nenbrene

of the dry nenbrene weight [$.60.62.63]. Protein end lipid

content of cone nenbrenes ere conpered in Teble 2.1. end the

overel conposition of hunen erythrocyte nenbrene is given in Teble

2.2.

In eddition to lipid end protein the nenbrene conteins weter.

the nost inportent constituent of eny known biologicel systen.

lenbrenes contein ebout 20% of their totel weight es weter which

is e very ective perticipent in ell nenbrene interections

[64.65].Iuch infornetion ebout the weter in the nenbrene hes been

obteined fron celorinetric end nucleer negnetic resonence (NI)

studiee [65-68]. These experinents distinguish e weter conponent

in the nenbrene possessing different properties then bulk weter.

This weter is referred to es “bound" weter. Another technique

which hes provided very useful infornetion ebout the stete of

weter in nenbrenes is x-rey diffrection. (The netter of weter in

the nenbrene will be discussed further in Chepter III.) Such
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TABLE 2.1

Approximate Protein end Lipid Content

of Severel Menbrences

Cholesterol;

W

III E .1...

Myelin o 3 1.00

Liver Plenne Menbrene 1.0 0.40

Red Blood Cell 1.0 0.30

Endoplasmic Reticulun 1.0 0.06

Mitochondriel Otter Mabrene 1.0 0.06

Mitochondriel Inner Menbrene 3.0 0.03

3.0Becteriel Mentrene 0.00

.Weight Retio “Mole: Retio.
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TABIE 2.2

Overell (imposition of Hrnen

Erythrocyte Menbrenee

Caucasus. W

Protein 49.2

Lipid (totel) 43.6

Phospolipid 32.5

Cholesterol 11.1

Cerbohydrete (totel) 7

Sielic Acids l

Herosemines 2.

Neutrel Sugars 4
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studies heve confirned the eseentiel inportence of the weter

content for the integrity end neintenence of the biologicel

nenbrene structure [59.60.69.70]. Fron these experinents the

weter essocieted with the nunbrenes is broken down es

i) bulk weter 90$

ii) bound weter 105

iii) irrotetionelly bound weter 10-20 nolecules.

‘Irrotetionelly bound weter nolecules ere known to be loceted

within the protein interior.

LMWMWW

In generel nenbrene conponente ere enphiphetio; i.e.. they

posess two different netures. poler end nonpoler. The poler

neture is due to the fect thet they ere cherged species. These

enphiphetio nolecules ere in ective interections with one enother

end poler weter nolecules. Fran energy consideretione the optinel

stebility of the systen is etteined when the free energy of the

systen is nininized. Therefore. the enphiphetio nolecules in en

equeous environnent. should forn e structure such thet poler

elenents conprise one pheee end nonpoler edenents. the other

[71-73]. The structure of en enphipetic nolecule is shown

schcneticelly in Figure 2.1.
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Cherecteristic nejor lipid conponents of the cell nenbrene

ere phosphoglycerides (nore con-only referred to es

phospholipids). The red blood cell conteins four nejor

phospholipids end one nejor neutrel lipid [59.60.74]. The

different types of phospholipids differ in eize. shepe end

electric cherge of their poler heed groups. Bowever. these

nolecules heve e siniler overell structure es illustreted in

Figure 2.1. They possess two hydrocerbon cheins derived fron long

chein fetty ecids. The hydrocerbon cheins ere nornelly 14-24

cerbons long.

Verious types of lipids exist in hernony in the cell

nenbrene. These lipids ere esynetricelly errenged with respect to

the two helves of the bileyer [75.76]. For exenple. in the

erythrocyte nenbrenes. enino phospholipids (i.e..

phosphetidylserine end phosphetidylethenolenine) ere nostly found

to be loceted in the inner leyer. where lipids in the outer helf

ere neinly phosphetidylcholine end sphingonyelin [76]. All

phospholipids (et pB7) heve e negetive cherge essicieted with the

phosphete group. Phosphetidylcholine end phosphetidylethenolenine

(st pB7) ere dipoler zwitterions with no net cherge. so their heed

groups heve e positive cherge. Besidee the verietions in the heed
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Figure 2.1: Typieel Phospholipid Structures. (3. end R. ere

Rydrocerbon Cheins 14-24 Cerbons Long).
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group cherge end size. the hydrocerbon teils very in length end

degree of eeturetion. These considereble verietions ere believed

to pley e significent role in the functionel end structursl

clessificetion of biologicel nenbrenes.

To represent lipid nolecules. the following shorthend

representetion is edopted. The poler heed groups. ere represented

by filled circles. wherees the hydrocerbon teils ere represented

by streight or wevy lines. According to nininun free energy

enelysis. the hydrophilic region eleo celled the poler heed group

should be in‘ contect with the equeous environnent [73]. On the

other hend. fetty ecid cheins in order to be steble thould be

sequestered fron contect with the equeous environnent. Now in

light of this thernodynnnic consideretion we shell coneider the

errengnent of such enphiphetio nolecules in en equeous

environnent.

The thernodynenic stebility criterie cen be ecconplished by

lipid nolecules forning e "nicelle". A cross sectionel diegren of

e nicelle is shown in Figure 2.2 where it is illustreted thet the

poler heed groups ere on the surfece in contect with weter end the

hydrocerbon teils ere hidden fron the equeous environnent end forn

en internel hydrophobic phese. In the hydrophobic phese the

hydrocerbon teils ere nostly in interections with one enother.
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Another errengenent fullfilling the stebility criterie is

fornetion of e bionoleculer sheet structure generelly celled e

"lipid bileyer". Due to its neture such e lipid bileyer in en

equeous nediun will forn e conpletely closed structure. A

schenetic diegren of such e cloeed vesiculer bileyer structure is

represented in Figure 2.2. The netter of noleculer orgenizetion

of the nenbrene lipid will be further discussed leter.

2.32.11.21.21

Proteins ere responsible for neny of the biologicel

ectivities of the cell nenbrene [77]. Proteins eleo pley very

inportent role in the structurel nekeup of the cell unbrene

[78.79]. For exenple the red blood cell cytoskeleton protein

network is eseentiel for celluler functionel end structurel

integrity [77.79].

Ienbrene proteine ere clessified in two cetegories:

intrinsic or integrel proteins end extrinsic or peripherel

proteins. Extrinsic. elso referred to es nenbrene-essocieted.

proteins ere electrosteticelly loosely bound end ere eesily

sepereted fron the nenbrene by such treetnent es reducing the

ionic strength or eltering the pl of the suspending nediun.

Bowever. the intrinsic proteins ere deeply enbedded in the
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n-brene end ere essocieted with lipids. lenbrene proteins ere

responsible for nost of the dynenic processes cerried out by the

nenbrene such ee trensport. connunicetion. end energy

treneduction. Sone proteins ere very nobile. end freely nove in

the lipid netrix. These proteins include. rhodopsin [80].

becteriorhodopsin [81] end those essocieted with ion trensport.

The red cell nenbrene conteins ebout 40 types of proteins [74].

The stebility criterie discussed for lipid nolecules is

eppliceble for protein nolecules es well. The non-poler nine

ecid residues of these nolecules should be sequestered fron

contect with the equeous environent end the ionic end poler

regions should be in contect with the equeous nediun.

Lhnbrmfrmsxtin
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N-brene processes teke pleoe through chenicel reections.

The constituent noleculee of nenbrenee ere noetly lipids end

proteine. end their specific distribution give the nenbrene its

unique ch-icel identity. Therefore eny kinetic or thernodynenic

enelysis of the nenbrene syst- nust teke into eccount the

chuicel neture of the processes involved. For exenple. inportent
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properties of the nenbrene systen such es ectivetion energy or the

totel energy ere purely due to chenicel reections in such e

systn.

Ibnbrenes ere very selective perneeblility berriers. This is

due to the existence of specific noleculer punps end getes et the

nenbrene which regulete the selective trensport of netter ecross

the biononbrene. Besidee reguleting the ective trensport the

nubrene conposition is elso inportent to regulete pessive

trensport. The nejor constituents of thet-unbrenes. lipid end

protein nolecules. work in e very cooperetive nenner to give the

cell its cherecteristic trensport properties. The reletively

snell lipid nolecules forn leyers which ect ee berriere to the

flow of poler nolecules. 0n the other bend the lerger protein

nolecules serve es getes. punpe. energy trensducer. end enzynes.

Another inportent espect of the chuicel properties of the

cell nenbrene is thet its shepe is estrong function of the

chenicel conpoeition of the environnent. In the cere of the

erythrocyte cell. depending upon the chenicel nuke up of the

suepending nedie the nornel biconceve shepe goee through severel

verietions. such es. stonetocyte (cup shepe). echinocyte

(creeneted spheres) end e cless of ehepes connonly referred to es

nyelin figures [82-84]. Ihile none of theee shepe trensfcrnetions

ere reversible. scne ere essocieted with henolysis [82.85.86].
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An inportent consequence of the perturbetion of the cell

syeten is the observed shepe chenges. This inplies the existence

of nechenicel strese end physicel forces on the nenbrene. Any

descriptive enelysis of the nenbrene systen then nust include the

nechenicel properties of the nenbrene. Thernodynenicelly

speeking. the ultinete goel is to errive et the thernodynenic

equetion of stete of the nodel nenbrene syeten. Such en equetion

could be derived fron direct neesuruents of the nechenicel

properties such es interfeciel nenbrene tension es s function of

tapereture end surfece density. A clessic theoreticel

developnent of nechenicel behevior of nenbrenes by Evens end

Skelek [87] deels with the ebove topic.

The nonoleyer systen is e nuch sinpler syeten then the

bileyer systen end hes been studied extensively over the yeers.

For this reeson this syst- hes been used to interpret the

nechenicel end thernodynenic properties of nenbrene eyetens.

Ioncleyer surfece pressure versue eree behevior is studied for

nuereus lipid nolecules which gives the internel equetion of

stete of such e systen. Bowever. one cen not define e surfece

pressure for e closed nenbrene wet. in the zone nenner defined

for the nonoleyer systu. Furthernore. the eurfece preesure of e

nenbrene systen cennot be directly neesured in contreet with the
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nonoleyer systen. The definition of the surfece pressure could

eventuelly lend to the developnent of en internel equetion of

stete. Since the surfece pressure could be considered es s

negetive tension. surfece pressure end eurfece tension within the

nenbrene ere suetines referred to es interfeciel nenbrene

tension.

The surfece pressure is e strong function of tenpereture end

surfece density end therfore eree chenges by definition. On the

other hend the surfece tension is e week function of eree chengee

[87]. The red cell nenbrene for erenple is very resistent to

chenges in eree. In fect e few percent nenbrene eree increese

results in nenbrene rupture wherees it cen be cheered eesily.

his is due to the fect thet the red cell nenbrene elestic sheer

nodulus is 4 to 5 orders of negnitude sneller then the eree

conpressibility nodulus (Bending nodules. B. 1. of order mm to

10':2 dyn/cn [87]).

Fron the thernodynenic point of view the energy expenditure

eesocieted with bending e red cell n-brene is quite snell end

negligible conpered with nenbrene tension [88]. (Sheer nodulus.

p. end compressibility nodulee. k. ere of the order 10"2 dyn/cn

end 10'-10' dye/on respectively [87]). Bowever free energy

verietion ceueed by locel defornetions in the outer leyer of, the

nenbrene with respect to the inner leyer could result in
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reletively lerge bending nonents (essentiel for the shepe

etebility). Therefore considereble energy storege in bending ney

result: such it the cese for exenple for e creeneted cell or

echinocyte fornetions.

mmmumw

The fornetion of lipid structures such es nicelles. lipid

bileyers. end liposones is e eelf-eseenbly process. This process

is due to the structurel end functionel cherecteristics of the

fundenentel units of such eystens. nenely their enphipethic

cherecter. Any physicel end thernodynenic understending end

enelysis of the bionenbrene systen requires e fundenentel

understending of the internoleculer interections involved in the

self-essenbly procees. All the theoreticel enelysis for the red

cell in this work will be besed upon our nodel systen. nenely

lipid vesicles or liposone.

1.1121212222321221me

Surfece phenonene in generel end etebility end fornetion of

lipid bileyers in perticuler ere e direct consequence of

interetonic end internoleculer forces. For exenple the existence
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of e surfece or interfeciel tension it due to the unsynnetricel

force field et the interfece. Ioleculer orientetion et eny liquid

interfece is elso e direct consequence of internoleculer forces.

The hydrophilic heed-groups of lipids in bileyers ere subject top

strong interections with eech other. with the surrounding equeous

nediun. end with neerby bileyers (if such bileyers ere neer).

These interectione end hydrocerbon chein interections ere ell

interdependent end it is this intinete interdependence which

nenifests itself in the fornetion end is responsible for the

stebility of lipid bileyers. Three inportent interections

encountered in eurfece physics will now be considered.

2.322112! ion

A strong repulsive force erises when stone or nolecules ere

brought in or neer contect. Besicelly. the repulsion effect is e

nenifestetion of the Peuli exclusion principle (thet the electron

clouds could not overlep eech other). Steric interection depends

upon the size of the stone or noleculee end it strongly depends

upon the seperetion distence of such perticles.

For steric interection verious functionel forns for the

potetiel energy of the interection heve been proposed. A clessic

forn is
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E(r) ' W‘ ' g~12

lhere E(r) is the potentiel energy function end r is the distence

between two perticles (stone or noleculer groups). Another

functionel forn E(r) is

E(r) I b‘EXP(P/t)

This letter forn is preferred due to the fect thet quentun

nechenicel ergunents euggest thet the interection ehould be closer

to being exponentiel then en inverse power. This functionel forn

is used when nolecules ere nodeled es herd. inpenneeeble

perticles. e.g. herd spheres. discs or cylinders [89]. This

repuleion is inportent only et etonic distences (<48),

LWW

The potentiel energy of interection of two perticles with

°h|3803 1; end q. which ere sepereted by distence r. is given by

Coulonb's lew es

E(r) ' ‘k‘la/t

For two dipoles interecting with the field of the other the
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interection energy is given by

E(u.u) ' -2n/r’

where u is the dipole nonent. If the dipole were free to nove

which is the cese in the biologicel syeten such es with bileyers.

the conbined effect of the dipole‘dipole interection end thernel

egitetion ehould be coneidered. One euch enelysis due to Reeeon

[92] gives

E(u.u)".. . -zu‘lar‘rs‘

where R is the Boltznen's constent end T is tenpereture.

In cese of ccnpliceted cherge distribution one needs to eleo

coneider poesibilitiee of higher level interections euch es

dipole-quedrepole. dipole-octepole. quedrepole-quedrepole. etc.

interections.

The electrostetic interections pley en inportent role in

bileyers es the lipid heed groups ere cherged. The ionic or

zwittericnic cherges on the poler heed groups ere subject to

nutuel interections while interecting with the dipole nonents

eeeocieted with weter noleculee. It is known thet the extrinsic

proteine ere bound to nenbrenes vie electroetetic end
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hydrogen-bond interections. Furthernore. the equeous phese

usuelly conteins en epprecieble enount of cherged solute speciee.

An ionizeble nenbrene surfece will preferentielly ettrect the

oppositely cherged ions end repel like cherged ions. creeting e

region of nonuniforn ion concentretion. This region is referred

to es the electricel double leyer or the diffuse double leyer.

Erect treetnent of the ectuel cherge distribution is inpossible

due to its desorete neture. The Oouy-Chepnen theory conbined with

the epecific ion edsorption end uniforn cherge distribution

essunptions [90-91]. gives the surfece cherge deneity o end

potentiel t of the cherged nenbrenes. For the cese in_ which the

cherge binding sites ere negetively cherged. the surfece cherge

density is given by

" ' ‘1/(1‘*‘co) [2.1]

'50:. 61 is the initiel cherge density. R is en essocietion

°°“t“t' “d °0 is the concentretion of free cetione et the

nenbrene surfece.

memmmm

The origin of dispersion forces lie in the ven der Ieele
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stete equetion of geses. This force elso celled the ven der Ieels

ettrection force exists between neutrel (uncherged) perticles

(etcns. nolecules or group of nolecules). The credit for the

theoreticel understending is due to the works of Debye. Reeson.

end London [92.93]. Debye in 1920 introduced induction or Debye

forces end Reeson in.l92l introduced orientetion or Reeson forces.

which exist due to the pernenent dipole nonents of the stone.

Ihen these forces ere conphred with the forces deduced fron the

ven der 'eels equetion. it is epperent thet they do not eocount

for ell the existing forces. Furthernore. there exist forces

between etons or nolecules possessing no pernenent dipole nonents

such es rere gee nolecules 8,. N3. Clg. etc. pb,°., of the type

which exist between such neutrel etons or nolecules ere celled

Dispersion. forces. first introduced by Ieng in 1927. An

erplenetion for neture of these forces wes set forwerd by London

[92.93]. he noted thet the neutrel etons end nolecules do posses

instenteneous dipole nonents due to their zero point notion. This

notion which is e direct consequence of the uncerteinty principle

creetes e fluctueting dipole et the site of the eton or nolecule.

London gives the dispersion energy es

E(r) ' -C/r‘

which is obteined through quentun nechenicel celculetions.

Dispersion forces es inplied by the ebove equetion ere long-renge
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ettrective forces. These forces ere elweys present between two

bodies possessing dipole nonents. ven der Ieels forces ere nede

up of dispersion. induction end orientetion forces. with the

dispersion forces contributing nost except in the cese of very

poler nolecules where the orientetion energy dcninetes.

Rydrocerbon teils in the nenbrene interect neinly through ven

der Ieels end steric forces. The ven der Ieels forces between the

teils fevor close pecking of the teils.

1.211221222222122123222

The conbined effect of ell the forces in e given systen will

be to drive the systen to its nininun free energy stete. The

force involved could be divided into two cetegoriee. Long-renge

end short-renge.

In lipid structures. such es liposues end bicnenbrenes. it

is the short-renge interfeciel forces thet pley dcninent'rcles.

This is e reflection of the "soft" structure of lipid nolecules

which nukes then very suscepteble to eny shepe cherges induced by

short-renge interfeciel forces. This is exectly the nein reeson

for biophysicel systens being so sensitive to eny cherges in the

ionic strength or pH of the equeous nediun.
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In sunnsry. hydrophobic interections ere the nejor driving

force for the fornetion of lipid structures such es nicelles end

bileyers. These interections pley en inportent role in the

folding of proteins in equeous nediun. Credit is due to fevoreble

electrostetic end hydrogenrbonding interections between heed

groups end weter nolecules for the sponteneous fornetion of lipid

bileyers in weter.

LMM

The discussion presented in this chepter hes reveeled the

conplexity of the biologicel nunbrenes both in terns of their

properties end behevior. This is reflected in the experinentel

end enelyticel difficulties essocieted with studies of such

syetens. For exenple for eny thernodynenic enelysis the systen

nust be cleerly defined. The nodel syetens ere desireble end

edventegeoue on the besis thet it ellows one to design end

construct e structure in vitro with precisely known pereneters

which ninics the reel syetens behevior in vivo. The control over

pereneters of the nodel systen is then possible where it ney not

be eccessible with e reel nenbrene systen. Study of known

processes end properties which ere essocieted with the reel systen

of the nodel will contribute considereble insight to the besic

understending of the reel nenbrene syeten. Bowever. one should
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elweys here in nind thet results obteined fron such well-defined

end controlled nodel studies nust be interpreted in light of the

reel systen.

Tc eocount for ell the different types of lipids end proteins

in the nenbrene in e nenbrene nodel syeten et this point is not

possible. The problen is further ccnpliceted es ell biologicel

nenbrenes heve different conponents in their inner end outer

surfeces end eech surfece hes e different enzynetic ectivity.

Bowever. the nejor pereneters of interest concerning this work

eppeer to be independent of the fine structure of the nenbrene to

e certein degree. For exenple. single conponent lipid vesicles

which ere oonnonlly referred to es liposones ninic the low

tenpereture behevior observed in living cells renerkebly well end

ere widely used es s very useful nodel syst- [94.95]. The

current nodel for the gross orgenizetion of bionenbrenes is the

conceptuel view of the fluid noseic nodel proposed by Singer end

Nicolscn (1972). This nodel besicelly is e refined version of

severel eerlier nodels. Ocrter end Grendel in.l925 were the first

to put forth the lipid bileyer picture es the besic structure of

bin-brunes D7]. The bileyer picture wes eccepted end reteined

by the subsequent nodels es en integrel pert of the nenbrene

[98-100]. Developnent of the bleck lipid nenbrenes connonly

referred to es BLIs wss perheps the nost inportent step in the

developnent of the fluid noseic nodel. luller et el (1962)
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developed e nethod to forn e thin nenbrene of e lipid nixture.

BLIs heve been extensively studied end heve provided significent

insight into the wey the reel nenbrenes behsve. Bowever. these

studies heve concentreted nostly on the perneebility end

electricel properties. The reeder is referred to en excellent

reference by B.T.Tien for further deteils [102]. The essence of

this nodel is thet the nenbrene is e two-dinentionel fluid of

oriented lipids in which globuler proteins ere inserted. Proteins

if not restricted by speciel interections ney pess fron one side

of the lipid netrix to the other. Proteins end lipids ere elso

cepeble of rotetionsl end leterel diffusion. In feet proteins ere

found loosely bounded to the inside or outside of the nenbrene es

well so inbedded in the bileyer. This is e reflection of the role

pleyed by specific proteins such es trensport. connunicetion. end

energy trensduction. Therefore. proteins locelized on the

externel side of the nenbrene ellow connunicetion with the

environnent. Accordingly. nnnbrene protein involved in

interecelluler ectivities should be loceted within or on the inner

surfece. This nodel does not eocount for interections between

lipid end proteins. where es. there is experinentel evidence

indiceting significent essocietion of proteins with lipids in the

bileyer structure ell pointing to existence of nutuel interections

between proteins end lipids [103-105]. Proteins clessified es

"integrel" or "intrinsic" interect extensively with _the

hydrocerbon cheins of nunbrene lipids. Furthernore. proteins
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clessified es "peripherel" or ”extrinsic" ere bound to nenbrenes

vie electrostetic end hydrogen-bond interections. egein

enphesising the interdependence of lipid-protein interection.



CHAPTER III

OSUT'IC B-AVIOR OF THE CELL

Inter is the solvent vitel for the structure end function of

living orgenien regerdless of their norphologicel conplexity. The

functionel end structurel es well es the norphologicel properties

of the living cell ere very sensitive to chenges in the weter

content. The thernodynenic process of self-essenbly discussed in

the previous chepter is s drenstic exenple of the role of weter in

living cells. It is then not surprising thet the nost inportent

environnentel elteretion of the cell syeten is directly essocieted

with the stete end enount of weter. Bore we will discuss the

osnotic behevior of the cell in response to freezing end thewing

denege es it reletes to solvent weter in such e systen.

Renovel of weter es ice during freezing processes of cell

suspensions results in s decreese in the liquid volune of the

systen [23]. For n syeten consisting of e cell suspension the

nost inportent consequence of freezing. es it reletes to the

biochenicnl end biophysicel es well es thernodynenic stete of the

systen. is the ecconpenying increese in the solute concentretion

of the syeten. The renovel of weter during e freezing process is

52
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therefore nenifested in the perturbetion of the osnotic

equilibriun between the cell end its environnent. Once the

concentretion of the suspending nediun is increesed ebove the

physiologicel isotonic level end the cell is exposed to hypertonic

conditions the cell will experience dehydretion end volunetric

reduction. These effects ere collectively referred to here es

osnotic stress. The osnotic stress end the noleculer chenges

produced by high electrolyte concentretions ney either result in

en irreversible injury or leeve the cell vulnereble to eny further

elteretion of the systen. This vulnerebility for the cell syeten

undergoing the cryopreservetion process could nsnifeet itself in

the thewing stege when the cell experiences further osnotic

disequilibriun.

It is then cleer thet the decreese of tenpereture during

freezing end its increese during thewing result in en osnotic

stress. This is e reflection of the fect thet the dunege ceueed

by dehydretion end high selt concentretion in the ebsence of low

tenpereture resenblee the freezing denege [32]. In fect the nejor

deternining fector of the cell survivel during suboptinnl cooling

is believed to be the direct result of the hypertonic exposure end

the conconittent pressure gredient build up ecross the nenbrene es

s consequence of the decreese of tenpereture [106].

Ihen the chenicel equilibriun between the cell end its
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environnent is eltered es s result of freezing. the chenicel

potentiel of the weter ecross the nenbrene will be eltered. The

living cell oenoticelly responds to such e perturbetion by e

chenge in volune. The osnotic behevior of the cell pleys en

inportent role concerning the site end extent of injury

experienced by the cell exposed to osnotic stress conditions.

Cells during e cryopreservetion process experience

concentretions different fron isotonic end these concentretion

differences result in e chenge in volune [23]. Bowever. it is

known thet shrinkege of the cell is nore injurious then the

ebsolute increese in solute concentretion [106-108]. This is

directly reflected in e hypothesis proposed by Ierynnn end

Iilliens which etetee; freezing injury is due to the elteretions

to the plesne nenbrene es s result of stress inpoeed by cell weter

lose [109-111]. The reletion between cell injury end osnotic

shrinkege in generel end the reletion between cell weter content

end osnotic pressure of the surrounding nediun in perticuler ere

prinery notivetions to study the osnotic properties end behevior

of the cell under different conditions. The physiochenicel

principles responsible for observed osnotic propertiee es s result

of exposure to "severe" environnents ere not well understood et

this point. This nekes e thernodynenic enelysis of the osnotic

properties nore eppeeling es such enelysis will be besed on

well-defined end preceiely controlled pereneters such es
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t-pereture end concentretion. It should be noted here thet the

idee of the nininun cell volune is releted to the cell injury is

losing support (for other hypothesis regerding this netter refer

to chepter 2 end 8).

A. mmmmm

The overell concept of the extent of involvenent end enount

of weter in living syetens heve been recognized for neny yeers.

Bowever. questions concerning the stete end enount of weter

eesocieted with nenbrenes rueine unresolved. his is en edded

difficulty to eny thernodynenic enelysis of the nenbrene. Such s

quentitetive study hee to desl with this prole et the outset

where the syeten end environent ere to be defined.

The observetion hes been nede thet the red cell does not

beheve es en idesl o-oneter end thet e portion of the cell weter

does not se- to be effected by the chenge in the environentel

conditions. his hes led to the belief thet pert of the cell

weter (celled ”bound weter") is essocieted with the nenbrene end

hes e structure end dynenic properties different then bulk weter.

his is e direct result of proxinity end interection of weter

nolecules with the protein end lipid noleculee residing st the

nenbrene. In fect it is known thet the bound weter is essocieted
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with the proteins end phospholipids et the nenbrene. Existence of

weter with properties different fron thet of free solution would

heve greet consequences concerning the trensport ecross the

nenbrene end the thernodynenic treetnent of nenbrene systen.

Inter is e poler nolecule which ects es en inert solvent in

ell living syetens. Iolecules conprieing the bionenbrene ere not

soluble in weter (negligible solubility of epprorinetely 10"

nolecules for eech weter nolecule [72]) end es wee discussed in

chepter 2 possess e duel neture es one pert is ettrected to weter

(hydrophilic) end the other is expelled fron it (hydrophobic). In

fect this duel neture is responsible for the self eesenbly of

structures conprised by such nolecules. Inter hes e conplex

structure where individuel nolecules ere linked to eech other by

hydrogen bonds which ere known to be effected by the introduction

of non-poler nolecules. due to the hydrophobic effect [73.112].

Frenk end Evens neesured e negetive entropy chenge when non-pole:

nolecules where trensfered into weter [73]. The explenetion for

such energeticelly fevoreble process is given es follows. The

weter noleculee et the surfece of the cevity crested by e non

poler solute nust be cepeble of reerrenging thenselves in order to

regenerete the broken hydrogen bonds (in feet. where the enthelpy

chenge is negetive they nny be slightly stronger then before). but

in doing so they creete e higher degree of locel order then exists

in pure liquid weter. thereby producing e decreese in entropy
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[73]. It hes elso been shown thet the r-ovel of bound weter

requires high energies (conpereble to the binding energy in solid

phese) which is e direct nsnifestetion of the negetive entropy of

fornetion of such bonds [66.$.113].

lost of our knowledge on the enount end stete of weter in

living syetens is due to celorinetric. X-rey. end nucleer negnetic

resonence (NR) studies. where the red cell hes been the nost

widely used biologicel syeten for such studies [64.65.68]. hose

studies heve neesured the enount of bound weter to be 20i-405 (by

weight) of the hydreted nenbrene (25-70 gn 330/100 .- dry

nenbrenes). According to X-rey diffrection end differentiel

scenning celorinetry studies 20% hydretion is required for

nenbrene integrity [64] end phospholipid-cholestrol nixing [68].

This neens the weter is e nejor constituent of the bionenbrene.

he eboundence of weter in the nubrene syst- is reveeled when

the 20h-405 estinete of the weter content is trensleted into the

nole frection. Ass-ing typicel noleculer weights of 100.000 for

protein end 700 for lipids gives better then (10:1) nole retio of

weter in'the nenbrene. Inter content of huen red blood cell is

reported to be .68gn weter/gn cells [114].

he NI studies on the stete of nenbrene bound weter suggest

e nore tightly bound weter celled irrotetionelly bound weter [Q].

his nenbrene bound weter cherecteristicelly hee e nore ice-like
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behevior. Rests of binding of the irrotetionelly bound weter hes

been neesured end ere siniler to or greeter then the hosts of

binding of weter in ice [66]. The enount of tightly bound weter

for the red cell ghost nenbrene is 4iiof the dry weight which is

believed to be closely essocieted with protein nolecules [118].

At this point we will briefly discuss the role of nenbrene

essocieted weter in e nore generel fornet.

As discussed in the foregoing section. the nost inportent

role of weter is the consequence of its unique structure which is

nenifested in the inherent tendency of hydrocerbons to eggregete

in the weter environent. NI studies heve shown thet the dynenic

noleculer structure of the bound weter is nodified end is nore

ice-like. The nodified noleculer configuretion seens to result in

en increese in the diffusion ecross the nenbrene [115]. his is

ettributed to the fect thet the free energy of bonding between

weter end weter (when bounded to nenbrene) is very ccnpetible with

the free energy of ettrection between weter end nonelectrolytee in

weter. According to Borowitz end Fenichel hydrogen 'bonding by

nonelectrolytee in weter conpetes with weter-weter bonds which

results in e locel structure disorder end when the noleculer

structure of weter is disrupted diffusion proceeds et fester rete

[116]. It hes elso been pointed out thet hydrogen bond fornetion

leeds to intrenoleculer ettrectione which increese the

intrenoleculer specing which is nenifested in e decreese in the
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density of hydrogen bonding nolecules [117].

2.921211221222252

An outstending cherecteristic of the cell nenbrene is the

discrinineting neture which enebles it to neintein neny substences

et different concentretions ecross it. This enebles the cell to

regulete the novonent of netter ecross the nenbrene i.e..nenbrenes

ere perneeble only to certein substences. Ihen e solution is

sepereted by such e nenbrene. if the concentretion of the

non-perneeble solute is different on the two sides. the solvent

will tend to be drewn towerd the higher concentretion. Then whet

is celled the "osnotic pressure" of the solution is the excess

pressure which nust be epplied to the solution in order to prevent

the nov-ent of solvent ecross the nenbrene. he osnotic pressure

is therefore to be regerded es s thernodynenic property of the

solution. Therefore in order to define the thernodynenic

equilibriun conditions in living cells the first step is to

consider end understend the principles end neening of osnotic

pressure in such syetens.

The novenent of netter ecross the cell nenbrene is terned

collectively es ”trensport" or "oenosis". The thernodynenic

quentity used to describe the trensport phenonenon is the chenicel
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potentiel .p. which is en intensive systen property enelogoue to

tenpereture end pressure. For equilibriun it is required thet the

chenicel potentiel of the solvent (weter) nust be equel on two

sides of the seni-perneeble nenbrene. Ihen the solute

concentretion is increesed. for exenple in the process of

freezing. the chenicel potentiel of the solvent is decreesed end

es s result the solvent is driven fron higher chenicel potentiel

region ecross the nenbrene to re-esteblieh equilibriun.

If the osnotic pressure of the solution of e. systen et

pressure. 1). end tenpereture. T. due to e seniperneeble nenbrene

sepereting two phesee (1) end (2) is u. then the osnotic

equilibriun condition in tern of the solvent (weter) is

Qumran.) - guard.) [3.11

where I is the nole frection of the solute. Now p is defined es

u(T.P.X) - mm?) + RT'lnX [3.2]

where u. is the chenicel potentiel for pure solvent. Note thet in

Equetion 3.2 idesl solution behevior is essuned. Equetion 3.1

could then be written in the forn

may») + ennr. - p‘lTJ’) + crux. [3.3]
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The Oibbs-Duhen equetion gives

Jar + up - 211M111 - o [3.41

Ihere 3 end 3 ere the pertiel noler entropy end .volune

respectively. Equetion 3.4 et constent tenpereture gives

du' - v'dP [3.5]

'hOtO 7. is the pertiel noler volune of the solvent in the

solution. Integreting Equetion 3.5 for e pressure increese equel

to e we heve

fl:(T.P*r) - u:(T.P) - I $.49

' '.e [3.6]

Now essuning inconpreseible solution Equetion 3.3 becones

3": + 1mm. - m.) - o

'5. - drama.) [3.11

Equetion 3.7 with the dilute essunption cen be sinplified es

follows
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=n,‘-"-n

ln(X‘/X,) - lnlq/(n-ngn

- -ln(l - ngln‘)

’ “ll/n.

where n: is the solute nole nunber end n1is the solvent nole

nunber end n:(<n,. hen

15' - RTngln, [3.8]

If we further eseune en inconpreseible solution. thet is.

15;. ‘1 :5, - V.

Ihere V. is the totel volune of the solvent in the solution. then

Equetion 3.8 becones

n-RT‘C [3.9]

Ihere C is the nolel concentretion (ng/v') of a. .01“. in the

solution.

Osnotic pressure releted to noler concentretion of the solute

in tho enelysis of living cells given by Equetion 3.9 is celled

Boyle-Ven't Boff lew end is conventionelly written in the forn
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n(V - b) - Constent. [3.10]

where V is the cell volune end b is the volune of weter

uneveileble for trensport.

9.22211232222222215129211

Osnosis pleys en inportent role in the function of the cell.

Ihen the chenicel potentiel of the weter in which the cell is

suspended is perturbed. the cell responds by norphologicel chenges

conconittent with chenges in volune. According to the sinple

trensport nodel discussed eerlier the volune of the cell is

proportionel to the ounclelity difference of the solute ecross the

nenbrene [109-111]. The nost studied nodel for shepe

trensfornetions due to extrecellnler perturbetions hes been the

red blood cell. he red cell -nenbrene is e thin viscoelestic

nenbrene with e biconceve disc geonetry in isotonic condition.

This geonetry is very sensitive to the oenolelity of the

surrounding nediun end is known. to go through drenstic shepe

chenges. The osnotic response of the cell hes received extensive

theoreticel end experinentel consideretions in light of the fsct

thet the structure of the nenbrene end its nechenicel properties

could be better understood once the shepe deternining pereneters

ere expleined.
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he osnotic response of hunen erythrocyte to hypotonic

solution is especielly eesy to study. It becones sphericel when

pleced in hypotonic solution end the biconceve shepe is recovered

when the nediun is nede isotonic egein. This neens thet the red

cell nenbrene cen be considered to be elestic under certein

conditions. Severel netheneticel solutions for the sphering

process of the red blood cell ere obteined. where the nenbrene is

treeted es en elestic shell [118-120]. hese studies show good

egreenent between the observed cell shepee end celculeted ones.

The fundenentel hypothesis of ell such studies hes been thet the

nenbrene curveture elestic (bending) energy is the nechenicel

pereneter governing the shepe. he equilibriu shepe for en

elestic shell is etteined when the bending energy is nininized.

Severel independent studies heve shown thet the eree of the red

cell nenbrene r-eins unchenged during the sphering process

[121.122].

Concerning the osnotic response of the cell to nore severe

perturbetions such es freezing. it hes been proposed thet freezing

injury is the result of osnotic weter loss [107-10]. According

to these studies the essocieted cell volune reductions ultinstely

lend to cell denege. Specificelly. it is believed thet the cell

injury due to freezing or hypertonic exposure in the ebsence of

low tenpereture is predoninently releted to cell shrinkege beyond

e criticel nininun volune rether then to en ebsolute increese in
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the solute concentretion [107.103]. Iilliens et el proposed thet

the cell volune reduction is ecconpenied by cell surfece eree

depletion. Thet is the nenbrene conponents ere lost durig osnotic

shrinkege. This leeves the cell vunereble end es s consequence

the cell cennot return to its initiel volune when trensferred to

isotonic nediun. The nenbrene then bursts under osnotic stress

[108]. The netter of cell denege in reference to hunen

erythrocyte under hypertonic conditions will be discussed in

deteil in the next section.

To describe the osnotic shrinkege on e quentitetive besis end

theoreticelly deternine the possible nechenisn(s) for eree

depletion. the following ergunent is given.

The diffusion of the solute nolecules ecross e unit eree of

the seni-pernesble nenbrene is described by Fick's first lew of

diffusion.

dn/at -B(AC/AX) [3.11]

where

n - nole nunber of solute

t - tine

D - diffusion coefficient

AC - noler concentretion difference

ecross the nenbrene
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A! - nenbrene thickness.

Note thet to errive et Equetion 3.11 s uniforn concentretion

gredient through the nenbrene is essuned. To describe the osnotic

flow of solvent ecross e nenbrene in biophysicel studies. Equetion

3.11 is connonly written es

I I -PEC [3.12]

Ihere J is the noler flux density end p is the perneebility

coefficient end is defined es

P I O/AX

If the volune end eree of the cell ere designeted es V end A

respectively. the volune flux is

dV/dt - JAV' [3.13]

'30:. V. is the noler volune of solvent. Thus Equetion 3.12 tekes

the fcrn

dV/dt - -V;Apgc [3.14]

For sphericel geonetry Equetion 3.14 becones
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dl/dt ' ‘ngAC [3.15]

where R is the redius of the sphere. Assuning thet the nenbrene

thickness es well us its perneebility coefficient end AC rennin

constent during the oenosis. Equetion 3.15 integretes to

I - (-V;PAC)t

- Constent‘t [3.16]

het is the redius of the sphericel cell is linesrly releted to

tine. Such behevior hes been observed by severel investigetors

for lipid vesicles (liposaes) es they shrink in response to high

concentretion exposure [123.124]. he erperinentel dete of

Boroske et el on single bileyer egg-lecithin vesicle showes e good

egre-ent with the ebove reletionship [1241. Equetion 3.15 is

used to errive et the perneebility coefficient .p. es the rete of

chenge of redius of vesicle is directly proportionel to the

negetive of the solute concentretion gredient ecross the nenbrene

AC. end P is the proportionnlity constent. he perneebility hes

been neesured to be 37-41 pn/s for egg-lecithin vesicles

[95.123-125].

Now essuing’thst the nenbrene is nede up of 2n lipid

nolecules with effective surfece eree per nolecule of 'A “a thet

the lipids ere shered equelly between the two leyers of the
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n-brene. the nenbrene surfece eree is given es

Now es (sphericel geonetry)

dA/dt - 8xR(dR/dt)

solving for dR/dt we heve

dR/dt - (wan/«new 3

01’

- tammuuum‘“

Therefore Equetion 3.15 becones

«we: - 49.."‘PACA‘I'

Integreting Equetion 3.18 we heve

A:/a _ Ail: . -ut

where

A. - A(t-0)

A. - A(t-t)

c ' 5v;u”'PAC

Equetion 3.19 for e positive c (i.e. hypertonic

[3.17]

[3.18]

[3.19]

condition.
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positive AC) reflects the reduction of the nenbrene surfece eree

es s subsequence of shrinksge. Now eccording to our essunption

(A961). the reduction in the eree of the systen is only possible

through two nodes; (i) the effective eree per nolecule 'A is

decreesed while the nunber of nolecules in the nenbrene is

conserved. (ii) the nunber of nolecules residing in the nenbrene

is reduced while the eree per nolecule 1.x..ging congtgnt, In.

first node of eree reduction results in en increese in the density

of nolecules within the nubrene which will be ecconpenied by en

increese in the intre-nenbrene pressure. It is reported thet in

fect freeze-induced dehydreted cells heve higher intre-nenbrene

pressure et shrunken stete [108. 126.127]. It is believed thet

the second node of eree reduction is proceeded by the first node.

Thet is. the intre-nenbrene pressure increeses first but it one

not increese indefinitely. Once e certein level is reeched the

nenbrene is relexed through expulsion of nolecules fron the

nenbrene surfece. There exist severel erperinentel reports of

observetions of such behevior [36.128-130]. These netter will be

discussed in deteil in e leter chepter.

2. mmummm

Red blood cells suspended in e nediun renoved fron the

physiologicel (isotonic) condition undergo drestic shepe chenges
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which is usuelly concurrent with chenges in surfece eree end

volune. he extent of eree end volune chenges depend on the

tonicity of the suspending nediun. Specificelly. in cese of

hypotonic exposure the cell volune is increesed while the eree

r-eins elnost constent [25.26]. end in the cese of hypertonic

exposure the cell volune end the effective surfece eree ere

decreesed. Regerdless of the perturbetion node. if the

disturbence is lerge enough it lends to the henolysis of the red

blood cell (perheps due to distortion of the nenbrene). A

diegrnetic representetion of the h-olyeis process due to notion

of s lytic egent is given in Figure 3.1 [86]. B-olyeis is not e

sinple osnotic phenuenon es it depends on the type of solute es

well es the extent of o-otic perturbetion [26.34]. Nevertheless.

e sinple thernodynenic enelysis with e sinplistic view of the cell

osnotic behevior gives e good description for the red cell

h-olyeis.

During freezing weter is excluded fron the cell suspension

through the fornetion of ice. he subsequent increese in the

.extrecellulsr selt concentretion creetee en osnotic pressure which

sets es s driving force for trensport of weter out of the cell.

his chenicel effect celled "osnotic shock" is intinetely coupled

with tenpereture end chenges sinulteneously with chenging

t-pereture during the freezing end thewing cycle.
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The chenicel potentiel u of the ith species in e solution is

given by

n. - n:(T.P) + run.

'30:. fl; is the reference chenicel potentiel end is only e

function of pressure end tenpereture for both solute end solvent.

end 31 is the ectivity of the ith species. The cell nenbrene es

nentioned eerlier is perneeble to weter end inperneeble to nost

selts. A nodel represention of the cell is given in Figure 3.2.

As the chenicel potentiel ecross the cell nenbrene is renoved fron

equilibriun. for exenple by freeze-induced dehydretion. e chenicel

potentiel gredient ecross the cell nenbrene will result

A91 '3 RTA(lnei)

where

“1 ' In! - u:

was.) - m; - 1...}

This trees-nenbrene difference in chenicel potentiel results

in e weter flow ecross the nenbrene in order to reech equilibriun

(491-0 ). If the externel solution is nede hypertonic. es is the

cese for freezing. then to reech equilibriun weter nust flow out

of the cell. The loss of weter is then reflected in shepe chenges
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end e reduction in cell volune end the cell nenbrene is forced to

shrink on its contents. It is likely thet henolysis occurs when

the cell hes lost ell its free weter end under the osnotic

pressure due to the trees-nenbrene chenicel potentiel gredient is

forced to releese its henoglobin content. The loss of henoglobin

proceeds by rupture of the cell nenbrene. If the suspending

nediun of the cell is nede hypotonic es is the cese for thewing.

the cell volune is increesed es the weter flows into the cell.

Renolysis occurs when the cell nenbrene eree increese feils to

keep up with the increese of the cell volune end ruptures. where

henoglobin is egein lost fron the cell into the suspending nediun.



CHAPTER IV

EXPERIIENTAL STSTEI

The erperinentel espect of this work involves neesurenent of

the henolysis kinetics of hunen red blood cell populetions et

different tenperetures due to s step chenge in the solute

concentretion of the suspending nediun of the red blood cell. Tu

obtein kinetic dete e tenpereture controlled stop flow systen is

enployed which provides rspid nixing. The dynenics of denege ere

inferred fron these neesurenents.

The henolysis of e single red cell. provided thet sufficient

level of perturbetion exists. is known to be en ell or non event

[132]. However. due to e distribution of celluler properties ell

cells in e senple populetion do not henolyse et the sene

tine.i.e.. e finite tine is essocieted with the henolysis dynenics

of e cell populetion. For neny yeers the stenderd technique for

henolysis neesurenent of n blood senple involves the stetic

neesurenent of the henoglobin ebsorption [132]. Beceuse of the

tine required for the senple prepsretion process (severel ninutes)

this so-celled spectronetric technique gives e tine everege

74
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neesure of the henolysis. Such e stetic neesurenent hes

significence only for e systen with e very slow or non-existent

dynenics (reletively long-tine response). The red cell henolysis

kinetics ere very rspid in sone ceses of interest here end eerly

tine dete ere essentiel for e conplete understending end nodelling

of such e kinetic process. Tb obtein henolysis kinetic dete et

reletively short tines (seconds) one nust epply e technique which

provides rspid nixing end e technique to neesure the response of

the cell in order to produce e conplete henolysis tine history.

Since the celluler osnotic response is very fest (ebout

250nsec [133]) the rspid nixing is essentiel end dictetes the

eccurecy end reproducebility of the results. The stop flow

technique provides very rspid nixing which hes been used to study

fest chenicel reection kinetics end cell nenbrene perneebilities

[134.135]. Tb neesure the cell populetion response to the step

chenge solute perturbetions induced by the stop flow technique.

the light scettering technique is enployed.

In this chepter the erperinentel epperetus constructed for

this work is presented. First. the stop flow systen elong with

the theory of the operetion of the erperinentel systen is

presented. Second. nejor conponents conprieing the systen ere

discussed seperetely.
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LWEMMMM

To obtein the kinetics of the hunen erythrocyte destruction e

nodified stop flow epperetus equipped with tenpereture control hes

been designed end constructed. The stop flow technique ellows

rspid end controlled elteretion of the ertrecelluler nediun. In

this work it is used to repidly introduce the red blood cells to e

desired level of sodiun chloride concentretion. By detecting the

light trenenitted by the cell populetion the systen response is

recorded end the henolysis kinetics ere then deduced.

Although the erperinentel concept seens to be sinple st

first. due to the biologicel neture of the problen. extrene cere

is required et every step of the wey in order to nininize end

control verious fectors which one introduce errors. Potentiel

error problens essocieted with the neesurenent will be discussed

in deteil leter. The echenstic representetion of the stop flow

systen is given in Figure 4.1. The systen designed for the

present work is e three-pert systen:

1) e fluid delivery systen which consists of e fluid driving

systen. e nixing chenber. end finelly en observetion chenber.

2) en opticel systen which consists of e light source end e

light detector (photocell) end en operetionel enplifier
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circuit.

3) e tenpereture control systen designed to neintein the systen

et the desired tenperetures.

'The fluid delivery syeten delivers the proper retios of the

cell suspension end the desired seline solution to be nixed end

delivered into the observetion chenber. To insure proper nixing

the solutions ere pessed through e nixing chenber before reeching

the observetion chenber.

The theory of the operetion of the erperinentel epperetus is

described es follows; Intect red cell suspensions scetter end

ebsorb light very effectively which is reflected in the creeny

eppeerence of such e suspension. Once the oxygen-binding protein

henoglobin leeks out of the cell (which for en individuel cell is

known to be en ell or none event. end the cells ere so celled

henolysed) the cell suspension eppeers bright red end trensnits

the light very effectively. Therefore. provided thet one one

echieve instenteneous nixing of the lytic egent end the red cells

without subjecting the cells to e nechenicel stress. the

trensnitted or scettered light intensity once celibreted should

provide e neesure of the extent of henoglobin releese end

consequently the extent of the henolysis in the populetion. Thet

is. provided thet the light intensity is celibreted es s function

of the extent of henolysis. one one obtein the henolysis tine
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history frcn the light intensity neesuruents.

At this point we should point out thet. es wes discussed

eerlier in chepter 3. the cell responds to e concentretion

gredient ecross its nenbrene oenoticelly by chenging its weter

content end therefore its volune. In the present work the lytic

egent is hypertonic sodiun chloride solution. so thet when the

cell is introduced to such e condition it will lose its weter

content end subsequently shriek before beconing henolysed. The

reduction in the individuel cell volune is concurrent with the

reduction of the totel cross-sectionel eree of the light

ettenueting sites. This st first nny seen to result in en

increese in the detected light intensity. however. es they shrink

the red blood cells becone sphericel. ebsorb end scetter the light

nore effectively then when in the ncrnel stete. In fect the

enount of the light ebsorbed by e suspension of cells in the

sphericel configuretion is up to 2.5 tines thet of the suspension

of nernel red cello (biconceve shepee). Therefore nonitoring the

light intensity one observes en initiel drop which is e function

of the tonicity of the sodiun chloride solution. The cell volune

effect on the systen response will be further discussed in Chepter

5.

LMW
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The nejor conponents conprieing the experinentl epperetus

ere: the fluid delivery systen; the opticel systen; the nixing

systen; end the thernel control systen. These ere described in

deteil in this section.

The fluid delivery systen shown in Figure 4.1 constitutes e

nejor conponent of the systen end consists of:

(i) The reecting solutions reservoir

(ii) The drive syringes

(iii) A solenoid-ectiveted drive her connected to the plungers

(iv) The nixing unit

(v) The opticel chenber

(vi) Solenoid velves

The drive syringes ere connected to the peeked red cell reservoir

of desired hnnetocrit level end to the reservoir of reecting

sodiun chloride solution of known tonicity respectively. The

solution reservoirs ere housed in e plexiglees block end the

syringes ere connected to the block through e uni-exiel three-wey

velve.
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Figure 4.2: Top end Side Views of the Solutions Reservior.
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Top end side views of the plexiglees block ere presented in

Figure 4.2. The drive syringes ere 10cc end lcc Benilton syringes

with Luer tips end the plunger tips ere teflon coeted to creete e

biologicelly-inert environnent. The plungers ere coupled through

e solenoid-ectiveted drive ber which provides equel stroke lengths

for both syringes. The subsequent volune retio of fluid delivered

frcn the two syringes is celculeted to be 9 .67:1. The drive her

is driven by pressurized eir end is usuelly opereted et 30-40 psig

which is ectiveted by e solenoid velve. The drive syringes ere

connected through the three-wey velve to e nixing unit with tygon

tubing.

The nixing unit is en inportent pert of the stop flow systen

end pleys e significent role in terns of the reproducibility of

the dete. It is responsible for providing e henogenecus nixture

of the test solution end the cells.

The design of the nixing unit is such thet it would provide e

turbulent flow end therefore effective nixing. A design criterie

is thet the nixing process nust not introduce eny nechenicel

denege or stress to the cells. This criterie in turn dictetes the

flow cherecteristics end therefore the driving pressure. Tu

creete turbulence end hence enhence the nixing of peeked cells end

the seline solution. the solutions ere introduced into the nixing

unit st 90 degrees. he nixing chenber is shown sch-eticelly in
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Figure 4.3.

The nixed solution efter nixing is delivered to the opticel

chenber which is e verticelly held gless colunn with OD=6nn. end

ID-4nn end length of 10cn. The colunn is held in the verticel

position end is nede long enough so thet the cell sedinentetion

effects ere negligible. Thet is considering thet the red cell

sedinentetion velocity is on the order of .5cn/hr. it will not

effect the neesurenents with duretion periods of 5-10 ninutes.

A nejor source of error concerning the stop flow systen is

essocieted with the nechenisn of stopping the flow. Once the

drive her is ectiveted it will provide e tine dependent force to

drive the fluids. The flow velocity ney or ney not reech e steedy

velue during the delivery period end this ney ceuse significent

error in neesured henolysis. This neens one needs to use e

sophisticeted nechenisn to stop the flow without creeting unwented

trensients. In the present systen en effective shut-off nechenisn

is used which insures the instenteneous helt of the nixed fluid in

the opticel colunn et zero tine with nininel trensients. The

shut-off necheniun is presented scheneticelly in Figure 4.4.

An on end off trigger is nounted on the drive ber support.

The locetion is chosen such thet the drive ber reeches the trigger

before it begins the deceleretion. essuring e very steedy flow et
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the instent of shut-off. he trigger is connected to two solenoid

velves positioned et the two ends of the observetion colunn. he

two solenoids then shut-off et the sene tine. thereby bisecting e

colunn of the flow st en instent of tine. he nechenisn works es

folows: The solenoid et the exheust end of the opticel colunn is

e two-port velve while the solenoid et the upstreen end. right

efter the observetion chenber. is s three-port velve. he

three-wey solenoid velve is used to direct the flow fron the

observetion chenber into n collecting beeker which ellows the

drive her to cone to the resting position without creeting e

pressure build up due to the trepping the flow in the observetion

colunn. Both solenoids ere chosen cs 12 volt D.C. powered velves

to evoid eny noise connonly essocieted with A.C. units.

he synchronized velve shut-off nechenisn elininetes probl-s

such es beck flow end the pressure build up end the subsequent jet

flows essocieted with other stoppsge nechenisns. Besidee

elinineting the for-entioned flow ertifecte. it elso precisely

nerks the erperinentel zero tine end enhencee the reproducibilty

of the delivered nixture retio.

295125121213!

he opticel systen is shown in Figure 4.1 end consists of:
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(i) The light source

(ii) Voltege reguleted D.C. power supply

(iii) Photocell end enplifier circuit

The light source is e 6 volt nicroscope illuninetor tungsten bulb

end is powered by e voltege reguleted D.C. power supply. Tb

elininete contect resistence effects essocieted with ordiuery

spring loeded electricel contects. the leeds frcn the power supply

ere directly soldered to the bulb. A.Zeiss universel nicroscope

light housing equipped with e verieble diephregn is used to hold

the bulb.

The light is directed through c hole bored in e solid bress

cylinder. which is used to hold the observetion chenber end else

ects es the host reservoir for the thernel control systen. he

light efter pessing through the observetion colunn fells directly

incident on the photocell. The photocell voltege output is

enplified end is then recorded by e strip chert recorder. The

enplified photocell voltege output for the nornel seline solution

used es s stenderd is chosen to be 10 volts which is echieved for

every erperinentel run by edjusting the light source intensity

level by reguleting the power supply voltege. The typicel velue

obteined for the intect cell suspension of ebout 4% henetocrit et

isotonic condition is ebout 65nv end the output voltege for e

totelly henolysed cell suspension is ebout 5 volts. This neens
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thet for eerly tines the error essocieted with the drift of the

incident intensity fron the noninel velue is very snell (less then

.52). The overell photocell output drift is less then 5$>over the

period of 2 hours. Considering the 5-10 ninutes duretion period

for eech erperinentel run the photocell output drift is less then

lh. In fect beceuse of the logerithnic behevoir of the photocell

response end the nornelizetion procedure the error et leter tines

due to the light intensity drift is elso very snell.

me

The nixing systen shown in Figure 4.3 pleys e very inportent

role concerning the overell perfornence of the stop flow systen.

The nixing chenber is nede fron cleer plexiglees end the test

solution inlet is et90 degrees with respect to the peeked cell

solution inlet. The flow rete through the nixing unit end

therefore the extent of the turbulence crested in the unit is e

direct function of the driving pressure. This inplies thet the

higher the flow rete. the nore effective is the nixing. Bowever.

the process of deternining the optinel opereting flow rete is not

so sinple. This is due to the conplience of the tygon tubings end

the drive nechenisn in generel end the duneging effect of sheer

stress on the cells ceueed by such e turbulent nixing in

perticuler. The sheer stresses introduced in the nixing process
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could result in en over estinetion of the ectuel denege due to the

reecting egent. This netter is discussed in Chepter VI.

me

To obtein the henolysis kinetics st tenperetures different

then rou tenpereture. the stop flow systen is equipped with e

thernel systen which consists of:

(i) A host exchenger unit essocieted with the test solution

(ii) A host exchenger unit essocieted with the observetion

chenber

(iii) Tunpereture sensors end coolent circulstor

To quentify end eccount for the effect of the low

tenperetures on the kinetics of red blood cell henolysis the

intention of this reseerch hee been to conpere the roon

tenpereture responses to those et the subserc tenpereture

experienced by e cell in e cryopreservetion process. However. to

evoid ice fornetion in the present erperinentel systen.the extent

to which the tenpereture of the systen could be lowered is
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linited. The lowest tenpereture which could be echieved without

freezing the senple is ebout -10 degrees centigrede et e sodiun

concentretion of 4n.

Another inportent fector concerning the design of the thernel

control systen wee thet the blood cells should be kept et enbient

tenpereture until they ere subject to nixing with the lytic egent.

Therefore the syringe end the reservoir conteining the pecked

cells ere not included in the tenpereture control design of the

systen end ere kept st rocn tenpereture. The effective nixing

retio for the stop flow systen is ebout 10:1. hence the error

introduced due to the tenpereture discrepency of the nixing fluids

is very snell (l C for ebout 20 seconds for the lowest tenpereture

considered here). The zero tine tenpereture of the nixture wes

recorded to be up to 25% higher then the desired tenpereture.

however. the tenpereture reeches the desired velue within 2-4

seconds depending on the finel tenpereture desired.

To cool the test solution s best exchenger unit wes

constructed ercund the syringe conteining the test solution. The

lines connecting the test solution to the nixing chenber ere well

insuleted to keep ell perts of the systen with the exception of

perts conteining peeked cells et the desired tenpereture. To

essure thet the observetion chenber rcneins st constent

tenpereture throughout the experinent end the fluid delivered to
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the colunn could reech the desired tenpereture in e short tine.

the observetion colunn is loceted inside e solid bress housing.

The bress housing is cooled by pessing coolent through copper

tubes loceted on either side of the gless colunn. This provides s

best reservoir with very lerge thernel ness end hence e very

steble end uniforn tenpereture distribution ecross the observetion

chenber. The two heet exchenger units ere coupled end the cooling

is provided by e coolent circulstor.

The tenpereture of the conponents of the systen ere neesured

by two thernoccuplee. A thernoccuple is loceted in the

observetion chenber close to observetion site end enother is

pleced et the test syringe well. The coolent flows through the

systen for et leest 2 hours before eech experinent where the

tenpereture of the coolent circulstor is edjusted to reech the

desired tenpereture.



CHAPTER V

OPERATIONAL CHflACTERISTICS AND CALIBRATION

OF THE STOPrFLOI STSTEI

The erperinentel espect of the present reseerch concerned the

design end developnent of en inproved stop-flow systen with the

potentiel for neesuring destruction dynenics of the red blood,

cell. The systen theory of operetion end nejor conponents

conprieing the erperinentel eperetus were discussed in chepter 4.

This chepter is concerned with the operetionel cherecteristics end

celibreticn of the erperinentel systen.

First. the generel cherecteristics of the stop-flow systen

such es the trensient response end cell volune effects on the

systen output will be discussed. Second. the celibreticn

procedures ere discussed end the results ere presented. Finelly.

the effect of cell nunber density on the celibreticn protocol end

neesured kinetic dete will be discussed.

LMW

The erperinentel espect of the present work involved the
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design end developnent of e systen cepeble of introducing desired

step chenges in the concentretion of the ertrecelluler nediun et

controlled tenperetures in the renge of -10'c to goal g..p.r.tu;.

(ebout 23'C). Although the originel design of the erperinentel

systen wss streightforwerd. obteining quelity dete proved to be

very difficult. leny nodificetions end refinenents of the initiel

design were required to reelize e systen with the desired

cherecteristics. such es conplete nixing end negligible flow

effects. essentiel for the integrity of the present effort. The

problens were effectively deelt with end corrections were nede

which ere discussed in chepter 6. Here we will discuss the

generel cherecteristics end response of the refined version of the

systen used to obtein the reported henolysis kinetics dete.

The systen behevior opereted et roon tenpereture differed

soncwhet fron thet et lower tenperetures. The nejor difference

wes thet it required en initiel period of one hour for the systen

conponents to reech the isothernel condition et the desired

sub-eunospheric tenperetures. The conpressed-eir pressure

required to drive the plunger wes ebout 20 psi et -5'c gogpgggd to

40 psi required when opereted et roon tenpereture. This is due to

the difference in the coefficient of thernel expension of gless

end sluninun. The gless syringe expende nore then. the eluninnn

plunger. creeting snoother end e less tight fit. The wernup tine

required for the light source end the photocell end operetionel
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enplifier circuit to reech steedy stete wes ebout 15 ninutes.

However. the systen wes ellowed one hour to wernup.

The nixing retio of the blood end test solution delivered to

the observetion chenber is pressure dependent end the highest

blood/test solution retio wee obteined et 30 psi et roon

tenpereture. The snell syringe (conteining the peeked cell

solution) end the lerge syringe (conteining the test solution) bed

.455 on end 1.415 on redii respectively. Therefore. the

theoreticel retio of the test solution volune with respect to

peeked cell solution volune (er)‘ 1' celculeted ‘0 I” 9-5731-

Nevertheless the ectuel nixture retio delivered to the observetion

colunn wes neesured to be soncwhet less then this. For exenple

for e peeked cell solution of 55% henetocrit the delivered

hcnetocrit use 4‘ st roon tenpereture. The pressure dependence of

the delivered hcnetocrit is presented in Figure 5.1. It should be

noted here thet the nornelized henolysis kinetic neesurenents were

insensitive to the nixture retio. i.e. the delivered henetocrit.

he percent henolysis dete ere obteined st 4h nuinel huetocrit

end the corresponding photocell is neesured to be ebout 65 nv et

isotonic condition.

The light intensity wes edjusted to 10 volts for the

observetion colunn conteining the sodiun chloride osnelelity equel

to thet of the test solution before eech run. The systen output
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Figure 5.1: Percent R-etocrit Delivered to the Observetion

Ch-ber es s Function of Plunger Pressure.
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volteges nornelized with respect to the isotonic seline solution

output for different levels of sodiun chloride concentretion is

plotted in Figure 5.2. he dete indicetes thet the neesurenents

ere quite independent of the selt concentretion in the observetion

chenber .

he nornelized photocell output beheves very linesrly with

respect to nornelized lenp voltege independent of whether the

observetion chenber is filled with cells or nornel seline

solutions. The dete is shown in Figure 5.3 which indicetes.

elthcugh the negnitudes of the photocell output ere different for

the two ceses. the nornelized volteges ere quite the sene. his

inplies thet the syetens response is independent of the content of

the observetion colunn.

hmmumm

he stop-flow systen trensient response is releted directly

through the celibreticn curve to the h-olysis of the blood cell

suspension in the observetion chuber. In order to relete the

photocell voltege output to percent henolysis the dete is

nornelized with respect to the initiel or zero-tine response of

the systen for e given erperinentel conditions. Specificelly the

zero-tine response corresponds to the condition of Oi h-olyeis

end the nininun volune stete. het is the initiel response of
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such e systen is e very inportent fector in concern with the

reliebility of the nornelized dete. There exists en unexpected

initiel trensient response essocieted with every neesurenent.

The voltege output systcneticelly beheves es shown in Figure

5.4. i.e. the zero-tine response is e few percent different fron

the idesl cese. This behevior is likely due to the orientetion of

the red cells in the direction of the flow es suggested by the

results of the following experinents. The initiel trensient

period is essocieted with sons type of flow relexetion. The

everege relexetion tine for 10:1 nixing is neesured to be 6.52

seconds on the everege. where nornel seline solution is nixed with

peeked cells with resultent henetocrit st 4‘. The following

experinents were conducted to explein the cherecteristics of the

relexetion period. In order to elininete other possible sources

of problens which night contribute to the observed behevior such

es inproper nixing. the syringe conteining the peeked cells is

repleced by e syringe identicel to the one used for the test

solution thereby producing e 1:1 nixing retio.

i) 16% henetocrit blood is nixed with en equel volune of

nornel seline solution end the everege tine required

for the photocell output to reech the steedy stete

velue is neesured to be 7.40 seconds.

ii) 8‘ hcnetocrit blood is nixed with equel volune of the
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identicel suspension end the everege relexetion tine

is neesured to be 6.33 seconds.

iii) 16$»honetocrit blood is nixed with equel volune of 2n

seline solution end the everege tine required for the

photocell output to reech the nininun velue is neesured

to be 3.65 seconds.

The results of the ebove experinents cleerly indicete thet

for the cells suspended in nornel seline solution the relexetion

tine is longer then when suspended in 1n seline solution. The

following ergunent is given in en ettenpt to explein the observed

results ebove. The cells introduced into the 1 nolel seline

solution elnost instenteneously (in 250nsec) reech the nininun

volune stete end essune sphericel geonetry hence there is no

preferentiel orientetion end consequently e reletively short

relexetion period. Ihere cells suspended in isotonic sodiun

chloride solution heve nornel biconceve geaetry end therefore

could be preferentielly oriented end subsequently heve e longer

relexetion period. Although the initiel trensients. could not be

conpletely ecoounted for on the besis of the foregiven ergunent es

there ere other possibilities such es inconplete nixing. Bowever.

besed on the relexetion tines obteined for different conditions

the nejor contributing fector is due to the orientetion of the

cells in the direction of the flow.
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2.... mmmmmmmm

Ihen cells ere exposed to tonicity levels of selt different

then the physiologicel isotonic level they experience osnotic

stress. he tolerence level of cells to such osnotic stress

depends on the enount of stress end the exposure tine. Once the

tolersble level of perturbetion is exceeded the cells ere deneged.

he cell o-otic cherecteristics ellow trensport screen the

nenbrene end therefore e volune chenge proceeds the cell denege.

In the cese of hypertonic exposure of the red blood cell. c

nininun velue stete is reeched before h-olysis.

Ihen the equilibriun of the cell cyst- is perturbed by

inposing e concentretion gredient ecross the nenbrene. the

difference in the chenicel potentiel of weter ecross the cell ects

es s driving force for the flow of weter ecross the nenbrene. he

induced flux of weter will persist until the cell systen reeches e

stete of onetic equilibriun with the environment. In this

reseerch we ere concerned with exposure of the hunen red blood

cells to hypertonic conditions. consequently the induced driving

force results in en outverd weter trensport ecross the plesne

nenbrene. he loss of cell weter content results in e decreese of

the cell volune referred to es the shrinkege of the cell. he

cell shrinksge. when exposed to exceedingly increesing hypertonic
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sodiun chloride solution; continues up to e concentretion of .8

nolel. Increesing the selt concentretion beyond .8 does not

result in further shrinkege end the so celled the Iininun Volune

Stete (IVS) is reeched. The nininun volune stete proceeds the

henolysis under such conditions.

The weter trensport ecross the plesne nenbrene is e very

rspid process. end consequently the cherecteristic tine essocieted

with it is very snell (~250 nsec) conpered to h-olysis kinetic

cherecteristic tines (~ seconds to ninutes) [114.137-139]. Thet

is. reletive to the tine frene of this work, the nininun volune

stete is reelized instenteneously. It should'be pointed out here

thet. the ergunent given ebove only holds for e single cell end

the cell populetion seens to reech the nininun volune stete in e

finite tine.

Inferred fron the tine required for the photocell output

voltege to reech its nininun velue. the tine required for e given

cell populetion to reech the IVS depends on the level of

perturbetion end renges between ebout 1 sec for 4 nolel end ebout

7 seconds for 1 nolel selt concentretion. The photocell output et

“8 is used for nornelizetion of the h-olysis dete. To quentify

the IVS end therefore obtein the corresponding photocell output.

the following experinents were designed end cerried out.
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Cell suspension of 55‘ h-etocrit wes prepsred following the

stenderd procedure outlined in chepter 6. he suspension use the

exposed to different concentretions of sodiun chloride renging

fron .075n to 2.5n. he experinents were cerried out et roc-

tcnpereture end the usuel procedure wee followed to obtein the

stripchert treces of the photocell output. he photocell output

treces were exenined end nininun photocell responses corresponding

to the quesi-steedy stete velues were tebuleted es s function of

the ertrecelluler selt solution nolelity (Teble 5.1). he

photocell voltege for s cell concentretion of 4S h-etocrit end

known sodiun chloride concentretions nornelized with respect to

the photocell voltege corresponding to 4‘ hcnetocrit in nornel

seline ere plotted es s function of the oenolelity of the

ertrecelluler solution in Figure 5.5.

Fron Figure 5.5 the nininun volune is echieved for hypertonic

Necl concentretion of greeter then or equel to shout .6n (betveen

0.5-1.0n). hose results verify the eerlier finding thet the

hunen red cells subject to hypertonic osnotic shock undergo e

dr-etic volune reduction of ebout 60! before lysing [114]. hose

results elso suggest thet the initiel photocell output for Neel

solutions of concentretion greeter then .6n should be the sene for

e given cell concentretion. he results shown in Figure 5.5 ere

in excellent egre-ent with the results obteined by Ferrent et el

[1141 concerning the cell volune estinetion besed on the enount of
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TABLE 5.1

Nornel ired Photocell Voltege st 4% I-Iemstocrit

mm;

.075

.150

.250

.500

l.000

1.500

2.000

2.500

es s Function of Neil Nblelity

M21212). Ms.

134.53 1 23.76 1.99 1 .35

67.50 I

42.05 1 3.17 .62 1 .05

33.12 1 2.77 .49 1 .04

29.30 1 2.23 .43 1 .03

29.16 1 2.16 .43 1 .03

28.55 1 2.30 .42 1 .03

28.89 3 2.25 .43 z .03
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cell weter loss due to increesed osnolelity of the ertrecelluler

solution.

2. 02112221122 21 the 312125

The goel of the present work is to obtein dynenic cell

responses due to hypertonic perturbetion in the fomn of henolysis

percent history for the developnent of e thernodynenic nodel for

the cell destruction. To trensfer the kinetic dete fron the

photocell voltege history protocol to the desired forn of percent

henolysis es s function of exposure tine. celibreticn of the

systen is required. Thet is. s celibreticn curve is needed to

interpret the photocell output voltege in terns of percent induced

henolysis due to e known step chenges in the ertrecelluler

concentretion of Necl. The rstionel for the interpretetion of the

photocell voltege history is es follows.

The incident light 1. pertielly ebsorbed end. pntinlly

scettered by the red blood cell suspension in the observetion

colunn. In feet cells ere very effective sites for light

ettenuetion in both the scettering end ebsorption nodes. Ihen

cells ere perturbed they go through thepe chenges end if the

perturbetion level is in excess of thet which the cell cen sustsin

it vill lyse end lose its henoglobin content. The deneged cells
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becone less opeque end nore trensperent. As the cells in the

observetion chenber ere henolysed the enount of light thet reeches

the photocell increeses which is directly reflected in en increese

in the systen voltege output. The increese in the enount of light

trensnitted one then be recorded end interpreted to infer the tine

course of the red cell henolysis kinetics.

To obtein dete et e given hcnetocrit level free of possible

errors essocieted with difference in the initiel respose due to

discrepency in the delivered nixing retio fron run to run. we need

to nonitor the nixing retio. Tb infer the percent henetocrit

delivered to the observetion colunn end therefore nonitor the

nixing retio e celibreticn protocol in the fern of photocell

output es s function of percent hcnetocrit is needed.

LWflMWnsMfl
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To quentify‘ the photocell output es s function of the

pereentege of cells lysed. the following procedure wes enployed.

A cell suspension of desired percent hcnetocrit wes prepsred

following the usuel procedure expleined for cell hendling in

chepter 6. A portion of the cell suspension wes totelly henolyzed

by rspid freezing vie subnersion in liquid nitrogen end then
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theued by werning under running teb weter st 30-40'c, 151. .t.p

wee repented once end then the suspension wes checked by the

stenderd clinicel cyennethcnoglobin spectrophotonetric technique.

end 100‘ henolysis wes verified. The reneining portion of the

suspension wee elso checked by spectrophotoneter end use verified

to be 1005 intect. The opticel chenber wee filled with isotonic

sodiun chloride solution end the light intensity level wee

edjusted for 10v photocell output. The output wes verified to be

steble for et leest 30 ninutes. Different levels of henolysis wes

then [obteined by nixing proper portions of totelly henolysed end

intect suspensions. These suspensions st different known

henolysis levels were then nenuelly injected into the opticel

chenber end the resulting photocell output were recorded es

stripchert treces. A steedy stete wee elweys reeched within 5

seconds. The order of delivered percent henolysis wes elweys in

the sene direction. i.e.. either increesing or decreesing. end the

systen wes rinsed with nenel seline betueen eech run et leest

twice end the 10v photocell output wes verified. The order of the

experinent wee then reversed.i.e. if for exenple the percent

henolysis delivered to the chenber wee et first fron high to low

percent of henolysis. in the second run using the sene betch the

order wes switched end the nixtures were delivered in increesing

order of percent henolysis. An excellent correspondence wee

observed betveen two suns.
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In order to elininete uncontrolleble pereneters involved.

such es donor's ego or sex end verietion in prepsretion routine.

the celibreticn experinent wes repented neny tines (22) with

different betches of cells over e period of 6 nonths. The

celibreticn protocols were obteined et 4% end 8% hunetocrit end

the dete ere tebuleted elong with the essocieted stenderd

devietions in Teble 5.2. The photocell volteges nornelized with

respect to the 05 henolysis output ere plotted versus 1-5B/1OO end

ere presented in Figure 5.6. The leest squere fit of the dete

yields

with

r‘ - .9997

The IR celibreticn curve is not e function of tenpereture end

fl). .xp.gi..nt DOEEOE'IOC ‘t -5'C ptOdIIOOC VII". 'ithill 4‘ Of the

ones tebuleted in Teble 5.2.

The photocell output es discussed eerlier is very sensitive

to the cell density. The cell density level (I hunetocrit) effect

is of concern es the iBCT delivered to the observetion chenber is

e function of severel pereneters such es driving pressure end

peeked cell density. This et first ney seen to be e source of

error. however. the celibreticn curve et 8% honetocrit wes
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TABLE 5.2

Gel ibretion of Percent Hanelysis es s Function of

Nornel ized Photocell Voltege

W m 012.411.212.12

64.990 1 19

69.019 1 1.100 1.094 1 .017 12

79.499 1 2.941 1.169 1 .044 19

79.794 1 2.071 1.296 1 .092 12

99.919 1 9.196 1.992 1 .049 19

109.772 1 9.117 1.701 1 .049 19

196.799 1 9.692 2.119 1 .099 19

179.999 1 9.466 2.799 1 .099 20

249.199 1 9.941 9.949 1 .197 19

969.999 1 20.279 9.662 1 .914 17

649.491 1 49.172 10.662 1 .762 19

1420.964 1 169.991 22.020 1 2.962 16
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preeticelly identicel with the one obteined et 4% henetocrit.

This notion is further supported by the excellent egreenent of

results obteined here with the celibreticn protocol reported by

Pepenek using e conpletely different erperinentel set up et 10%

henetocrit [137]. This inplies thet the celibreticn protocol

reported here is e universel one. independent of the systen

pereneters. end thet the kinetic dete will not be effected by e

few percent devietion of the delivered henetocrit fron the noninel

level of 4%.

The celibreticn protocol presented in Figure 5.6 is obteined

for the unhenolyzed portion of the suspension et isotonic

conditions. Bowever. the unhenolyzed cells in e hypertonic

condition ere et IVS. To eccount for eny differences which ney

influence the interpretetion of the rew dete. the following

experinent is cerried out.

To errive et celibreticn protocol et IVS. the cell suspension

et.4$ hnnetocrit is edjusted to .6n sodiun chloride concentretion.

This concentretion level secures the IVS without introducing

neesurshle. if eny. enount of henobysie for the duretion of the

experinent. A portion of the cell suspension is totelly henolyzed

following the freeze thew cycle es before. The intect portion use

kept isotonic end the Neel concentretion wes eleveted et .6n right

before the injection into the observetion chenber. Folloving the
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procedure discussed eerlier. s new set of dete wes obteined. The

conperison of the dete is nede through Figure 5.6. which thous en

excellent correspondence.

In sunnery the celibreticn hes been shown to be independent

of henetocrit (over the renge 3 to 10%): independent of

t-pereture (over the renege -5 to 25 .0) end independent of

ertrecelluler o-olelity (over the renge 0.15 to 0.6n). hue the

celibreticn curve is epplied to experinents 1.0 to 4.0n over e

tenpereture renge of -10 to 25.0.

ammummmmmntmmu

21121229111213“

The systen noninel nixing retio of 10:1 is not exectly

reproduced for every experinent. If the cell density present in

the light peth in the observetion chenber is eltered. e different

enount of light will reech the photocell end the syetens output

will be eltered. Thet is the ebsolute negnitudes of the photocell

output for identicel erperinentel runs could be different due to

the difference in delivered percent hcnetocrit. In order to

nonitor the percent henetocrit delivered to the observetion

chenber we need to celibrete the photocell output uith respect to

the percent henetocrit. It should be pointed out here thet this
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is only e preceutionery neesure end e few percent verietion in the

delivered percent hcnetocrit to the observetion chenber is not

expected to elter the results. This wes ecconplished es follows.

A cell suspension of reletively high volune frection of cells

of ebout 80$ wes prepsred es expleined eerlier. Proper portions

of the peeked cell end the isotonic sodiun chloride uere nixed to

obtein desired levels of‘SflCT. The nixtures were then nenuelly

injected into the observetion chenber end the voltege output of

the systen et different cell density levels were recorded. The

results ere tebuleted in Teble 5.3 end the nornelized photocell

voltege with respect to the 10 volts reference for nornel seline

is plotted es s function of IBCT in Figure 5.7. The renge of

presented dete is 15-811 BCT es the noninel desired cell nunber

density delivered to the opticel chenber wee typicelly 4% for this

work. The leest squere fit of the dete yields

V I 475.171(IHCT)“(-1.452)

with

r‘ - .9999

There exists en excellent egreenent betueen the results

presented in Figure 5.7 end results obteined by Pepenek [137].

he dete for the renge of 3-10I RCl‘ ere in egreenent to within 4‘.



Celibretion of Photocell Voltege es s Function of m

m W221. 92.22.2112

1 459.33 1 3.49 3

2 178.47 1 5.51 9

3 98.42 1 3.98 9

4 64.74 1 1.84 8

9 49.99 1 1.99 9

6 35.51 1 1.48 8

7 27.36 1 1.77 8

8 22.89 1 1.75 9

9 19.35 1 2.23 4

10 16.82 1 2.10 4
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The excellent correspondence of the dete obteined independently by

two observers using syetens with different cherecteristics suggest

the universelity of the nornelized IBCl' celibreticn protocol.



CHAPTER VI

EXPERIENTAL ROGDURE 10R DETERIINING

MTSIS KINETICS

A. mmmmm

Fresh blood collected the sene dey ves obteined courtesy of

the Lensing Anericen Red Cross in BDTA tubes. The blood is stored

et 4 degrees centigrede until the tine of use. Blood not used

within 48 hours of collection wes not used to obtein henolysis

kinetic dete. Blood older then 2 deys wes used for percent

henolysis celibreticn protocol end for sone control experinents.

The blood wss first centrifuged et 1104g. while in the EDTA tubes.

for 3 ninutes end the supernetent fluid use espireted efter the

cells hed settled. The peeked blood wee then trensferred into

lerger disposeble plestic test tubes end diluted three fold by the

eddition of nornel seline efter elloving 30 ninutes for the cells

to wern up to rou tenpereture. he test tubes were seeled In

pereffin peper end gently sheken severel tines to essure conplete

suspension of the peeked blood. The senple wes then centrifuged

es before for 5 ninutes end the supernetent fluid wes espireted.

This procedure (so celled "weshing") wes repented once nore end

119
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the cell count (henetocrit) obteined wes neesured to be ebout 80

percent on the everege. The henetocrit of the senple is neesured

through stenderd clinicel procedure. The peeked cells were then

diluted by the eddition of the proper enount of nornel seline to

obtein e weehed cell suspension of 55 percent henetocrit. The

choice of 55$ is due to the feet thet the noninel 4% henetoerit is

obteined when e peeked cell solution et 55$ henetocrit is nixed

with the test solution through the stop flee systen. The percent

hcnetocrit of the senple wes neesured efter dilution end the

devietion fron the noninel velue of 55% wes ebout 5‘. This

introduces 0.6iiuncerteinty in the noninel henetoerit of the nixed

suspension delivered to the observetion chenber. This conpered to

the uncerteinties of henetocrit essocieted with the fluid delivery

nechenisn is ertr-ely snell. Ieshed cells if not used within 4

hours were discerded.

To propere e totelly henolysed blood suspension. used to

obtein e percent henolysis celibreticn protocol. blood wes weehed

end prepsred es ebove. The senple wes then innersed in liquid

nitrogen for“ 30 ninutes to secure deep freezing of the entire

blood senple. The senple use then thewed by plecing it under

running tsp ester et 30—40 degrees centigrede. This procedure of

freeze-thewing wes repented once end totel henolysis of the

prepsred senple wes verified'using the spectronic 20 before use.
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9.. mmmwummmm

mmmmumw

Wumm

The erperinentel procedure for deternining henolysis kinetics

of hunen red blood cells st e given tenpereture due to different

hypertonic concentretions of ertrecelluler electrolyte (sodiun

chloride) solution will be discussed here.

1. mmnmw

The voltege supply to the solenoid velves. light source. end

the photocell circuit were turned on end the electronics were

ellowed to wern up for 30 ninutee. The drive systen end the

triggering nechenisn were checked end the pressure of the supplied

eir use edjusted for snnoth drive of the plungers. After flushing

the systen uith nornel seline. the observetion colunn.ues filled

with the desired hypertonic sodiun chloride solution. The strip

chert recorder ues turned on end the proper voltege scele use set.

The power supplied to the light source ues edjusted such thet the

voltege output use 10 volts with isotonic seline in observetion
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chenber. This voltege level ues verified to be steble to within

2‘ for et leest 30 ninutes. The peeked blood cell end test

solution reserviors were filled with the blood senple prepsred et

55% hunetocrit end the hypertonic sodiun chloride solution of

interest respectively. The stop flow systen use then prined

following the procedure expleined in chepter 5. by severel

injections. The drive nechenisn wes checked once egein for

optinun nixing.

Once the systen wee verified to be opereting properly the

drive nechenisn wee triggered end the photocell voltege output wee

recorded for ebout 5 ninutes. In the neentine while the opticel

chenber reneined undisturbed end isoleted fron the rest of the

systen. the drive syringes uere reloeded for the next run.

Nornelly 5 to 6 runs for the sene conditions were perforned to

essure reproducibility. Upon conpletion of detd collecting for e

given level of hypertonic seline solution. the reservior end the

syringe conteining the test solution were enptied end rinsed with

the seline solution to be filled next. After flushing the entire

syeten with the hypertonic solution et s concentretion different

fron the previous experinent. the photocell output ues edjusted to

10 volts for the new test solution. Following e procedure

identicel to thet nentioned ebove s new set of strip chert treces

corresponding to the senple behevior et the new seline

concentretion wes obteined.
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The hypertonic electrolyte concentretion wes increesed by

0.5n. eech tine end the renge of concentretion fron 2n to 4n wes

covered. The rstionel for the chosen concentretion renge is es

follows. Although the red cell becones sphericel end reeches

nininun volune stete. end therfore experiences deneging stress.

when exposed to seline concentretion es low es .8n. the kinetics

et concentretions less then ebout 1.5n ere extrenely slow end

undetecteble on the tine scele of the present work. Concerning

the upper linit of the concentretion renge. the nexinu etteineble

sodiun chloride concentretion is 5.2n. Furthernore et 4n

concentretion the kinetics ere very feet where ebout 90% h-olysis

is induced in the course of the experinent (ebout 5 ninutes).

2.. WMHWW

Ihen h-olysis kinetics et t-peretures other then the

enbient tenpereture ere desired the erperinentel procedure for

nost ports is the sene es thet expleined ebove. Hence we will

only point out the differences between the two ceses here. It

should be noted thet the peeked cells ere neinteined st enbient

t-pereture for the entire course of the experinent end ere only

exposed to low tenperetures beginning et the instent of nixing.

Before the electronics ere turned on the thernel syst- consisting

of two coupled heet exchengers is hooked up to the coolent
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circulstor. The coolent flow rete is set st e pre-esteblished

level end tenperetures et severel locetions including the

observetion ch-ber ere nonitored. he systen is ellowed 2 hours

to reech the desired equilibriun tenpereture end then the

electronics ere turned on.

After eech run the syringes ere reloeded es before. however

et this point the test solution is st e tenpereture higher then

the desired tenpereture. Renee. the test solution is elloued 15

ninutes to reech the desired tenpereture before enother run is

ettenpted.

Once the dete ere collected for e given tenpereture et e

given concentretion . the seline concentretion wes increesed by

.5n (procedure expleined eerlier) while the tenpereture wee kept

the sene. Ihen ell the concentretion renge wes covered the

t-pereture wes chenged to s new velue by epproprietely chenging

the coolent tapereture end flow rete if necessery; At this point

the cyst. wee elloued 1 hour to reech the new tenpereture before

further experinents ere cerried out. hernsl equilibriun wes

verified by nonitoring tenperetures of the test solution end

observeti on ch-ber.

The t-peretures considered for this work were -5.0.5.10.. end

25 degrees centigrede. he rstionel for the chosen tenperetures
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is es follous. The henolysis kinetice ere found to be quite

insensitive to en ebsolute tenpereture drop between 25 end 10

degrees centigrede. This behevior hes elso been observed with

respect to hypertonic cryohcnolysis [20—22]. The lower linit of

the tenpereture renge is due to the feet thet the seline solution

st 2n concentretion would begin to freeze et ebout -7 degrees

centigrede.

The rew dete recorded by the strip chert recorder were in the

fern of photocell voltege treces. The procedure for nornelizing

end converting the photocell volteges so thet the henolysis

kinetics were obteined will be discussed in chepter 7.

9.9201221222312221:

The systen wee proven to be quite insensitive to

uncerteintities essocieted with the delivered nixture retio end

the light source intensity. Bowever for purposes of

reproducibility severel control experinents were perforned to

essure consistent behevior of the systen et different conditions.

The reference photocell voltege with no cells in the

observetion chenber ues elweys set et 10 volts for eech sodiun

chloride concentretion level. This use ecconplished through
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edjusting the voltege supplied to the light source. This

reference voltege velue nust be steble for the duretion of eech

erperinentel run of ebout 10 ninutes. However. since the

reference voltege use not nonitored during e 2 to 3 hour course of

the entire experinent. the signel nust rennin steble for et leest

3 hours. Iith the systen werned up. e drift of less then 2% use

observed for e period of 4 hours. Considering the feet thet the

nornelized volteges ere very insensitive to the reference voltege.

the electronics proved to be quite steble. The stebility of the

photocell signel checked et different tenperetures reveeled

siniler results.

The stebility of the photocell voltege output wes elso

checked for the observetion chenber filled with cells et isotonic

condition es well es 100! henolysed suspensions. The photocell

output reneined constent to within 2‘ for periods of 10 ninutes.

At periods exceeding 20 ninutes sedinentetion ceuses the photocell

output to drop slightly end for longer periods of tine the

sedinentetion effect is reflected in en increese in the output

voltege. Considering the 5 ninute duretion of eech erperinentel

run the photocell voltege wee considered to be free of ertifect.

either due to cell sedinentetion or chenges in the photocell

voltege.

The reproducibility of the delivery systen wes checked by
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nixing the peeked cells with isotonic seline. he delivered

percent hcnetocrit et nuinsl opereting condition use within .15‘

of the noninel velue of 4‘. his use verified et different

t-peretures end sodiun chloride concentretions by virtue of the

existece of e very reproducible zero tine response corresponding

to 05 h-olysis frcn run to run et the sene conditions.

meumnmmm

MMnsMMmidmm

As wes discussed eerlier the criterie for the injection flow

rete were unifornity end reproducibility of the delivered nixture

of peeked cells end the test solution into the observetion

chenber. Since the peeked cells ere delivered through lerge-

tubings (6n. I.D.) et low flow retes (ebout 5 cn’lsec) it is

unlikely to cheer the cells et ell. Bowever. the turbulent nixing

of the peeked cells end the test solution in the nixing unit will

introduce sone level of sheer. To investigete the possible

sheering effect on the reported results. the following control

experinents were perforned.

Following the stenderd procedure outlined in Chepter 5 e

senple of 20‘ hcnetocrit blood wes nixed with en identicel

solution (20‘ hcnetocrit blood) through the stop flow systen. he
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nixed solutions were collected end the procedure. using the sene

senple solutions. were repented severel tines. The senple use

then collected end checked for percent henolysis. through

spectronetric nethod end stop flow technique. with the result thet

no henolysis hed occurred es s result of nixing. It is inportent

to reelize thet this does not neen thet the nixing procedure does

not introduce eny sheer effect.

The result of the ebove experinent nerely suggests thet en

upper linit for the extent of the sheer. Thet is we one only

sefely conclude thet no henolysis will result fron nixing under

isotonic condition. In feet the red cells ney be sheered to en

extent such thet they becone ebnornelly vunereble when exposed to

hypertonic solutions. To investigete such e possibility the

following experinent wes cerried out.

The desired retios of blood end hypertonic solutions were

nixed. externel to the stop flow in e beeker. The nixed solutions

were then nenuelly delivered directly into the observetion chenber

with e syringe end the systen's response wes recorded for severel

perturbetion levels for severel exposure tines. These results

elong with results obteined for long exposure tines using the

spectronetric nethod (senple prepsred es ebove) ere tebuleted in

Teble 6.1.
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Teble 6.1

Caperison of Percent R-olysis For Erternelly Iixed

end Ieneelly Injected Red Blood Cells Iith the Ones

Iixed end Delivered hrough the Stop-Flow Syst-

Erpoeure Tine(seo)

30 40 60

0.0 0.0 .8458

0.0 .2+.3 .7+.7

l3.2+3.1 D.l+3.l 24.5+3.8

3.0

14 .511 .4 20.242 .1 25.712 .3

67.319 .7 75.649 .6 80.4+8.2

4.0

71.5+8.8 3.4+8.1 85416.6

0 :Ienuel inj ection

“:Stop flow

90

2.5+l.6

2.3+1.3

29.1+4.7

, .512.3

82 .3+7.9

88.2+5.0

150

6.3+1.4

5.91.6

30.6+4.3

33 .2+2 .5

83.517.2

90.l+3.7

300

10.2+1.5 4‘

9 .5+1 .6 12“

33.7+4.7 6‘

36 .9 4'2 .8 11”

86.5+6.7 5‘

9 l .412 .8 12”
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At e 2 noler perturbetion level the conclusion is thet no

sheer effect is present es the nenuelly nixed results ere

stetisticelly speeking identicel with ones nixed through the stop

flow device. For 3 end 4 noler perturbetion levels the nenuelly

nixed results ere slightly lower. he lergest discrepency. if

there use one. eppeer in results for exposure tines of l ninute

end longer. Since the enelysis concerning kinetics only involved

initiel response. i.e. percent henolysis for tines less then one

ninete. the epperent discrepency would not effect the enelysis.

Furthernore ell the results reported in Teble 6.1 ere

stetisticelly equivelent for the given level of perturbetion end

exposure tine. Finelly the long exposure tine results show e

reesoneble eorreletion with the stop flow syst- results (This

will be discussed in Chepter VII). Therefore it is concluded thet

the sheering effect will only be epprecieble end for thet netter

it is neesureble only et long exposure tines.

To further substencinte the ebove conclusion the kinetic

neesur-ents were perforned et high injection pressures (high

nechenicel stress) for 3.0 end 4.0n NeCl concentretions et

different t-peretures. hose results ere presented in Tebles

6.2-6.5. he results show significent increese in the enount of

h-olysie st high injection pressures (conpered to the noninel).

R-olyeis et short exposure tines (conpered to the long exposure

tines) ere shown to be less sensitive to the injection pressure.



Exposure

Tine (see)

10

15

20

25

30

40

60

120

180

240

300
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TIILE 6.2

Percent henolysis es s Function of

Injection Pressure

(3n NeCl et 88!)

60

(nI5)

0.33+0.97

3.6o+o.66

s.73+2.99

16.00+9.79

23 .31+2.89

33.23+2.48

40.60+2.65

48.4l+2.1c

52.2343.62

53.4543.67

55.21+5.44

Pressure(psi)

40

(nI5)

0.50+0.56

5.50+1.04

9.23+0.75

15.43+1.80

20.10+2.26

26.41+1.45

31.83+0.76

36.63+1.64

38.59+l.51

40.2711.22

41.77+0.87

3O

(nI5)

1.9 3+0.93

4.43+1.03

10.73+1.69

14.9 5+0.87

21.08+1.38

26.73+1.08

33.13+1.57

39.08+2J93

40.85+3.22

42.10+2.95

17(ncninel)

(nIl5)

2.01+O.36

5.53+0.17

10.3341.20

l4.50+1.43

20.23+2.ll

25.044.31

31.67+2.74

34.52+2.60

35.79+2.70

369444.82
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Percent henolysis es s Function of

Injection Pressure

(3n NeCl st 2682)

Exposure

Tine(sec) 4O

(nI6)

5 ..

10 -

l5 O.88+l.l4

2O 2.55+1.63

25 4.75+2.G

3O 8.35+2.01

4O 18.12+2.46

6O 33.65+3.17

120 59.63+7.05

180 71.10+5.91

240 76.85+4.59

300 80.25+3.35

Pressure(psi)

30 2O

(nI5) (nI6)

1.40+1.25 -

3.77+0.68 O.13+0.23

6.33+l.l9 l.17+1.20

9.67rl.14 3.87+3.47

13904-098 7.07+5.20

22.20+3.08 12.8316.”

47.20+5.00 32.23+5.78

65.07+5.88 47.67+3.75

6890+4 .42 55.57+3.56

71.43+3.11 61.20+4.81

15(noninel)

(nIl2)

0.88+0.43

4.54+l.35

8.06+1.86

l2.83+3.76

31.72+4.52

46.52+3.26

53.46+3.85

58.66+4.96



Exposure

Tine(sec)

5

10

20

30

40

60

120

180

240

300
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TABLE 6.4

Percent R-olysis es s Functionb of

Injection Pressure

(4.n NeCl et 88!)

6O

(nI5)

6.83+1.65

30.27+3.43

76.20+2.55

87.3213.“

91.00+1.10

93.3010.“

95

95

95

95

Pressure(psi)

4O 30

(nI6) (nI6)

33092.86 1.10+0.57

20 .83+6 .83 10.48+l.9l

71.02+9 .12 55.9 3+2.”

84.50-14.80 79 .114197

87.8 7+1 .80 86 .43+2 .00

90.53+2.34 90.80+2.19

93 93.0544.”

93 93.891.”

- 94.00+l.43

- 94.l5+l.29

18 (es-incl)

(nI15)

1.92+0.9s

9.28+2.24

50.54+8.09

71.48+d.84

79.36+8.07

85.1446.64

89.3844.11

90.56+3.43

91.07+9.10

91.4542.78



Exposure

Tine(sec)

5

10

20

30

40

60

120

180
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TIILB 6.5

Percent Benolysis es s Function of

Injection Pressure

(4.n NeCl st 283R)

30

(nI6)

1.58+0.55

8.5841.78

32.52+5.14

65.65+5.69

84 .12+2 .9 4

94.30+0.70

97

Pressure(psi)

20

(nI5)

1.17+1.20

6.23+2.45

26.73+6.86

48.6749 .11

70.0215.24

78.62+10.10

95.32+1.59

96.1211.39

17(noninel)

(nI15)

0.61+0.7o

6.ll+1.70

24.77+2.53

49.6094.53

71.3442.76

88.10“."

9 5.9 3+0.19

96.4140."
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Cupsring the dete in the lest two colunns of the Tebles

6.2-6.5.es they ere stetisticelly equivelent. cleerly shows thet

the injection pressure effect eppeers to be non-existent et low

injection pressures. herefore besed on the results reported in

this work. the nechenicel stress due to the injection if present

is only neesureble et long exposure tines.



CHAPTER VII

EXPERIIENTAL RESULTS

he erperinentel espect of the present work is eined et

obteining dete which will be used to decouple the'chcnicel end

thernel effects which occur sinilteneously during the freezing of

living cells. It is intended to generete e conplete dete bees in

the forn of rete infornetion describing the kinetics of cell

destruction for hunen red blood cells.

In this chepter the erperinentel results of denege histories

for red cell populetions subjected to chenicel shock et different

tenperetures will be presented in the fern of percent henolysis es

s function of exposure tine. Specificelly. the h-olysis kinetics

of the hunen red blood cell populetion induced by sodiun chloride

solutions between 2n end 4n ere presented for tenperetures between

’5 .84 35 0, Furthernore the present results ere conpered with

eerl ier works.

136
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The osnotic perturbetion brought ebout by nixing the hunen

red blood cells with hypertonic sodiun chloride solution results

in the shrinkege of the cells. If the concentretion of the seline

solution is high enough (>.8n) the cell will lyse end lose its

henoglobin content [32]. For n cell populetion this process is e

tine dependent (kinetic) process.

Ihen e populetion of red blood cells is nixed through the

stopflow systen the hynclysis process is reflected in the

increesed intensity of light trensnitted through the senple. The

chenge in the trensnitted light intensity is detecdted end

recorded es s voltege output history of e photocell detection

circuit. An increese in the photocell output is therefore

directly releted to the red blood cell henolysis. It will be

shown thet et e given tenpereture. the higher the perturbetion

level the fester the photocell output will increese end

consequently the fester the henolysis kinetics. Figure(7.l)

represents e typicel photocell voltege output due to 2n end 3n

isothernel hypertonic step chenges of the ertrecelluler solution

It '5 0. Cells exposed to 2n concentretion reech the nininun

volune stete in e finite tine. represented by the initiel drop in
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output voltege wherees et the 3n concentretion level the cells

reech nininun volune stete instenteneously conpered to the

erperinentel tine scele.

To trenslete the rew dete in the forn of photocell voltege es

s function of exposure tine into the desired henolysis kinetics

dete the following procedure is enployed. The photocell voltege

et eny instent of tine is nornelized with respect to the output

voltege corresponding to the initiel nininun volune. 05' henolysis

voltege level. The celibreticn curve (Figure 5.6) is then used to

treneforn the nornelized volteges to percent henolysis. The

henolysis kinetic dete ere obteined for hypertonic sodiun chloride

concentretions of 2.5. 3.0. 3.5. end 4.0n et roon

tenpereture(25C). 10.5.0. end -5C. The result in the forn of

percent henolysis es s function of exposure tine for the ebove

osnotic perturbetion levels st different tenperetures ere

presented grephicelly in Figures 7.2-7.6. As evident fron these

results the h-clyeis kinetics et e given tenpereture ere e

function of the osnotic perturbetion level es well es the exposure

tine. For exenple the results show thet for en exposure tine of

30 800.14! It 25 C, while the 2n perturbetion level produces no

neesureble henolysis. ebout 50% of the cell populetion is

henolysed et the 4n level. Furthernore. the henolysis kinetics

ere quite rspid et short tines end es s lerger portion of the

populetion is henolysed the rete of the henolysis reection process
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in the populetion shows e considereble decreese. This generel

pettern is observed for ell the tenperetures studied.

An inportent observetion is thet even though the level of

henolysis st e given tenpereture end tine is higher for e higher

seline concentretion. nevertheless the rete of henolysis reection

does not follow this trend. As e specific exenple. et reletively

lerge tines the reection rete is quite slow for the 4n

perturbetion level. wherees the reection rete et the 2n level is

quite rspid. So fer we heve referred to henolysis rete in the

sene nenner es reection rete is connonly eddressed. this netter

will be discussed in chepter 9 . Bowever. en ettenpt is nede here

to define the henolysis rete for the present dete. Ie define the

rete of percent henolysis RPB es

RPB - ant/6t [7.1]

I f(tine)

As pointed out eerlier it is evident fron results presented in

figures (7.2- 7.6) thet RPB is e tine dependent quentity. The

tine dependency is very pronounced for short tines end for long

tines it epproeches zero. In terns of the kinetics of the

henolysis reection this inplies thet e kinetic enelysis should

enphesise short exposure tine dete es the long tine dete conteins

very little kinetic infornetion since the systen reeches
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equilibriun. Thet is for e given NeCl concentretion end

isothernel tenpereture the denege process cherecteristicelly

proceeds repidly for eerly tines end it is followed by e

reletively ebrupt trensition to e considerebly lower rete. I This

is especielly pronounced et NeCl concentretion greeter then 2.5n.

In this work the short tine exposure dete will be enelysed in

terns of reection rete theory. At short tines (less then 60

seconds) without loss of generelity the ln(BI) is essuned to be e

lineer function of ln(tine). Furthernore the lines: dependency is

only epplied between two consecutive dete points. Therefore for e

given intervel of tine we heve

ln(Bh) I Alnt + lnB

IR - 9.4 [7.21

where t is tine end A end B ere constents. The velues of A for

different sodiun chloride concentretions for verious tine

intervels et given tenperetures ere tebuleted in Teble 7.1.

The celculeted A velues cleerly denonstrete strong tine end

concentretion es well es tenpereture dependency. Orephicelly

speeking A represents the locel slope of the henolysis versus

exposure tine curve et en instent of tine. For short exposure

tines the curveture of the curve is not pronounced end to e good

epprorinetion for snell intervels it cen be essuned to be lineer
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(locelly). egein justifying the essuned functionel forn of BI

given in Equetion 7.2.

Besed on the celculeted A velues the rete of percent

henolysis RPE is obteined for exposure tines of 40 end 60 seconds.

The RPB dete ere tebuleted in Trble 7.2 end ere represented

grephicelly in Figure 7.7. It should be noted thet to obtein RPR

velues et e given tine. concentretion c. end tenpereture T3 the

following equetion derived fron Equetion 7.1 is enployed;

RPB(t.c.T) I Bh(t.c.T)‘A(t.c.T)/t [7.3]

The results show thet. except for the ones of 2.5n concentretion

where RPR is decreesed by decreesing tenpereture. decreesing

tenpereture fron enbient to 10C results in e sherp increese in the

RPB. Decreesing tenpereture further does not seen to heve e

significent effect on RPB for the 4n concentretion. An

interesting point is thet except for the ceses of 4n end 2.5n

concentretions the nexinun RPR occurs et 10 0, 11.: 1. 1301.1313.

tenpereture beyond 10C in generel seens to result in e decreese in

RP! et the given tines. The generel pettern observed in Figure

7.7 one be deceiving es to errive et retes et en instent of tine

the h-olysis kinetics ere essuned to heve the sene cherecteristic

tines essocieted with then. This in feet is not the cese. thet is

the cherecteristic tine essocieted with henolysis kinetics et e
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Till! 7.2

Rete of Psresns linolysis st 40 end 60 Seconds

.2922. _222_ .422. .1222.“

40 60 40 60 40 60 40 80 40 60

1.154 1.107 1.037 8.965 1.197 1.252 0.958 0.794 0.345 0.245

0.912 1.159 0.682 8.763 0.858 1.016 1.045 1.095 0.247 0.325

0.232 0.247 0.213 8.508 0.167 0.202 0.335 0.472 0.298 0.252

0 '0‘. on- .0. .0. .0. .0. 0.. 0.- o . 1‘, .0 1,,

m 7.9

Initiel l-Iulnlysis Rete (I/ssc.)

.2122. _0:2_ .422. .1932. hello.

1.510 1.280 1.100 1.440 4.039

0.650 0.670 0.950 l.050 1.770

0.350 0.280 0.250 0.250 0.870

0.031 0.046 0.060 0.080 0.180

268 273 278 283 298
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givoa condition is function of tonpcraturo. In othor cords tho

transition of tho honolysis procoss from rapid to slow is a

function of t0poraturo as voll as NaCl concontration. For

oralplo. at 2.5- tho honolysis roaction is dolayod by about ono

ninuto for colls at 0C conparod to tho so. tanporaturo rosponso.

'l'horoforo tho ohsorvod drop in [PB for -SC is laraly duo to tho

dolayod rosponso of tho coils. ‘l‘o nakc this important point cloar

onc can conparo tho hololysis kinotics at a givon sodiun chlorido

concontration lovol as a function of tonporaturo. For this tho

h0olysis rosponsos of tho colls at givon concontrations aro

plottod for difforont t0poraturos in Figuros 7.8-7.12.

‘l'ho first and porhaps tho nost important ohsorvation is that

tho sinplo nonotonically incroasin; hanolysis as a function of

concontration trond ohsorvod for sodiun chlorido concontration

doos not hold truo for tho tonporaturo. For instanco for tho caso

of 3- NaCl concontration. whilo tho kinotic roaction is dolayod

for about 10-15 soconds st 5 C conparod to tho othor tonporaturos

studiod hora. tho final lovol of h0olysis is in fact highor for 5

C as oonparod to 25 C. Ibis inplics that tho instant of tins at

which significant hanolysis occurs is a function of t0poraturo.

In othor cords. tho orporinontally noasurod zoro roaction tins

doos not coincido uith tho soro nixing tins. Bouovor tho roaction

rats at a aivon t0poraturo night ho rapid onouah to ovorcono this

shift or dolay of noasurahlo honolysis as is tho caso for tho
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abowo oranpl c.

To ovorcono tho difficulty duo to tho difforonco in

charactoristics of tho kinotic rosponso of tho coll syston at

difforont tonporaturos. wo will not fix tho tino at which tho

roaction rato is noasurod for all tonporaturos and concontration

lovols. Spocifically. tho tino at which tho roaction rats is

noasurod at a givon tnnporaturo will bo dotorninod indopondcntly

for oach caso. Tb obtain this charactoristic honolysis roaction

rato. horoaftor roforrod to as tho initial rats of porcont

honolysis IIPB. tho initial portion of oach hanolysis curvo is

approrinatod as a straight lino. flonco tho slapo of tho oarly

portion of tho honolysis history roprosonts tho initial rato of

porcont honolysis for a givon condition (tonporaturo and

concontration). In short tho tinos at which IRPB is ovaluatod for

oach caso doponds on tho concontration lovol and tho absoluto

t0poraturo of tho orporinont. tho initial h0olysis ratos for

conditions considorod horo aro tabulatod in Tabla 7.5 and aro

roprosontod graphically in Figuro 7.13.

Tho initial h0clysis rato at tonporaturcs 298! and .273! as a

function of sodiun chlorido nolarity aro plottod in Figuro 7.14.

This figuro cloarly shows tho offoct of roducod tolporaturo in

substantially docroasing tho initial hanolysis rato.
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An inportant offoct of tonporaturo in dolaying tho honolysis

hinotics is rovoalod in Figuro 7.15 whoro tho honolysis kinotics

at rocn tonporaturo for NaCl concontrations of 2.5- and 3.5n aro

ccnparod with that of 2.5- and 4- at sub-anhiont tonporaturos. It

shows tho striking offoct. that for loworod tonporaturo tho ortont

of danago for short tinos is lowor ovon for highor NaCl

concontration lovol.

Tho porcont honolysis at nolaritios of 2.5 and 3 for orposuro

tinos of 1 and 3 ninutos as a function of tonporaturo aro plottod

in Figuro 7.16. Ihoso rosults show that tho dopondonco of tho

absoluto anount of danago at 2.5n NaCl concontration as a function

of tonporaturo for 1 and 3 ninuto orposuro tinos aro qulto

sinilar. It also cloarly shows a conplicatod tonporaturo offoct

on h0olysis at a 3n concontration. For 1 ninuto orposuro tino

tho honolysis lovol is docroasod by docroasing tonporaturo.

flowovor for tho 3 ninuto orposuro tino docroasing tho tonporaturo

oithor has no offoct (at tonporaturos 0 and 5 0) or n..gt1v.

offoct at tanporaturos (-5 and 10 C) on survival of ltho calls

orpoaod to 3n NaCl.

mam

Fro- tho data prosontod in this chaptor concorning tho offoct
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of absolute tenpereture on tho rate of tho danago procoss. tho

folloving conclusions can be nado:

1) The appearance (noasurable occuranco) of danago is delayod

for sub-enbient tonporatures at all concentrations. This offoct

. is noro pronounced at NaCl concentrations of 2 and 2.5n. The

characteristic delay tine associated with this effect is about 3.5

ninutes for a 2n NaCl concentration and about 1 ninuto for the

2.5- case. It is on the order of seconds for higher

concentrations.

2) At short tines the destructive henolysis reaction proceeds

at faster rates at roon tanperature conpared to lower

tnnperatures. This behavior is noro dranatic at the NaCl

concentration of 2.5- where the initial henolysis rate is .18

percent per second at rocn tenperature conpered to .031 percent

per second at -5 t

3) For osnotic perturbations of 2n and 2.5n. the nininal

anoant of danago is induced when the erperinental tenpereture is 0

6.

4) For osnotic perturbation levels greater than 2.5- the

nininal total danago for the course of the experinents (about 6

ninutes) occurs at the isothernel tenperature of 25 C.
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5) Characteristically the rate of tho damago process is rapid

at short times comparod to that at long times for all t0peraturos

and concentrations.

6) The transition of the rate of reaction from rapid to slow

takes a fairly short time. particularly at NaCl concentrations

greater than 2.5m. at :00 temperaturo compared to the responses

at subambiont t0poratures. 'lhat is the transition and thorofore

curvatures at theso instants aro sharper at ro- temperature than

at lowor t0peraturos. ‘lhe narimum level of damago is reached in

45 seconds for 4n concentration compared to 5 minutes required for

2m concentration.

7) At sub-ambient temporatures compared to room temperature

the damage process proceods at fairly higher rates for relatively

long times. ‘lhat is. tho transition from initial rapid rates to

final slow rates are smoother and delayed. 'lhis delay in the

transition accounts for higher final damage levels at low

temperatures for NaCl concentrations greater than 2.5n.

8) For 3.5m and 4m NaCl concentrations the damago kinotics

and extent of damage for the erperimontal erposuro times obsorved

are insensitive to changes in sub-ambient temperatures.

9) For osmotic perturbation lovels of 2 and 2.5- lowering the
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absolate t0perature results in reduction of tho amount of damage

for time period of up to 4 minutes. hat is the red cells are

able to sustain the osmotic stress for longer times at lowor

t0poratur ea.

10) The largest effect of roducod temperature is observod

when the isothermal t0perature is dropped from 25 C to 10 C, A

further decrease of temperature has comparatively less significant

effect on survival. For example. at 3 and 3.5n NaCI

concentrations no appreciable difference in damage exists between

data at 0 e and 5 b.

mumwmmmm

A major goal of the present work was to generate a reliable

data base for hypertonic hemolysis kinetics at ro- temperature as

woll as sub-ambient temperatures. ‘Ihe incidence of reported

h0olysis data in kinetic form for the red cell damage. process as

obtained by present research has been rare and for most cases

unreliable. In this section we intend to justify the present

effort both in light of its necessity and roliability. 'lho

specific earlier efforts wo intend to compare our rosults to are

due to chrath and Jen [136.19].
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IcGrath has been a pioneer in the field of cryoprosorvation

and the most complete study of tho hyportonically induced

hemolysis kinetics of human red blood cell populations to date is

due to him. He used a stop flow systom similar to tho one

developed for this work. Before attempting to compare tho kinetic

results we need to clarify an important point about the

calibration protocol used to interpret the raw data in the form of

the photocell voltages to the hemolysis form prosontod hero.

'lhe calibration protocols constitute the mechanism for

transformation of the raw voltage histories into h0olyais

kinetics and for this reason alone an erroroneas procedure at this

stage makes any further annlysis of the results meaningless. Due

to disagre0ont between the calibration curve obtained in the

present work and the ones used by IcGrath and Jon. the first task

is to justify the validity of the protocols roported here.

In. conparison of the hematocrit calibration curve obtained

for the present work with that reported by others is sumarired in

Figure 7.17 [136,137.13]. All the results follow the general

trend as

V(photocell voltage) ' a‘(percent fl-atocrit)b

where a and b are constants. From Figuro 7.17 it is clear that
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the protocol due to Papanok is statistically equivalent to tho

result reported here while the other two protocols disagree.

The percent hemolysis calibration curves reported by earlier

researchers are summarized along with tho result obtained here in

Figure 7.18. The author believes this calibration protocol.

nornalirod photocell output as a function of percent hemolysis.

should be independent of the experimental system variables such as

light source and detection mechanism. The excellent agreement

between the results of Papanak and the present results is

therefore expected as the two results are statistically identical.

However the results obtained by IcGrath and Jen deviate sharply

from tho present results. It is very difficult to arrive at the

source of those discropancies. Nevertheless. it seems likely to

be due to the sire of the beam width with respect to the diameter

of the observation chamber.

The results of percent hemolysis kinetics at room temperature

obtained here are compared with that of other investigators in

Figure 7.19.‘ There appears to be considerable disagreement

between the present results and results reported elsewhere. It is

believed that the roots of the apparent discrepency lie in the

calibration protocols. An important observation is that for the

resulted reported by chrath the initial h-olysis rates are

independent of time. A is equal to 1 in Equation 7.2 for all
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concentrations. This is not believed to be the case as the

present results show strong time. concentration and temperature

dependency for initial hemolysis rates. Further the results

obtained here compares far better with the long exposure time data

of Sodorstrom [145].

Lovelock using a different technique measured the red blood

cell percent hemolysis for long exposure times (5 minutes) [8].

These results are significantly different fro- the results

presented here. Lovelock to assess the damage ocurred (to the

cells) during a henolysis process. colorimetrically measured the

quantity of h0oglobin released into the suspending solution

(spectrometric technique). Here an attempt will be made to

explain the author's viewpoint of Lovelock's data.

First of all it is not clear how the hemolysis at subroro

temperatures were measured. For example: i)was the h0oglobin

measur0ent carried out at ro- temperature or at the test

temperature. ii) how was the time spent for colorimetery accounted

for. 8econdly.contrary to the present results. his results at a

given NaCl concentration show very small (if any) t0perature

dependency . Furthernore there is a substantial discrepancy in

his results which makes a direct comparison impossible. Finally a

very disturbing observation is the trend of his h-olysis results

for damage due to the dilution to isotonic condition (Table
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2.181). According to Lovelock dilution frou l I NaCl does not

result in hemolysis of more than 35. However dilution from 2.5 I

NaCl results in two-fold greater damage than that at 2 I.

Furthermore his results show no NaCl concentration dependence

beyond 2.5 I. The major concern here is that if redilution to

isotonic condition at 1 I NaCl is not damaging (insignificant). it

does not seem realistic that it results in such a dramatic damage

at 2.5 I. It is also difficult to accept that such a

concentration dependence is for all practical purposes is the same

for NaCl concentrations greater than 2.5I.



(BAUER VIII

quuwusu IND CAUSE OF ELL INJURY A3 A IEULT

0F EXTERNAL EINIBATIONS

Wigwam

Biological systems are very sensitive to changes in

environental parameters such as temperature and electrolyte

concentration. Such systems exposed to a freeze-thaw cycle are

often severely damaged or killed. Substantial efforts in

cryobiology have been centered on the probl0s of the causes and

nechenisns of injury when biological sytems are exposed to low

temperatures with special reference to freezing. The question of

the cause of injury at slow cooling rates is generally believed to

be the result of cell dehydration due to hypertonic exposure

and/or freezing [22.24]. However. an understanding of the

meehumism(s) of freezing injury is still lacking. This is mainly

due to the microscopic and complex nature of the systen with

coupling which requires a knowledge of cellular behavior at the

molecular level in response to environental alterations. Several

mechanisms for injury based on the macroscopic analysis of the

173
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physico-chemical events associated with the freezing process have

been hypothesised by different investigators [8.106.141]. Despite

the diversity of the proposed nechenisn they invariably agree on

neubrane duuage to be the primary cause of injury.

1.91.91:

The cause of injury when cells or tissue are cooled at

supraoptimal rates has been determined convincingly and the damage

is shown to be associated with the formation of intracellular ice

during the cooling process [1.8.58]. It is known that both

intracellular and extracellular ice formation results in damage

[140]. It should be pointed out here that. while the lethality of

the extracellular ice fornetion can be reduced or eliminated by

the presence of protective agents. the intracellular ice formation

is usually lethal [23]. However. the question of the cause(s) of

injury when a cell is cooled (frozen) at suboptimal rates does not

seem to have a unique answer. The general belief is that the

cause(s) of slow freezing injury is a consequence of alterations

in the intracellular as well as extracellular solutions. These

so-called solution-effects are a result of extracellular ice

formation. The solution effects include the solution

concentration and excessive dehydration among others [8]. Hence.

most if not all of the hypotheses put forth to explain the cause
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of damage during freezing have been centered on the osmotic stress

experienced by the cell due to depletion of water.

Lovelock (1953) suggested that the cause of damage to the

human red blood cell at suboptimal cooling rates in the absence of

protective agents is the increase in the concentration of the

extracellular solutes during freezing [8]. no further proposed

that the physio-ch0ical consequences of the conconittant increase

in the intracellular electrolyte concentration is the major cause

of damage. Iiller and Iarur (D 76) in agre0ent with Lovelock

concluded that the cause of injury in a cell frozen at slow rates

is due to the increase in the concentration of solutes of the

suspending nedium of the cell [21]. However. in contrast with

Lovelock they -phasized the role of extracellular electrolytes as

the cause of damage. Ieryman (1968) proposed the idea of

exceeding a maximum tolerable mechanical resistance to shrinkage

as a result of increase in the concentration of the extracellular

solutes [106]. According to Ierymana' view. as water is frozen

out of solution as a result of slow freezing the increase in the

extracellular concentration leads to a reduction in the cell

volume. This in turn brings about an increasing resistance to

shrinkage due to the compression of the cell content. The damage

to the cell membrane is than caused by the development of an

osnotic pressure gradient across the cell nembrane greater than

that which can be compensated for by cell velue change. Since.
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according to Ieryman. the nembrane damage results from osmotic

stresses imposed on the cell membrane as a result of reduction in

cell volume it is also called the "minimum cell volume"

hypothesis.

Steponkus and Iiest (B 78) on the other hand proposed that

cells which osmotically shrink during freezing can lolerate only a

certain increase in surface area during thawing [141]. Again the

cause being due to an increase in the concentration of the

extracellular solutes (hypertonic erposure).‘

Iolf and Steponkus showed that while the volume of isolated

protoplasts negligibly changes due to tension in the plasma

monbrane (which approaches that tension necessary to lyse them).

membrane area is cosiderably reduced [121]. They proposed that

damage is due to exchange of material between the plasna membrane

and a reservior of membrane naterial. That is loss of the

membrane area during hypertonic exposure is the main factor

responsible for cell lysis. According to this view. the cells

that have shrunken (during freezing) will burst upon return to

isotonic solution (thawing) due to the lack of sufficient membrane

area for the cell to reach an osmotic equilibrium with the

extracellular solution.

The for0entioned hypotheses are in good agreement with the
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fact that the primary cause of damage in slow freezing is either

due to an increase in the concentration of non-permeant

extracellular electrocytes (solution effects) or is a consequence

of intolerable deformation of the cell membrane brought about as a

result of area changes. That is injury could be directly linked

with the lowered chemical potential of the solvent (water). due to

the increased solute concentration. which is manifested as an

osmotic stress. The o0otic shrinkage of the cell concurrent with

one or more of the structural and functional alterations brought

about as a result of lowering the temperature in general and ice

formation in the extracellular region in particular is damaging.

However. other complications induced by the presence of ice could

result in stress (other than osmotic stress). Shear stress due to

entrapment in the unfrozen channels between ice crystals is known

to play important roles in determining the fate of a successful

suboptimal froez ing protocol [142] .

n. probl- of understanding the mechanism of damage caused

by exposure to low temperatures and hypertonic solutions as a

result of slow freezing is yet to be completely understood.

Concerning the general class of "solute effects" the general
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belief in the field of cryobiology is that the freezing injury

occurs at the membrane level. During the process of freezing and

thawing the cell mmubrane goes through dramatic alterations

regarding both its structure and function as a result of

environmental changes. An important environmental alteration is

associated with the removal of a major portion of the solvent

water and the idea that freezing injury is primarily due to the

dehydration enjoys a wide acceptance. This is a manifestation of

the functional and structural importance of water in living

systems. The removal of solvent water results in the lower

chemical potential of water in the cell's residual suspending

medium as a consequence of the increased solute concentration.

The chemical potential of extracellular water could also be

lowered by increasing the extracellular solute concentration.

Lovelock reported that cell lysis as a result of freezing and

thawing is duplicated by hypertonic exposure and dilution to

isotonic condition in the absence of freezing [8]. This is the

chief reason for equating the hypertonic exposure injury to the

dsmge due to slow freezing in the field of cryobiology. However.

one should always bear in mind that although it is known that in

some cases (red cell for example) temperature drop alone is not

demeging. it could cause detrimental damage once the membrane is

altered as a result of hypertonic exposure. Leibo et al have

observed that while cells subjected to hypertonic exposure

generally shrink symmetrically (retaining their general geometry).
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cells frozen slowly generally are distorted and contorted [143].

It is known that mechanical stress could lyse the cell [87]. This

implies that the mere presence of the ice besides the osmotic

pressure could be lethal as it could result in a severe distortion

of the membrane.

Acel and Lorbor (1924) uere the first to propose that the red

blood cell hemolysis as a result of hypertonic exposure is a

consequence of the saline action on colloids forming part of the

cell [144]. Soderstrom (1944) working on the same probl-

proposed a more clear picture in which he suggested the structural

alteration of the membrane [145]. Iore precisely he proposed that

the cell death is due to the fact that the membrane. as a result

of hypertonic exposure. is structurally damaged in such a way that

the h0oglobin content of the cell could flow out of the cell. no

further suggested the idea of an actual dissolution of the

protoplasmic framework of the cell caused by the action of

concentrated salt solution. Lovelock (3 53) proposed some form of

injurious denaturation in the membrane caused by the action of

concentrated electrolyte solution as an explanation for the cell

injury Is). I. suggested that a. red «11 is h-olysed in the

process of freezing and thawing as a result of the uptake of

ordinarily nonpermeable ions such as sodium during the freezing.

11.. resulting high intracellular sodium concentration leads to an

intolerable level of swelling upon thawing. Based on his
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experimental work. he further refined his hypothesis (1954 and

1955) and proposed the membrane dissolution theory [58.145]. It

is suggested that hypertonic solution oremoves (by dissolving)

membrane constituents resulting in the cell becoming increasingly

permeable to solutes to such an extent that h0oglobin leaks from

the cell [58.145]. Lovelock's idea that it is the intracellular

electrolytes which play the important role has been contested by

Iazur and co-workers [21.147] In contrast they 0phasize the role

of extracellular electrolytes and believe that the damage due to

concentrating intracellular electrolytes during freezing is

comparatively smal l.

Ieryman (1968) in general agre0ent with Lovelock's

hypotheses observed an increase in the intracellular aodiu

concentration as a result of hypertonic exposure of neutral salts

as well as electrolytes [106]. no furthur reported that the

«din uptake is concurrent with the loss of intracellular

potassiu to the extracellular medium. Fr:- his work on the red

blood cell Lovelock concluded that phospholipid is lost fr- the

cell membrane to the environent and reported that the rate of

loss increases abruptly at about 1400 mosm [145]. However.

Ierynan believes that the solute leak does not develop abruptly at

any ”minimum volume" or "critical osmolality" [106]. Ierynan et

al reported that the permeability of the red blood cell is altered

due to excessive osmotic stress resulting in an inward leak of
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solutes [110]. The inward leak of solute is lethal as upon return

to isotonic suspension the cell will burst due to excessive

swelling. The change in permeability characteristics of the cell

and the release of meubrane components. as referred to by Lovelock

and Ieryman. are interdependent. However. note that the changes

in permeability characteristics of the cell membrane require minor

actual structural alterations while much more severe structural

changes of the membrane are required for the release of ummbrane

constituents such as lipids and proteins [147]. That is the cell

shrunken oumotically is more likely to be damaged during return to

isotonic condition (thawing) than during hypertonic exposure

(freezing).

Solvent water as was discussed earlier plays a fundsmental

role in regard to the non-covalent bonds between biomolecules.

The ionic interactions are of unuost importance regarding the

binding of the extrinsic proteins. It is also known that it is

the water-membrane interactions which are primarily responsible

for binding of drugs and hormones to the cell surface receptors

[110]. In 1978 Volger et a1 working on isolated thylakoid

membranes reported membrane protein release amounting up to 5* of

the total nenbrene protein caused by increased salt

concentration.even in the absence of freezing [36]. They

suggested that the protein release in concentrated salt solution

is caused by altered intrumembrane ionic interaction. Vblger et
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al in agre0ent with Garber et al [110] concluded that fie protein

release and fie change in membrane permeability is just a

manifestation of fie nembrane damage and not the cause of it as

was originally reported by Lovelock and cfiers [58.106.144.145].

The hypotheses mentioned so far regarding the mechanism of

damage to fie cell membrane as a result of slow freezing are based

on fie fact that damage is due to increased solute concentration.

In contrast to fiese views Iazur et al (1981) have reported their

findings that show that slow freezing injury is far more dependent

on fie fraction of unfrozen water (solution) than it is on fie

solute concentration [142]. Iore precisely they conclude that the

survival of a slowly frozen red blood cell is much more sensitive

to fie amount of water in fie r0aining unfrozen solution that it

is on the amount of fie salt (Iacl) in the solution. This

supports the idea that the mere presence of extracellular ice

could be lethal [143]. and is a manifestation of fie importance of

fie state of water associated with membrane constituent molecules.

It is known that a certain amount of structurally important water

called "bound water" does not have the o0otic properties of fie

bulk vater [142]. The bound water is unfreexable and is an

absolute requir0ent for fie integrity of fie membrane system. It

is believed fiat fie r0oval of water associated with fie membrane

protein for example due to freezing leads to denaturation of fie

protein [149 .150] .
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Fro-Ithe foregoing arguments it is clear that no matter what

the mechanism of the injury (in slow freezing) it is the result of

dehydration which results in removal of membrane material. It is

the osmotic water loss and the subsequent reduction in cell volume

which triggers the string of events leading to damage. The

mechanism through which the cell volume reduction could result in

cell lysis is not clear. At this point we would like to examine

the mechanism by which membrane material is lost as a result of

events associated with slow freezing in light of morphological

changes acceupanying such events. The nernal shape of red blood

cell is a bioconcave discoid and it is known that perturbations in

the suspending medium of the cell such as cheuical agents could

easily result in numerous morphological transformations [82].

Cell death as a result of environmental perturbations is always

proceeded by some form of shape changes [86]. Different types and

levels of perturbations result in a range of shape changes such as

echinocytosis. ayelin figures. envagination and endocytotic

vesiculation [86.153-156]. An important parameter which

influences the cell shape is the tonicity of the cell .suspending

medium. The shape changes as a result of exposure to typical

lysins which eventually leads to lysis are described in detail by

Ponder [86]. As a result of hypertonic exposure the nenbrene

becomes creanated and while the effective area of the membrane

reunins constant the cell volume is decreased. As a result of

membrane creanation the cell could develop into cup-shaped
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strcmatocytes or echinocytes. In fie absence of fie loss of

membrane surface area by fie breaking-off of such structures fie

process for most cases appears to be reversible [45,46]. It is

known fiat fie temperature controls all processes associated‘ wifi

living systems. specifically sub-zero temperatures play an

important role in such processes. Iilliams proposed fiat osmotic

stress due to freezing for example not only results in reduction

of fie cell volume but also cell surface area [157]. According to

Iilliams fie membrane material is lost during fie shrinking

process (hypertonic exposure) and fie cell is lysed when it is

returned to fie isotonic condition. he cell bursts due to

insufficient membrane naterial available to provide fie required

area for osmotic equilibrium. his is in line wifi Steponkus's

maximum tolerable area incr0ent hypofiesia for spinach protoplast

lysis which has also been observed to be fie damaging mechanism

for fie red blood cell [106,130,158].

Araki (1979) reported fiat fie red cell membrane treated wifi

hypertonic saline at sub-zero temperatures results in fie release

of nicrovesicles [45]. He found fiat fie vesicles contain a

larger amount of lipid and less protein compared to fie nntive red

blood cell membrane. From his experimental results he concluded

fiat fie low temperatures induce lipid and protein segregation in

fie membrane. In 1982 Araki et al furfier reported segregation

between different classes of lipids as well [46]. They also
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showed that fie membrane-constituent segregation is a temperature

dependent process.

he hypcfieses discussed here all point to fie fact that fie

nembrane constituent molecules are lost due to excessive c0otic

stress. In fie next section fie membrane dissolution fiecry will

be discussed further.

menmusmnmm

Wham

he extracellular perturbations such as low temperature

and/or hypertonic exposure produce a complex set of events which

could lead to a cellular damage. he dominant factor in

determining fie fate of fie cellular system is clearly fie osmotic

stress. he mechanism of cellular injury as was discussed in fie

previous section is not clearly understood. however it is now

clear fiat fie primary site of damage is fie cell membrane and fie

major consequence of fie freezing and hypertonic exposure is an

irreversible preferential aggegation or dissolution of

nacrcmolecules comprising fie cell membrane. In fiis section

attention will be centered on fie mechanism of fie loss, of

membrane naterial and a fieoretical argument in support of fiis
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notion will be presented. Specifically a model will be presented

and the loss of membrane material will be considered as a

consequence of cell volume reduction.Before we can attend to the

difficult question of an equation of state for the menbrane

system. we need to clarify the important parameters of interest in

such a considertion, nenely the surface tension and surface

pressure.

1. £92259!.1!!§l£!:fi!!£h&£.2!§§§fl!§

The following discussion is developed in light of the fact

that surface tension is equal to negative surface pressure [87].

That is, nenbrene surface pressure and tension are used

interchangably throughout this work. The membrane tension is a

direct consequence of a hydrostatic pressure gradient across the

cell membrane [87]. Ihen a cell is in osmotic equilibrium with

the environment there exists a small pressure gradient across its

m0brane. hen'ce fie cell nembrane in fie natural (force free)

state is under negligible, if any, tension [87]. Cells under

osnotic stress have well recognizable geometrical configurations,

a reflection of menbrane tension. In the tension free state the

effective surface area per molecule ‘1. 1. such that the fr..

energy per molecule. 0. is minimized. According to Thnford for a
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spherical vesicle the surface tension is zero in the absence of a

hydrostatic pressure gradient across fie menbrane

21 ' (861835”. T

- 0 [8.1]

where 27 is fie membrane tension. n is fie number of molecules

wifiin fie membrane, '1‘ is temperature. andv is fie membrane

volume [75].

For some cases it is known fiat cell shrinkage results in fie

reduction of fie cell surface area as well as its volume

[103,141]. here is also evidence fiat volume reduction due to

osmotic stress is accompanied by a surface pressure build up in

fie membrane [13]. hat is fie driving force for expulsion of

membrane-residing molecules and fierefore membrane injury is fie

existence of an intro-nembrane pressure. Positive pressure exists

during osmotic shrinkage and fie surface pressure is negative

(tension) during osmotic swelling.

According to fie analytical argument outlined in chapter 3

based on a lipid vesicle model system, reduction in fie area of

fie cell membrane is only possible firough two modes. If fie

vesicle is to. respond to environental perturbation firough fie

first mode. where fie number of molecules comprising fie membrane
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is conserved (closed system), fie magnitude of fie free energy per

molecule will increase. his fien results in changing fie area

per molecule away from fie force free state value. he increased

interfacial pressure could result in buckling and failure of the

m0brane and subsequently lysing. he membrane system could also

respond firough fie second node, where fie number of nolecules in

fie membrane is not conserved (open system). In fiis case an

interfacial pressure will develop due to close packing of

molecules as before. his. as pressure is related to fie number

density [87]. implies fiat fie mechanism by which fie interfacial

pressure is relaxed is firoagh fie loss of membrane-residing

molecules.

Langmuir has shown fiat a reduction in surface area of lipid

nonolayers results in fie development of tangential pressure

wifiin fie interface [160]. Once fie potential energy stored as a

surface neesure exceeds fie hydrophobic forces responsible for

fie planar assembly of molecules wifiin fie interface fie

molecules are forced out of fie lipid interface [161]. he loss

of individual molecules from fie cell membrane such fiat for

example lipid molecules leaving fie membrane and becoming

dissolved in fie environent is not likely to be fie case. his

is due to extr0ely low solubility of fie membrane components in

water (lipid: water ratio of 10" which is a reflection of high

energy expenditure for fie process [73.172]. hat is ifs
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molecule is forced out of fie membrane system, fiere is a

favorable energy pafi for reincorporation.

An alternative mechanism is fiat fie nolecules leave fie

membrane as clusters. hat is, once forced out fiey will assenble

into stable configurations such as micells or microvesicles. his

implies fiat once fie components are lost it is highly unlikely

fiat fiey could be reincorporated back into fie membrane. his is

found to be fie case in several instances. For example for red

cells treated wifi hypertonic salt at low temperatures [40.41.42].

However, fie observations such as membrane creanation and rod

formation in living cells and liposones suggest fiat fie molecules

could leave fie membrane plane and still remain physically

attached to it for sue time before it is pinched off [43.44].

herefore a more realistic approach is to assume fiat fie membrane

system is capable of exchanging material wifi a reservior.

Alfiough fie specific mechsnism involved is not clearly understood

fie reservior approach has gained a wide support.

According to Iolfe fie equilibrium tension in a membrane

capable of exchanging material wifi a reservior is given as

21 I ZAG/I [8.2]

where AG is fie free energy difference per molecule between fie
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reservior and fie membrane at fie force free state (tension - o)

and ‘8 is fie effective area per molecule in fie membrane [162].

The existence of a membrane material reservior explains

several observed behaviors associated wifi biomembranes and

liposones. Ihen fie membrane is subject to tension as is fie case

for swelling in fie hypotonic condition, according to Equation 8.2

fie internal free energy of fie system increases. herefore fiis

creates a favorable energy condition for incorporation of

reservior material into fie membrane. his process will result in

relaxation of nembrane tension to fie equilibriun level. On fie

ofier hand if fie membrane is stressed such fiat molecules are

forced to pack closer (cell shrinkage and negative membrane

tension) fie internal free energy of fie system is again

increased. he energy is minimized by forcing molecules into fie

reservior.

So far we have talked about "a" , reservior, however fie

reservior referred to in fiis work could consist of several

components or smal ler reserv ior a di str ibuted al I over fie

membrane .

menmumum

Wrnmumlumm
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The theory developed here is aimed at arriving at an equation

describing the size (volune) of a model nenbrene systen (liposome)

as a function of the extraliposoual solute concentration. The

liposome is chosen as our model systen which is a three component

system comprised of lipid, sucrose or Nacl, and water. Before

proceeding with the thermodynnmic argument, let us outline the

basic assumptions:

1) Interfacial region is assumed to be impermeable to solute

(semipermeable membrane).

2) The osmotic response of the liposoue is assumed to be a

reversible process.

3) Constant temperature process.

4) No chemical reaction is involved.

5) Non-Pl anar gecme try .

The vesicle at equilibrium is under mechanical constraint

manifested in the spherical geometry ofsuch a system which results

in 4 surface tension‘T. The mechanical constraint is arrived at

through the following force balance argument.

The forces acting on the surface could be classified into

normal and tangential forces. At equilibrium any change in

tangential force‘TaA is balanced by subsequent change in the
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normal force (P'-P")dv. where P' and p" are internal and external

pressures respectively.

(P'-P")dV - TdA [8.3]

Equation 8.1 for spherical get-etry gives

(P'-P")-21'/r [8.4]

where r is fie radius of fie curvature. he above mechanical

constraint and fie physico-ch0ical constraint make up our

equilibrium conditions. Due to low solubility of lipid in water

(1310‘) fie cyst- consists of two compartments divided by a

semipermeable membrane. herefore fie system could be illustrated

as in Figure 8.1. For fie membrane, permeable to water but

impermeable to solute, fie physico-chuical equilibrium condition

is when fie chemical potential (partial molal Gibbs free energy)

of permeant molecule in fiis case water inside and outside fie

membrane are equal:

"8's:

The existance of a semipermeable membrane results in an osmotic

pressure. hus fie equilibrium condition could be written as
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"$(T,P*n,n) - u:(T,P,n)

where II is fie osmotic pressure.

At fiis point let us relate fie osmotic pressure to fie

solvent content of each component. he ch-ical potential in

general is written as

Pimp.“ - pimp) + 2n... + lift

'11-" a. I. fie activity of fie ith specie. and lift is

identically zero for nonelectrolytee. Expanding fie u: about p.

using Taylor series expansion we have

"UT,” - I:(T.P) 4' (P-P.)(8u1/8P)T.p. + higher order terms

For fie system under consideration here fie standard pressure P.

is generally taken to be fie atnospheric pressure and it is

deleted from fie equation. As a result it is understood fiat fie

pressure is fie excess pressure. he above expression for fie

ch-ical potential for a component wifi negligible compressibility

is written as

Imus) - pin) + v,»
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where

‘vi ' (BuilaP)T

I Partial molar volune

Now for fie osmotic equilibrium:

“3(1) + mum) + smut - p: + v.» + an“:

vw I I IT1n(a:/a%)

The water activity can be expressed as

.w ' 7w xw

'50:. 7' is the activity coefficient, and I. is the mole fraction

of water.

For an 16041 OOIEtIOI- 7' is equal to l and this condition is

approached for a dilute solution. As the vesicles are formed in a

very low solute concentration to a good approximation a; .1

therefore

a I ITI'V‘ln(u:)

- RT‘ln(X:/V')

'.31'13(n:l(n:+n:)]
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I -RT‘1n(l+n:/n:)/V'

vith the dilute assumption,

‘3 <( n: and uglnS << I

expanding the logarithm we have

n I IT(n:/n‘)/V'

'3919 n. is the number of moles of water and n. is the number of

moles of solute.

Iewritting the physico-chemical equilibrium condition as

II,’,(T)+V.P‘+lTlns: - u:('r)+'V,P*+IT1ns,‘,

wehwe

Inns: - 1mm}, + Thu“ - 1")

N°'- 4' l'.<<n'. u.ln.<(l the above equation could be written as

"(fl/n.1,) - nut/.8 - mu“ - 1") [L41
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Sabstitutiomg for fie left hand side of Equation 8.4 from Equation

8.3 we have

n ' "(ti/minim - (p1 - P0) [8.5]

Again as fie syst- is assumed to be dilute:

vcell ' V ' I'm; "' '79:

2 'I% 3 n3)”:

Therefore Equation 8.5 becomes

a I sung/v .. (p1 - P.) [8.6]

Substituting for Pi-P' from fie mechanical constraint. Equation

8.1.. us have

n - (III/Inn: - (filr) [8.7]

he surface pressure for a bilayer sustem is given by [87]

T I 1(T) - ncTI (A-nl.) [8 .8]

Ihere A is fie total area of fie bilayer. I. 1. a. excluded .3“
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per molecule. c is a constant equal to 4k where k is Eoltzman's

constant, n is fie number of nolecules in fie bilayer, and 1 is

fie interfacial free energy density. In fie snatural (force free)

state ‘I‘ is equal to zero and we have [87]

1 I cT/(I. .. I.)

I 70 dyn/cm

where

'3. - 681'

If fie initial vesicle volume is denoted by V, . fien

“1‘1““ I ETni/Ve [8.9]

Now wifi Equations 8.8. and 8.9 , Equation 8.7 becomes

1' " (ve/Vh. + 2ncT/r(A - n1.) "' 27’!

where for spherical genetry

n " “hm... + 2ncT/(3V-rAe) - 21!: [II-101

The excluded um per Iol-0‘10 '5. from monolayer studies is

approximated by a value of 38 A‘, herefore as 'A. 1. up... to be

equal to 68 A‘ we have
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A. I sAe and s I 38/68

Equation.8.10 after sole algebraic manipulation becomes

0

av ' aeVe + EI[1-s(re/r)'l ' 27(v") [8°11]

where

K I 2/3nct.

The behavior of the second term on the right hand side of

Equation. 8.11 is very interesting. The denouinator becomes zero

8‘ "(055'.-5)‘e which implies the vesicle could not be shrunken

beyond fiis size. Equation 8.11 predicts fie volume response of

the liposomes very well for sucrose concentration of .lI.

Conpared to fie experimental values of D. Callow [95] Equation

8.11 gives

Actual Sucrose Conc. Calculated Sucrose Conc.‘

.1 .0996

.1 .1031

.1 .102

4 The sucrose concentration is calculated based on the measured

volume of the vesicle through Equation.8.ll.
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The nininum cell criteria arrived at in Equation 8.12 in

order not to conflict wifi fie observed behavior of such systems

must mean that the closed systen assumption is not valid. That is

to I! the uret- shrinks beyond r. by losing fie membrane

constituents.



CHAPTER II

TEEIIDDYNAIIC AND KINETIC TEIATIENT

0F EENLTSIS

The fate of living systems is governed by harmonious chemical

and physical processes which occur continuously in such systems.

The stability of a biological system is likely to be increasingly

jeoperdised as these reactions are altered and the systen is

removed further from what might be considered a normal or

physiological equilibrium state. These reactions and processes

involve the transfer and transformation of both energy and nutter.

Thermodynanic study and analysis of such systems is of immense

practical value as it is on the basis of thermodynamics that one

can study the energy changes.

In most biological systems, at physiological temperatures and

pressures some biological reactions proceed at very slow rates

conferring stability on living systems. Ihen such a system is

removed too far from its physiological equilibrium state. sous

reactions which are normally exceedingly slow take place with

200
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extreme rapidity with often deadly results. The result of

perturbing the system away fron its equilibrium state to various

extents can be useful in establishing quantitative measures of the

amount of damage expected for a given node and magnitude of

perturbation. This could also result in a suggested mechanieu by

which the damage process occurs.

One example of this stability problem arises when

cryopreservation of a biomaterial is attempted. For freezing

danago. the perturbations considered in this study are the

increasingly concentrated solutes in solution and the reduction in

absolute temperature.

Thermodynamics offers a self-contained logical structure

based on a set of far-reaching phenomenological laws.

Thermodynamics is one of the few disciplines of physical sciences

which is largly independent of any assumptions or hypothesis

regarding the nature of the fundamental particles (molecular and

atonic theory of matter) and it considers only observable.

macroscopic changes. Based on the detailed elaboration of

thermodynamic laws. predictions nay be made concerning the effect

of operationally definable quantities, such as pressure.

temperature and composition, for very complicated chemical and

physical situations. For instance, thermodynamic laws enable one

to relate the events associated with a chemical reaction, to the
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observed behaviour of energy. The real strength of a

thermodynamics study lies in the fact that the physical and

chemical phenomena are described in terns of easily controlled

variables such as pressure, volume, temperature and composition.

Since it does not depend on "mechanism" per se , and on events at

the sub-nacroscopic level, such as are used in theories of

molecular structure and kinetics, it can not contribute directly

to such molecular theories. However, thermodynnmics complements

and offers a good check on such theories. This is accomplished by

means of interpreting the thermodynnnically attained para-eters or

constants at a molecular level or compuring such values with the

ones calculated fron noleculer theory.

As was pointed out in an earlier chapter. in this study we

were concerned with the osmotic shock aspect of "solution effect"

freezing injury. That is, the data presented quantify the damage

histories to be expected when hunan erythrocytes are subject to

step changes in osnotic concentration (from an isotonic to a

hypertonic condition) at various isothermal set points. It is

well knovn in cryobiology that frozen-thawed cell recovery can be

very sensitive to the rates of freezing and thawing [20—23]. It

is therefore important to study the damage process on a rate basis

in order to correlate the extent of damage with the time of

exposure to any temperature or concentreation.
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- ion

The red blood cell (EEC) exposed to a (hypertonic

concentration of sodium chloride (Nacl) is henolysed as a

consequence of Nacl interacting with the cell. In light of

chemically reacting systole (mixtures). this reaction could be

modeled as

use + max -I usc‘ + NaCl

vhere EEC. represents a partially henolysed EEC population.

An inportent point to note is that in the analysis of the

hemolysis kinetics presented here only the initial portion of the

EEC response will be considered.

In such a system, the degree and rate of hemolysis depends on

the tonicity (level of salt concentration) as well is the EEC

concentration and temperature [163]. The cell concentration

dependence is only significant at concentrations an order of

nagnitude larger than the concentrations considered in this work

[163].

Concerning classical chemically reacting systens. there are
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generally two main reasons for studying the rates of reactions.

The first is the prediction of the dependency of the rate of the

reacting mixture on a number of controllable factors such as

pressure and temperature. This is of major practical inportance

as it would enable us to arrive at an optimum rate for which the

reacting mixture will move to its equilibrium state. FOr

instance. from an industrial point of viev it is desirable for the

reactions to proceed very rapidly in order to save time and

produce more (save noney).

From the cryoprosorvation point of viev it is of utnost

importance to acquire a detailed knowledge of the tenperature

dependency of the reacting mixtures namely sodium chloride and red

blood cell. This knowledge could help reduce the uncertainty

involved in the design of a working freezing protocol by gaining

valuable insight with regard to freezing and thawing rates. The

reactions to proceed very rapidly in order to save tine and

produce more (save money).

The mechanism is the final goal of the more chemically

oriented study. Over looking such elenentary and intermediate

reactions does not effect the generality of our analysis.

The rationale for this is that for a series of consecutive

reactions the overall rate is deternined by the rate of passage of
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activated complexes (nolecules with enough energy to take part in

reaction) over the highest energy barrier. From the stand-point

of the theory of absolute reaction rates, it is sufficient.

provided that equilibrium is established between the various

internediate states. to consider only the equilibrium between the

initial state and the rate-determining activated state. Therefore

all intermediate states can be neglected [164].

mmmmm

In chemical kinetics the rate of reaction I at constant

temperature. based on the historic mass action rate law form, is

conventionally presented as a function of the conposition of the

system in the general form of

E I f(Eeactants and products)

- -d[A]/dt

I f([A].[B].[C]....) [9.1]

Ihere A,B. and C. etc. are reactants and products. The above

expression which gives the rate of reaction I as a function of

concentrations, is customarily referred to as the "rate law" for

the reaction under consideration.
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The complete mathematical characteristics and functional form

of the rate law are often very complicated. Eowever, one can

considerably reduce the complexity of the rate law by proper

choice of experimental conditions. Therefore, the rate law almost

always reduces to the form

I . [(THAI‘IBJYICJ‘ [9 .2]

Ihere E is some coefficient independent of concentrations. but

usually dependent on the temperature: it is called the rate

coefficient or the rate constant.

The statement of the rate law, given the composition and

temperature of the reacting mixture and the experinental value of

the rate constant I, permits the prediction of the rate. It also

gives the order of the reaction where, the order of a reacton is

the sun of powers to which the concentrations of the components

are raised in the rate law.

The rate law for fie system of (RFC + salt) takes fie form

a . -d[IBCJ/dt

- K(T)[IBCJ‘[Na+]Y[Cl']‘ [9 .3]

All the kinetic data are generated at nominal EBC concentration
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level of 4% (E0atocrit) for different sodium chloride

concentrations ranging from II to 4I. That is, reagents [Na"’] and

[Cl’] are in great excess firoughout fie course of each experinent

so that fieir concentrations r0ain virtually constant.

Therefore. the rate law could now be written as

I - ‘p(T,[Na+].[Cl'])[EDC]‘ I9 .4]

'htt. I, is a psuedo-reaction rate ccnstant.

I, - r(r)[u.+l¥I21'I=.

Once fie reaction rate for fie suggested rate law is evaluated.

fie next task would be fist of determining how such rates vary

wifi t0perature and wifi fie degree of tonicity of fie suspending

media of fie red blood cells.

The kinetic data is in fie forn of a hemolysis tine history.

fierefore to relate fie rate as defined in Equation9 .3 to percent

hemolysis we can write

fluolysi s I SE

- mosque]. - [anew/[use], [9.51

where [BBC]. and [EBCJt refer to fie initial and instantaneous
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intact EEC concentrations. Thus

dlhfllldt I lOOhE/[EBC]. [9.6]

solving Equation9 .6 for I we have

n - [use],/1oos—d[sn]/dt

Now Equation9 .4 could be written as

a - rpm Iu.*l.IcrI.Isscl,)[usc1§ [9 .71

where

I" - rpI'r, [N.*].[c1'J)Issc1,/mos

- rmIN.+lylc1’l'[ss21,/1oos

but from Equation 9 .5 we have

[IIIICIt - [sec]. - Bunsen/100s

herefore Equation 9 .7 becomes

II - l'puusc]. - (“Jacob/100$)"

- r'plssc1’,‘(1 - IssUmm’ [9.8] -
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Substituting for I from Equation9 .8 in Equation9 .6 we have

elem/at - lOOhE'DIEBC]:-1(l - [um/loos? [9.91

In fie above equation, I" and [EEC]. are constants for a given

experimental run because T. [Na+], [Cl'], and [RFC]. r-nin

unchanged for a given experimental run, so Equation9 .9 could now

be written as

d[hfl]/dt - r;(1 - [Tull/1001.)x [9.10]

vhere

r; - icosx'pluscli‘“

- rpmcl’,‘

To integrate Equation9 .10, write:

also] I -d(1 - [“l/lOO‘MOO‘

I -dA(100$)

where A is fie percent red blood cell survival.

hen Equation 9 .10 becomes

-dA/dt - K;A‘/100

rim - «I‘m/100 I9 .12]
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Next, the 1st and 2nd order hemolysis reaction rate laws will be

discussed and the results of each rate law model will be presented

later. The rationale for not considering the xeroth order

reaction rate law lies in the fact that the kinetics of the

hemolysis process shows a strong concentration and tenperature

dependence.

1. 21125.9111I 31121122 !ste.hsr

If xIl in fie differential rate law (Equation 9.12): i.e.

the forward reaction rate depends only on the concentration of

some reactant A. The rate lav is then

A"dA - -l;dt/100

This integrates to give

A IA.."“ [9 .13]

where

e

a [pt/loo

and

A. . A(t.0)

I 1
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This well known rate law is obeyed in radioactive decay of an

unstable nucleus and bacterial growth processes. Now, if our

syst- is to obey fie 1st order rate law, a plot of ln[A] vs time

should give a straight line with slope equal to -E;/100, ‘11..

initial h0olysis data is fitted into fie above relationship and

the rate constant I; for given t0perature and solute

concentration are tabulated in Table 9 .l. The results shoe a good

fit for fiis rate law wifi correlations at different conditions

ranging from .9756 to .9991. he rate constant for a given solute

concentration as a function of inverse temperature is plotted in

the Appendix. his kind of plot could be used to infer fie

mechanism of fie h0clysis process.

2. fiessnd.9rdsr 21223223.!sis he:

he rate lav Equation9 .12 for xI2 results in

A"dA - -l;dt/100

which is fie second order rate law. his integrates to give

.4 - 1;.1100 + I? [9.14]

here A. is fie constant of integration and is evaluated by
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100'131'8 fiat It 9'0- 5"” Equation9 .14 is the integrated rate

luv for a second-order reaction. he initial hemolysis data is

fitted into the above form and the rate constant I; for given

temperature and solute concentration are tabulated in Table 9 .1.

he results show good fit wifi correlations ranging from .9301 to

.9994. Comparing fie results for first and second order rate laws

indicates that the derived rate constants are not too nuch

different to substantially effect the free energy of activation.

Therefore it is impossible to choose one rate law over the other

on this basis. However, the fact that the 2.5m results are very

close for both rate laws can be interpreted to indicate that the

reaction process (the damage Iechanism) is somewhat different than

those at higher solute concentration levels.

2.1123221».

Iechanism in ch0istry is defined as, fie detailed way

firough which fie reactants are converted into products. he

kinetic study fr- a ch0istry point of view is not complete

unless fie study reveals fie mechanism of fie chemical reaction.

Information about fie mechanism is gained from a detailed

knowledge about fie rate of reaction under various temperature.

pressure, and composition conditions. his is why fie kinetic

study in general is very complicated and often controversial. The
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rate at uhich equilibrium is attained and the position of

equilibrium play important roles in the study of reactions.

Changes of activation parameters, free energy AG‘, entropy AS‘,

and enthalpy AE’ can be obtained from the equilibriun reaction

rate constant. The equilibrium state is generally independent of

the mechanism, whereas the rate at which the reaction proceeds to

fie equilibrium state depends on fie mechanism.

9. Wfimmhm

mewummnw The

Wheaties

The Arrhenius rate law marks the origin of nodern kinetic

theory. Iith very fev exceptions the rate of reaction decreases

exponentially with a decrease in teuperature. Arrhenius [166] to

account for fie temperature dependency of fie inversion rate of

sucrose, put forth the idea that the variation of the specific

rate or rate constant I of the reaction with respect to

temperature is expressed as:

r - z ind“ [9.15]
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where Z is the "frequency factor" or pro-exponential factor and E‘

is the "energy of activation” or noro correctly the "experinental

activation energy" of the reaction. It is apparent from Equation

9.1 that by determining the value of K at several tenperatures, .

the plot of log! vs 1/T will yield the activation energy from the

slope of the curve and the frequeucey factor from the intercept

with the In! axis.

Th. 4091'49103 030387: 3, . cf the reaction (chenical or

physical) represents the energy that the nolecule must posses if

it is to take part in the reaction (activated state). The

determination of the activation energy is an inportant objective

of any kinetic investigation. The frequency factor (sometimes

called the ”collision number" or "collision frequency") 2, for a

reaction which is the consequence of the collision of two

molecules may be regarded as the number of collisions per second.

Ihere 0!P(’B.IET), is a measure either of the probability of the

occurrence of the activated state or a neasure of the fraction of

the total number of molecules which have proper level ' of

activation energy to take part in the reaction (fraction with

0‘038103 830'903 th" 3‘). The frequency factor is usually found

to depend on temperature, however. unless the temperature range is

very large, the tenpereture effect is almost always

negligible[l64].
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Chemical reactions depend very strongly on temperature and

most are found to follow the Arrhenius rate law. Provided that

the temperature range is not large, certain physical processes

also follow the Arrhenius rate law. The Arrhenius rate law

Equation9.l is justified on a fieoretical basis from eifier

collision theory or the theory of absolute reaction rates. Even

though the former approach is intuitively more appealing the

latter is more elegant. Nevertheless neither theory is able to

predict the activation energy except for very sinple cases.

IMMMMIIIW

The equilibrium constant 1‘ for a reacting system(chemical or

physical) is given by

[1° ' C‘IC,

' "1,":

where

C. I Concentration in activated state

(
5

3 I Concentration in initial state

.
F

I No. of molecules in activated state

No. of molecules in initial state
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he assumption fiat fie activated complex is in fiermodynamic

equilibrium wifi fie reactants involved in fie reaction allows one

to arrive at fiermodynamic paruetors of fie reaction by an

equilibrium fiermodynamic analysis. herefore, fie equilibrium

constant 1‘ may be expressed in terms of fie standard free energy

of fie process or sometimes called Gibbs function of activation or

simply "free energy of activation". AG’, by nouns of fie familiar

fiermodynamic equa ti on (def ini ti on)

-AG'° - crux“ [9.16]

he specific reaction rate or more generally fie rate

constant K can be shown to have fie form

r - ka‘lh [9 .17]

where k is Eoltsmann's constant and h is Plank's constant and it

is asst-ed fiat fie rate constant is expressed in terms of

concentrations of fie reactants and products[l67]. Equation 9 .17

is fie Eyring equation for fie rate constant of a reaction.

Introducing 1" from Equation9 .16, it follows fiat

r - (kT/h)eAG‘/'T [9 .18]
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Since a Gibbs function is related to fie entropy and enfialpy by

CIR-'18

fiis for constant temperature process leads to fie introduction of

fie entropy of activation, AS‘, and fie enfialpy of activation

Al‘s

mum-ms: (9.1m

Introduction of fiis expression into Equation 9 .4 leads to

r - mun-“WEN" [9 .191

whereAE‘ and AS'II are generally referred to as fie "heat of

activation" and "entropy of activation" respectively. Equation

9.19 resembles fie Arrhenius equation (Equation9 .15) except fiat

AE’ 49904" instead Of 3‘ and according to fiis equation the

frequency factor is

z - (kT/h)eAS*/n [9 .20]

From Equation9.20 it is apparent fiat a negative entropy of

activation results in a low frequency factor while apositivo

entropy of activation results in a high frequency factor.
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At fiis point it is essential to discuss fie respective

interdependency of AG‘, AE‘, and AS‘|° and their consequent effect

on fie rate of a reaction. Comparing Equations 9 .17 and 9 .18 it

is clear fiat it is fie free energy of activations AG'° which is

fie determinant of fie rate of fie reaction. his is especially

important for reactions in liquids where large values of All‘ are

compensated by high values of TAS‘, whereas in many gas reactions,

since fie entropy of reaction does not vary greatly. fie AE‘ may

appear to play an inportent and deterministic role [167]. In

general, any factor decreasing fie free energy of activation AG"

will result in increasing fie rate. his fact is explored to

advantage where certain substances. called catalysts, are 0ployed

to increase fie rate of fie reaction by lowering fie free energy

of activation.

WWW

An experimental activation energy can always be attained even

when fie rate coefficient does not follow fie Arrhenius rate law

form given by Equation9 .15 firough fie defining statement [166]:

3. - Irr'Iamr/a'rIv [9 .211
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It is desirable to incorporate fie experimental activation

energy. 3‘, into Equation9 .19 in place of AE‘ as E. can be found

fr- fie reaction rate constant. I. firough Equation 9.21.

Equation9 .17 may be written as

1.: - Ink/h + lnT + 11.x" [9.22]

Ihere upon differentiation wifi respect to temperature we have

aux/er - 1/1‘ + our/er I9 .23]

but fr- Equation 9 .21

aux/at . 8‘1“" [9 .241

also fr- Equation 9 .16 we have

cur/er - Ac‘ls'r‘ - (l/ET)3AG‘°/8T

- AE‘IET' - As‘lsr - ulnar/er [9.25]

but since

as" - Mafia-r

Equation 9 .25 becones

alnrfla'r - ant/31' I9 .26]

Therefore wifi Equations 9 .24 and 9 .26, Equation 9 .22 becomes
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Emu" - 111' + An‘lsr' [9 .27]

solving for E. gives

B.-a'r+An" [9.28]

Now introducing fie AE“I as given by Equation 9.28 into Equation

9 .19 resul ts

E I (kT/h)e‘ .AS‘I8.-E.IET [9 .29]

he data fitting procedure is discussed in detail , in fie

Appendix. he in Figures 7.2-7.6 were fitted to produce fie

reaction rate constants tabulated in Table l and Table 2 in fie

Appendix. hose reaction rate constants are fien used in

Equations 9 .16 and 9 .26 to yield AG“I and All'° respectively. The

fiermodynamic parameters AG", AE‘, and AS’ along wifi fie reaction

rate constant 5 are presented in Tables 9 .l and 9 .2.

From Table 9 .2 it is evident fiat AG‘ decreases wifi respect

to decreasing t0perature and increasing osmotic concentration.

All AS’° values except one (believed to be due to an artifact) are

negative. The AE"I values range from positive to negative but in

most cases are positive. Furfiermcre fie rate constant [p

increases wifi increasing osmotic concentration.
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TABLE 9 .2

Activation Parameters For 1st and 2nd

Order late Lava

1st Order :ate Law 2nd Order Into Law

rm 16‘ AS Am“ 16" 13‘ As‘

(Teal/nole) (Keel/nole) (cal/nole C)

88 18 .45 -25.55 10.78 18 .45 -21.55 12.07

283 18.08 -36.67 7.70 18 .11 -48.67 4.54

278 17 .70 ~50 .00 3 .88 17 . 74 -56 .00 2 .17

273 17.58 -65.00 -l.65 17.55 -61.00 .90

268 17.15 -90.00 -6 .99 17.15 -84.00 -5.58

38 17.54 -37.33 6.41 17.47 -3 .55 5.75

283 16.98 -l2.62 15.40 16.88 -9 .67 14.14

278 17 .04 -52 .00 8 .14 16.9 8 -28 .00 9 .20

275 16.66 -90.00 -7.91 16.60 '9 5.00 '9 .54

268 16 .14 -104 .00 -11 . 75 16 .03 -114 .00 -14 . 52

88 16.92 -48.67 2.42 18.68 -6.67 14.0

283 16.19 -13.33 2.42 16.58 -$ .54 5.45

278 16.50 -50.00 7.96 18.22 -88.00 -8.24

275 15.89 -80.00 -5.9 5 15.70 -55.00 6.15

268 15 .56 -78 .00 -5 .40 15 .8 7 54 .00 24 .9 8

88 16.50 -48 .00 2.20 16.01 -4.67 14.62

283 15.78 -23.00 9 .27 15.94 -5.33 14.45

278 15.3 -55.00 . 6.62 15.91 -52.00 1.45

275 15 .45 -68 .00 -5.11 15.42 -75.00 -5.06

268 15.11 -68 .00 ~5.11 15.16 I52.0 1.22
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The free energy of activation AG" for fie hypertonic

h-olysis process has been plotted in Figures 9 .1 and9 .2 as a

function of extracellular sodium chloride concentration for

different temperatures for 1st and 2nd order rate'laws

respectively. he data show slight deviation from a linear

relationship. Since fie reaction rate will increase exponentially

as fie free energy of activation dexreases (see Equation 9 .18).

fie negative slopes of fiese curves indicate fiat an increasingly

hypertonic NaCl solution will greatly enhance fie initial rate of

fie destructive reaction process. he room temperature data is

somewhat less effected by NaCl concentration as indicated lg

smaller slope. he lowest AG’ values are recorded for fie lowest

t0perature studied, 268K, at a given concentration of sodium

chloride.

The reaction constant for fie h0olysis process, k , has been

plotted in Figures 9 .3 and 9 .4 as a function of extracellular NaCl

concentration for different temperatures for let and 2nd order

absolute rate laws respectively. he data show fiat fie reaction

constant I, increases wifi increasing concentration for all

temperatures. he largest rate of increase is observed for

temperatures 298 and 2832. he concentration dependency of fie

reaction constant is similar for temperatures below 278E.

Lowering fie set point temperature generally results in lovered

reaction rate constant. hat is fie initial rate of fie
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destrnetion process is reduced w reducing tsnperstnre. be

10"“ 5 vnines for 2.5- NeCl occnrs st 273! vhere (or higher

NnCl concentrstions it occurs st 278K.

At this point it is interesting to conpsre the I, .14 AG‘

hehsviors hssed on the shove ohservstions. ‘lhe ts-psrstnre st

vhich I, is nininsl (278!) does not coincide vith the tenperstnre

corresponding to nsrinsl AG" vsines (88!). Furthernore. the

tenpsrstnre st vhich AG‘ is nininsl (268!) does not correspond to

nsrinsl 5 vslnes (38K). This indicetes s very ccnpliceted end

strong tenpsrntnre dependency of the h-olysis process.

The entropy of sctivstion As‘ hns been plotted ss s function

of the enthslu of ectivetion Al“ for the 1st snd 2nd order rste

lnvs in Figures 9 .5 snd9 .6 respectively. he 1st order snd 2nd

order ectivetion pereneters shoe quite sinilsr spsn end behevior.

It is slso evident thst grsphs of As‘ vs Al' shov psrnllel

relstionship vith o-otic concentretion. i.e.. the AS‘ end A?

vslnss st s given NeCl concentretion sre reisted hy the sinple

linenr eqns tion

As‘-su‘+b [9.30]

This is referred to ss s thernodynnnic conpensstion lsv [170].
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since es is epperent fron Equetion 9 .19. verietion of one

per-eter for exenple AS‘ in the positive direction is ccnpsnseted

for by verietion of All" in the negetive direction. In other vords

vhetever the contrihntion of eny process or nechenisn to ‘ AS‘.

exectly the sene contrihntion is conteined in Al“. his in fect

is the chief resson for the ohserved snell verietion in A6‘ for

different tenperetures end concentretions. he taperetnre “to-1].

is celled the conpsnsetion tenpereture [170].

Bra the leest sqnere fit of the dete presented in Fignres

9 .5 end! .6. the follcving reselts ere obteined;

1st order rete lev:

AS‘ 3.635‘10"Al' - 60.064

H I3 215.06 x

2nd order rete lev:

3.644AIP - 60.440B
i h

I

H I6 214.43 1

Such elinesr reletionship hetvesn Ar end AS" hes heen

ohserved for severel physicel end ch-icel processes [168-110].
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It hes hesn ergued thet this epperent linesr behevior is vhoily

ertifestuel [171]. net is the lines: reletionship hetveen As‘

end Al'b of e reection is of no significence. Bovever. the

respective intercepts in Figures 9 .5 end 9 .6 ere significent.

The AS‘ intercepts ere -60.064cel/l end -60.440cel/K for 1st

end 2nd order rete levs respectively. This intercept (i.e. h in

Bquetion9 .30) is celled the intrinsic entropy of ectivetion Mt,

Substituting for AS‘ in Bquetion9 .18' fro. Equetion 9 .30 vs heve;

AG“ - u‘u - 'r/ro) - m: [9.31]

ForAr-O;

- _ i

W “3 . [9.321

Fran the shove equetion then. A6.”I the intrinsic ectivetion

energy is tenpereture dependent end veries fru 16.10 to

17.90!cellnole'end 16.20 to 18.0110el/nole for 1st end 2nd order

rete levs respectively. On the other hend fru Bquetion9 .30 vs

heve;

All‘ - Ar. + 'rcAs" [9.33]
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ehers

Al‘. - -b/e

- 16.5213 lcel (let order rete lee)

- 16.5867 lcel (2nd order rete lee)

Substituting for All“ frcn Equetion9 .33 in Bquetion9 .18' ee heve;

00" - u‘, + (1"3 - mm“ [9.34]

For AS‘- 0.

Aaf-An‘,

Thet is vhen the entropy of ectivetion is equel to zero the free

energy of ectivetion is equel to the intrinsic enthelpy of

ectivetion.

If ee consider the 1643‘ in Bqueticn9 .33 to represent the

structurel contribution to the enthelpy of ectivetion. it is

evident fro. Bquetion9 .34 thet the structurel contribution to the

free energy is (To - T)As‘. Since (T° - T) renges fron ebout +8

to 44!. the structurel contribution to A0" is nuch -eller then

thet of Al’. In fect this is the nejor if not the only reeson for

the observed conpsnsetion lee end therefore conperetively nell

verietion of AG‘ velues (tebuleted in 'l'eble 9 .2). ‘lhis neens AG"
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is nostly nede up of the intrinsic enthelpy AI". es (Tc - TMS‘

renges fron -l .41 to lSchel/nole end -1.43 to 1.94Kcel/nole for

let end 2nd order rete lees respectively.

‘lhe structurel contribution. (‘l‘ - Tons", to A6‘ deserves en

interpretetion. “his tern in Bonetion9.34 es discussed ebove

eill chenge sign es t-pereture is decreesed beloe To, net 1.

101’ tap-return 10“ “I“ Tc the structurel contribution is

negetive (es ASNO) end for tenperetures greeter then To the

structurel contribution is positive. his in terns of AO‘ neens

thet it is less for t-peretures beloe Tc “9.3.4 to those nt

t-DOfltu'“ higher ”In To. i.e.. the energy berrier height is

decreesed for tenperetures beloe To. Iceever. the shove ergunent

does not necesserily neen thet the reection eill proceed feeter et

lover taperetures. ‘l‘o clser this very inportent point the

folloeing ergunent is presented.

'lhe behevior of the cell end therefore its fete depends

prinerily on the enount of eeter rushing in the cell.- In other

vords. the rete of reection depends on the ester conductivity of

the cell nenbrene. 'lhe cell nenbrene perneebility I, 1.

t-pereture dependent end eccording to Jecobs is given by the

folloeing generel forn (171];

I, - K'explb(‘l'-T.l [9.35]
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vhers

1‘ - 293x . b - .0323"

end K‘ is the red blood cell ncehrene perneebility st tapereture

I“, end h is celled the perneebility tenpereture coefficient

[172]. Therefore es heve;

nun-asngw-us) - 2.65

net is the resistence of the cell n-brene to trensport of ester

ecross it is increesed by e fector of 2.65 for tenpereture 26S!

conpered to 2982. Since the denege is e function of eeter

rushing in the cell. the hinderence of vetsr trensport is

directly responsible for the observed conperetively sloeer

kinetics et sub-enbient tenperetures. It is to sey thet the loss

of cell ester end therefore denege is postponed et loe

tenperetur es.

‘ne ('1' - TOMS" velues for different reection conditions ere

tebuleted in Teble 9 .3 for let order rete lee.
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IIILI!!.3

(T - 1;)A|‘(cel/nole 0)

263

-.630

-.728

-.546

-.476

linperetnre(l)

273 273 233

-.l30 .150 .293

-.130 -.096 .101

-.l6O .090 .107

-.136 -.099 .134

293

.303

.435

.633

.624
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It is cleer fron these dete thet the trans“ “a...” for .

given concentretion level by decreesing the tenpereture of the

reecting nixture. he fect thet the n-ericel velue of Tc 4.

close to the freezing point of ester is significent. uphesieing

the inportent role pleyed by eeter in the reection process.

Another inportent observetion is the ebrupt increese in the

structurel contribution to the free energy of ectivetion st 293!

conpered to the velue st 233! for concentretions greeter then

2.5n. The positive velues of (‘l' - ‘l’aus‘ for tenperetures greeter

thee To is en indicetion of the extent of the disorder in the

ectivetion stete. he euthor believes it is et this disordered

stege vhers n-hrene nolecules sre desorhed into eeter.

The thernodynenic properties for desorption of long chein

hydrocerbon nolecules shoes thet the free energy of desorption is

e positive quentity end increeses eith chein length [172).

Furthernore. ehere sneller nolecules gein entropy upon desorption

into eeter the entropy of desorption becones negetive for lerger

nolecules. “his is believed to be due to the orientetion end

pertiel i-obiliretion of the ester nolecules eronnd the

hydrocerbon cheins [173].

The dete represented in Figures 9 .5 end 9 .6 ere quelitetively

in egreuent eith the trends of the thernodynenic properties of
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the long shein hydrocerbon desorption process. The negetive

velnes of (T - TOMS’ in Teble9.3 for tenperetures beloe '1“3

represents the fect thet: even though the ectivetion process

results in e nore ordered stete. the structurel contribution to

the free energy of ectivetion is negetive.

Since the rete of the reection'is controlled by AG". this

neens thet et tenperetures beloe To a. reection "loony is

higher. he euthor believes this is en indicetion of e brittle

stete ehere the interections beteeen nenbrene nolecules ere

eeehsned end subsequently the n-brene is susceptible to denege.

noeever. es nentioned eerlier. the ester conductivity of the cell

n-brene is dresticelly loeered et these t-peretures. Therefore

the likelihood of the n-brene structure collepsing due to the

substentiel loss of eeter in e short tine is considerebly reduced.

The forgoing ergunent inplies e pertiel desorption of

hydrocerbons or proteins from the n-brens into the equeous

nediun. According to Devis. end Rideel. e noler 43, group

requires e A0 of +310 celories to pees into the equeous solution

fron the oil-eeter interfece [172]. If the intrinsic free energy

of ectivetion A?. (to: T'Tc or As’I-O) for the NeCl induced

henolysis is conpered to this figure of 310 celories/nole. the

4093081.“. III-503' 01 '3, groups perticipeting in the ectivetion

process is found to he 20. Considering the everege nunber of «I,
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groups per hydrocerbon nolecule of 28-43 [173]. it is clser thet

the derived nunber Of 20 'CH, groups indicetes thet the ectiveted

conplex or the trensition stete consists of e helf-desorbed

hydrocerbon nolecule.

ne entropy lost by the equeous nedie per 4!, group

i-ersion is ebout 5 csllnole I [173]. If the intrinsic entropy

of ectivetion AS‘. is divided by the velue 5 csllnole I. then the

IPPI'OX‘l‘“ “lb“ 01 '5. groups involved in the ectiveted

conplex is found to be 12. Both estineted nunber of «In, groups

involved in the trensition stete indicete thet et this stete the

nolecules ere still pertielly etteched to the nenbrene. Finelly.

the present dete ere in egre-cnt eith the hyphothesis thet the

ectivetion nechenisn for cell nenbrene denege due to hypertonic

NeCl solution is e pertiel desorption of the n-brens conponents.



CHAPTER!

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER '03!

AW

The physiochuicsl elteretion of cells es s result of

freezing during e cryopreservetion protocol st sub-optinel cooling

retes is knoen to be due to the coupled effects of loesred

tenpereture end the increesed solute concentretion. The living

cell in the ebsence of protective egents is usuelly injured es s

result of exposure to these thernel end ch-icel perturbetions

vhich occur sinulteneously during freesing. An understending of

the effect of these teo nejor fectors is essentiel for the design

of en optionel freese-thev protocol. be nejor goels of this eorh

eere :

1) To develop en erperinentel systen end technique for

' e decoupled neesurenent of the enount of denege incurred

due to e desired thernel end chenicel elteretion of the

cells.

2) To generete e conplete dete bees in the forn 0f h-olysis

kinetics for the h-en red blood cell.

3) To enelyse the cell responses to inpoeed perturbetion in

240
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terns of thernodynenic end kinetic principles.

The cutcone of s freeze-thee protocol greetly depends on the

dynmnic events produced by the renovel of the systen fron its

physiologicel equilibriun stete. es the cell recovery is

intinetely dependent on the cooling end eerning retes.

Unfortunetely infornetion on cell henolysis hes either been of e

stetic type or of e questioneble neture. loeevsr. it hes been

cleerly shove thet in order to quentify the freezing injury due to

the sinulteneous verietions of the tenpereture end concentretion.

decoupled studies of these coupled fectors resulting in

infornetion in the fore of henolysis kinetics ere essentiel.

To decouple the chenicel end thernel effects en inproved stop

floe systen equipped eith tenpereture control eith the potentiel

for neesurenent of the red cell destruction dynenics hes been

designed end developed. The stop floe technique provides very

rspid niring end therefore the denege dynenics for short tines

(order of seconds) ere obteined. This technique represents e

definite edventege over the stenderd technique for henolysis

neesurenent cf the blood senple (on the order of severel ninutes).

Even though the erperinentel principles of the stop floe technique

eere elreedy hncen. beceuse of the biologicel neture of the

problen. severel vitel nodificetions eere necessery in order- to

obtein relieble results. The henolysis rete dete for the hunen
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red blood cell populetion induced by severel hypertonic sodiun

chloride concentretions heve been obteined. Iith the eid of the

thernel control cepebilitiss of the systen the tenpereture

dependence of the ch-icel perturbetion hes elso been studied for

severel isothernel sub-enbient tenpereture conditions. The stop

floe systen proved to be cepeble of genereting the h-olysis dete

in the desired rete fornet. floeeve’r. it use found thet extras

cere in terns of e conplete understending of the opereting

cherecteristics of the systen is required. The results obteined

here indicete thet the chenicel perturbetions (increesed selt

concentretion) st e given isothernel condition eere siniler st ell

t-psretures. floeever. the thernel perturbetions et e given

sodiun chloride concentretion level proved to indicete s

tenpereture dependent process. For kinetic enelysis the h-olysis

process is treeted es s chenciel reection of the blood cell senple

end sodiun chloride. The tenpereture end the sodi- chloride

concentretion dependence of the h-olysis kinetics is studied in

terns of the 1st end 2nd order rete lee for short exposure tines.

The rstionel for this is thet the foreerd reection rete of the

destructive huolysis process is cherecteristicelly very rspid et

short tines conpered to thet et reletively long tines for ell

tenperetures end concentretions. The thernodynenic ectivetion

pereneters. free energy of ectivetion. ectivetion enthelpy. end

ectivetion entropy essocieted eith these kinetics heve been

enely sed.
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Biologicel syetens ere very sensitive to chenges in

environncntel pereneters such es t-pereture (resulting in so

celled thernel shock) end electrolyte concentretion (resulting in

so celled osnotic shock). Severel nechenisns for injury besed on

the necroscopic enelysis of the physio-chenicel events essocieted

eith the thernel end osnotic shock heve been hypothesized by e

nunber of investigetors. Despite the diversity of the proposed

nechenisns they inveriehly egree thet the henolysis produced by

either perturbetion nodes to ceuse dunege prinerily et the

nenbrene site. Specificelly evidence eith respect to the loss of

nenbrene conponents induced by such environnentel elteretions is

nounting. Therefore. in the present eork. the thernodynenic

ectivetion pereneters essocieted eith the henolysis kinetic

process heve been enelysed.’ It is ehovn thet the trends of the

thernodynenic properties ere‘ in egreenent eith thet of e

desorbtion process involving long chein hydrocerbons.

The conclusions concerning the tenpereture effect on the

h-olysis kinetics dete obteined here. ere presented. in chepter

VII. Furthernore e conplete enelysis end conclusions regerding

the derived thernodynenic ectivetion pereneters ere presented in

chepter n. In eddition. e conplete discussion of the

hypothesized nechenisn for cellulsr injury elong eith e

theoreticel ergunent in support of dissolution theory is presented

in chepter VIII. Therefore in this section es eould like to
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consider eproposed nechenisn for the cell freezing injury in

light of the present results end enelysis.

Cells exposed to hypertonic solutions go through shepe

chenges. The nenbrene becones distorted end the effective eree of

the nenbrene decreeses ehile the volune reneins constent. he

fect thet red cells under stress becone sphericel during ouotic

shrinksge inplies thet the intrecelluler nenbrene pressure should

increese [lfl.126.127.173-l75l. As pressure is releted to the

nunber density of nolecules et the nenbrene . the increesed

nenbrene pressure results in nenbrene constituents beconing

closely pecked [37]. The ven der 'eels forces beteeen the

hydrocerbon teils fevor close pecking. On the other heed. the

nutuel interections of the ionic or Zeitter-ionic poler heed

groups do not fevor such close pecking. Noe eccording to Equetion

2.1. the concentretion of free ions et the nenbrene surfece should

decreese i.e.. softening of the ice like structure of the

hydretion shell. This neens thet the nutuel interections beteeen

ions in the hydretion shell (bound eeter) becones 'eeeksr es s

result. net is the shrinksge of the cell nenbrene produces e

tendency for the bileyer constituents to leeve the plene of

nenbrene. Since the lipid bileyer surfece in en equeous solution

is nonhonogeneous. the tendency of the nenbrene surfece to expend

eill only be confined to certein locel ”veek" perts of the

nenbrene. Therefore es s result of increesed pressure in the
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nenbrene. the nenbrene conponents ere forced out of the plene of

the nenbrene. This could result in eveginetion end nicrovesicle

fornetion ehich breek off fron the nenbrene. This hypothesized

behevior hes been observed in nonoleyers (see Ref. [175] for

revise). Such vesicle releese fron the cell nenbrene. either into

the intrecelluler or ertrecelluler ccnpertnents hes been observed

for erythrocytes end plent protoplests [45.46.130.174]. If such

releese of nenbrene effective eree exceeds the criticel linit. the

cell upon theving. cen not return to its isotonic volune end

therefore it ney he lysed. Furthernore. if the osnotic stress is

severe enough the loss of nenbrene eree could lend to e fornetion

of holes in the nenbrene through ehich h-oglobin could be lost so

thet the cell becones henolysed.

Evidence concerning the elteretion in the cytoskeleton

neteork in red cell in response to hypertonic exposure hes been

presented [45]. The nenbrene interection eith the spectrin-ectin

cytoskeleton neteork hes been suggested to be responsible for the

red cell (nenbrene) shepee end therefore lysis of the (cell

[52-57]. This ides is definitely in line eith the ebove ergunent.

Once the cell is shrunken to e criticel coufiguretion the

cytoskeleton interection eith nenbrene nolecules eill he greetly

enhenced. The cytoskeleton neteork is nede up of nuch lenger

nolecules (proteins) conpered to lipid nolecules et the nenbrene.

Therefore. severel lipid nolecules could ssscciete eith one
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protein nolecule thereby. creeting e locel necroscopic elteretion

in the nenbrene. This egein could result in evegineticn end

nicrovesicle fornetion. Boroske et sl. studied the effect of

o-otic shrinksge on egg-lecithin lipoemes. They found thet

during o-otic shrinksge the vesicle r-eined or becene sphericel

end their redii decreesed linesrly eith tine. They reported

fornetion of finger-like perturhencss end deugther vesicles under

osnotic shrinksge end concluded thet e loss of ective eell eree

tekes pleoe during the process. Since the liposones leck eny type

of supporting skeletel neteork. one one not see-e thet the

cytoskeletel neteork in for exenple blood cell nenbrene pleys the

doninent role in h-olysis. The euthor believes thet the

cytoskeleton pleys en inportent role once the nenbrene is shrunken

close to the criticel linit end the cell volune hes been

considerebly reduced.

In en effort to offer sue insight regerding the likely

nechenisn end process of re-structuring of the nenbrene systen es

s result of extrecellnler perturbetions lending to denege. e

hypotheticel 'nodel eill be given here. According to this nodel

the nubrene get. under osnotic stress is forced to go through e

loss of nenbrene constituents to the ertre- end/or intrecelluler

environnent. he loss of nolecules fro. the nenbrene is thought

to stert et e structurelly eeek loci. Ioleceles ere releesed in

the fore of nicelles end/or nicrovesicles. Here ve eill consider
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the cese of hypertonic exposure. The euthor believes the releese

of n-brene conponents. eccording to our nodel. tekes plece in the

folloeing nenner;

1) Exposure to hypertonic solution results in increese in the

noleculer nunber density. e direct consequence of intrecelluler

pressure. This is envisioned es the nenbrene proceeding fron

stete A to stete B in Figure 10.1. Consequently the ice-like

structure of the hydretion shell is softened. In other vords. the

concentretion of free ions et the nenbrene surfece decreeses.

2) In stete 3 es the nolecules begin to peck closer. the ven der

Ieels interections beteeen the hydrocerbon teils end ionic

interectione beteeen the heed groups ere eltered. Due to the

neture of these interections the hydrocerbon teils fevor close

pecking. vherees the heed groups do not fevor close pecking.

herefore. the close pecking of nolecules in the plene of the

nenbrene creetes en inbelence. his is conceptuelly reflected in

stete C es kink fornetions on the n-brene eurfece.

3) These structures ere finelly forced conpletely out of the cell

nenbrene. he re-structured nolecules ney stey etteched to the

nothsr cell or he releesed in the for. of nicelles or

nicrovesicles.
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he for-entioned process eill el ter the nenbrene perneebility to

solutes. It eill eventuelly result in fornetion of holes in the

nenbrene lerge enough for the encepsuleted nolecules tc leeve the

cell end ceuse lysis. Concerning the Ice tenpereture

preservetion. the euthor believes the noleculer re-errengnent due

to the externel perturbetions eill be dresticelly eltered

(unfevoreble) during cooling process of e frees-thee cycle.

21 2!9§£flllflfl§.£93 RUIZ!!! I!!!

The inproved experinentel epperetus. nenely the stop-floe

systen. equipped eith tenpereture control hes been developed end

shove to be en excellent tool to neesure the destruction dynenics

of the red blood cells over e eide renge of tenperetures. In the

course of producing the thernel shock dete the tenpereture of the

blood senple is dropped beloe the roa tenpereture veins in tvo to

four seconds. It needs to be deternined ehether or not the

initiel tenpereture drop predisposes the cells to thernel stress

severe enough to effect the kinetics et long exposure tines. To

eccenplish this. the euthor suggests; 1) subject the cells to

severel cycles of tenpereture drops (et cooling retes experienced

by the cells during e typicle experinent) before the finel run. 2)

initielly cool the blood cells to the sene tupereture es the test

solution. Conpering the dete presented in this eork eith those
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obteined in 1 end 2 ebove should shed light on the question of the

effect of initiel t-persture drop on the henolysis kinetics.

It hes been ett-pted in this eork to shoe thet the. sheer

stress incurred during nixing does not effect the kinetics of

denege process. An effort should be nede to neesure end clessify

the stress levels inpoeed on the red blood cells going through the

nixing chenber. It is needed to exeggerste such e nechenicel

stress in order to deternine hoe this could effect the h-olysis

kinetics et sub-optinel cooling retes. Another epproech eoeld be

to use less turbulent nixing schens ehere the nechenicel stress

eoeld be non-existent or nininel. end conpere the results eith the

dete reported in this eork.

he long exposure tine h-olysis dete obteined here end

elseehere shoe fist e fee percent of the cell populetion sustsin

severe hypertonic conditions for long periods of tine. his

inplies the possibility fist in eny given populetion of the red

blood cells there ney exist e -ell populetion of "super" cells

ehich ere r-erkebly different fron fie "nornel" cells. A study

of populetion-cherecteristic verience need to be enderteken to

deternine ehether such super cells exist. For exenple. it is

feesible to seperete these cells (if they exist) fron others by

henolysing sey 90‘ of fie cells end through e proper technique

r-oving the perturbing elaent (thernel end/or ch-icel).



|\  
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A.nejor contribution eould require en effort concerning the

deteiled noleculer es eell es etonic interections end negnitude of

forces involved in the nenbrene systen. Such studies should bring

ebout elegent stetisticel nechenics studies of the nenbrene syten

both et erperinentel end theoreticel levels.

An inportent contribution eould be to study the henolysis

kinetic process unploying conpletely different erperinentel

epproech. One such epproech eould be through e photonstric study

utilizing e diffusion chenber developed in this leboretory. For

this the nejor tesk is to errive et e celibreticn technique. This

could be ecconplished through en inege enelysis technique. For

exenple. the diffusion chenber could he used in conjunction eith e

light nicroscope. The nicroscope inege one then be digitised.

Once e relieble correletion beteeen the light intensity pessing

through the cell (deneged or heelthy) is esteblished. the

henolysis kinetic dete could be inferred et eny extrecellnler

concentretion et eny desired tenpereture.

Finelly. in order to fully understend the role of nenbrene

constituents (lipids end proteins) in en equeous environnent in

reletion to stebility of fie nenbrene systen. e theoreticel

kinetic nodel of the ectivetion process initieted here should be

used es s sterting point. Such study should consider both thernel

end chenicel perturbetion nodes (the essentiel pereneters involved
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in cryopreservetion process). The forencntioned epproech is

perheps nost significent in e sound scientific epproech to

understend end design en optinel protocol for cryopreservetion of

blood.
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APPENDIX

DATA FITTING PROCEDURE

The henolysis history dete presented in this vork ere for the

exposure tines renging fron fee seconds to few ninutee. Bowever.

to errive st the reection constent. K;, 0.1, the ‘10:: .xpo.‘r.

tine dete vere used (the reeson for this is discussed in the

text). The eerly response portion of the dete for eech

perturbetion level considered here is fitted into the 1st end 2nd

order reection rete less. It vee found thet the so-celled

cherecteristic initiel response portion of the henolysis kinetic

of the red blood cells is e function of the perturbetion level.

Therefore for e given tenpereture end NeCl concentretion severel

initiel tine intervels vere exenined (the tine intervels stert et

zero second). The reection constent for the intervel with highest

coefficient of deterninetion (r’) were then used to celculste the

ectivetion pereneters. The rete constent end the coefficient of

detennibetion for different conditions ere tebuleted in Teble 1

(let order reection rete lev) end Teble 2(2nd order reection rete

lew).
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